FROM THE DESK OF
YOUR...

I

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR EDITOR – IN – CHIEF...
So heres the thing its now 11:31 pm and I still havta add a few more
things and make a cover for the yearbook … oh and send it in to print
in half an hour…
So we’ll keep this short….
THANK YOU GUYS FOR A GREAT SUMMER!
Special thank you to the head staff for all they do
Rabbi Newmark this year starts a new mark in camp. I wish you
much Hatzlacha in the many years to come and I'm sure that you'll
lead the camp to great heights and everyone will say I want to be a
ruach country boy forever
To anyone that I might've forgotten your bunk picture…. Sorry…

Oh…. Um none of you have bunk pictures…..really, really, really,
reeeaallly sorry bout that…..my files were corrupt…(walks off with
head hung low in shame)
Sincerely,

EDITOR—IN—CHIEF

Avrohom Yitzchok Teitelbaum

II

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR CAMP DIRECTOR...

III

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR HEAD COUNSELORS...
Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were impressed with your wonderful Middos , and Learning, to
the exciting activities where you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to
the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim . The amount of growth that each of you had in these short few
weeks together is something that should make you proud. The main
outcome of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and
abilities, and that you could enjoy life in every way while being connected to Hashem . Take all the Ruach back with you to the city, and
warm your cold winter days with the memories of Camp Agudah
Ruach Country.

Hatzlacha Rabbah , and we hope to see you next year in
Yerushalayim .
Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol

IV

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR LEARNING DIRECTORS...
Dear Campers’ ,עמו״ש
As the summer winds down and i begin to pen a few words to you , I become a bit overwhelmed. Just a few weeks ago we all arrived in ruach country, and now it's time to
say ....IT IS NOT OVER
Yes we will all be going home , but we will all take the warm memories with us for the entire year ! From morning "Cocoa Kollel " until late at night we grew in our learning and
middos. We enjoyed our shiurim with the greatest Rebbeim in the world who cared so
much for us. Of course we must mention our popcorn machine that kept us all entertained through the summer.
Who else but camp agudah boys get to spend shabbos afternoon with the Philadelphia

Rosh Hayeshiva shlita. Who else but a camp agudah boy spends two weeks in close proximity to the Maschgiach Rav Matisyahu shlita.
These are just a few memories of a summer filled with Ruach and happiness. Take it all
with you and may we all have a Gut Gebenched Yor !!

Sincerely,

Rabbi Eliezer Feuer

Rabbi Avrrom Nussbaum

V

THE BUNKS

VII

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR JUNIOR DIVISION HEAD...
Wow!! What a summer!! So much fun and excitement. Where has it gone?
At least we can take the ruach and friendship back home and treasure it until next summer.
As I write this article, I reminisce the good times we had together. Especially in the Junior division. From cocoa club
early in the morning thanks to R. Ozeiry (Taj thanks for serving it). The Geshmake davening's in Beis Rafael
with R. Freidman (is it T.R.T. or T.4.T?). The Shabbos leining trying to keep up with R. Schwebel (zoooomm).
“Three minutes until bedside inspection” extra points for good smell. Wholesome and delicious meals, thanks to the
great “Chef Flam”. Don’t forget the Agudah style learning groups with the greatest Rebbeim thanks to R. Feuer and
R. Nussbaum. What about the swimming in a crystal clear and invigorating pool thank R. Pearl and lifeguards.
Night activities with the great comedian R. Kaplan. Intercamp games with the basketball sensation R. Stern. Rockets and Arts and Crafts with Professor Krafty. Don’t forget the greatest trip maker/tee shirt printer/mishnayos
counter/…….Rabbi…..Avi…….Shillit!!!
We had great times together, trips, cantatas, plays, oar, color war, concerts, and carnival.
This great summer happened because of the GREATEST COUNSELORS AND JC’s that we had in the junior division. They were so dedicated and self-less. I thank each and every one of them for being so caring and devoted. May
they have much Hatzlacha in Yeshiva this year. YOU GUYS WERE GREAT!!!!
It goes without saying that in order for a camp to run so smooth and efficient, it takes great people to do it. Much
Hakaros Hatov and appreciation to the world’s greatest head counselors R. Neiman and R. Karfiol. I don’t know how
you keep getting better each year. A personal thank you for your friendship. May Hashem repay you with all brochos and nachas from your children.
To my colleagues (if I may) the division heads, thanks for your advice, help and friendship. May you all have brocho VeHatzlocho with much simchos.
A very special and warm thank you to R. Frischman and R. Newmark. The hours upon hours that you put into
camp is a reflection of your Mesirus Nefesh and Ahavas Yisroel.

We personally thank you for having us, as part of the Agudah Family. We will always treasure it.
We wish you Arichus yomim Vshanim in good health with Yiddeshe Nachas.

Thank you ALL for a great summer!

Next year B’’H in Eretz Yisroel!

R. Yitzchok Dabbah and Family
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ALEPH MINUS
Bunk A- couldn't get together a basketball game because...........
PINNY GOTTESMAN

Was sleeping through 1st activity,and looking for his shirt

BINYOMIN DAVIDSON

Was giving his cell and wallet to pini to hold,since he didn't have any pockets

Moshe Elbaz

Was selling toys in his toys store

Yisroel Friedman

Was learning how to take videos

Moshe Friedman

Was filling up shabsi's water gun

Binyamin Frischman

Was getting too many mazel tov's

Yeruchom Goodman

Was working to become an AGUDAH boy

Shloimy Green

Only wanted to play on a 10 foot hoop

Shabsi Hirschel

Was trying to get a dollar from his counselor

Yitzi Kaplan

Was helping his mother

Yaakov Kaufman

Was catching frogs by the lake

Shmuel Tzvi Kaufman

Was learning card tricks

Eliezer Margulies

Was taking another day off

Malkiel Neiman

Was chasing after his brother Shlomo

Zelig P. Oratz

Wasn't sure how much sour sticks in the canteen cost

IX

ALEPH PLUS
BUNK ALEPH PLUS BECAME BUNK LAMED TES
BECAUSE…

CC– Avraham Elnadav

Thought he could be more sefardi there

CC– Meshulam Richter

Wanted to go on a school bus to the yacht

Shmuel Bald

Loves to ditch the bunk

David Dabbah

Didn’t want his father as a division head

Yisroel Eisgrau

Keeps climbing on his counselors

Yaakov Leib Frankl

Thought they had a better canteen

Dovid Friedman

It’s the only way to join maintenance

Sholom Friedman

Thought his counselors would buy him something from the canteen

Shaul Ginsburg

Is always buying sour sticks in the canteen

Tzvi Goldstein

Loves his counselors

Yisroel Hexter

Wanted to swim more

Ahron Jurkowitz

Wanted to be with Shmuel Levitansky

Shmuel Levitansky

Wanted to be with Ahron Zelig

Mordechai Ozeiry

Ripped up all the bunk lists

Avromie Pruzansky

Always wants his counselors phone

Chaim Schwebel

Its closer to bunk Lamed Beis

Binyomin Weinreb

Has the best league team (and smile :)

R’ Goldblatt

Well win the next baseball game

Yaakov Weinreb

Shout out #noviminsk #longbeach #Arlington

Feive

Is desperate for a shout out

X

ALEPH ALEPH
_______ DIDN'T SHOW UP TO LUNCH BECAUSE..

CC– Shimi Berger

He was busy trying to get the bunk to lunch (and Yehuda) #lamedbais #leaguecaptain

CC– Yehuda Seruya

He was chilling with 8th graders in the lobby #bunkchofzayin #crazygoatee

Shlomo Feuer

He needed a “little” bit of time in his bungalow #choirpractice #rabbifeuershoutout

Dovid Friedman

He was by Y.Y.’s table for lunch #choirpractice #arifeinstein

Yissocher Glustein

was buying sour sticks in the canteen #chaylMiriam #ArtsNCrafts

Mordechai Halbertal

His brothers AFFL games were to intense #choirpractice #ropescourse

Mayer Kaplan

He was busy soaking his counselors beds and tipping over shelves #choirpractice #Ori

Aharon Majeski

He was swimming in his clothing

Yaakov Margulies

He was busy watching Mordy’s brother play AFFL #choirpractice #RabbiMargulies

Meir Simcha Neiman

He was busy catching fish and finding his brother Shlomo #choirpractice #youcannotfindshlomoneiman

Yitzchok Rand

Ooops...he comes to lunch #Toronto #RabbiKarfopilprizes

Shmuli Lerner

Was officially DHing and was Franks 2nd best JC #kutithippa

Bunk Lamed

Wakes up after the Grand Trip (like 5 times)

Uncle Shuey

Was preparing to FINALLY be Color War General

Bunk Lamed Beis-Hey

Gives awesome hugs and REALLY miss their 1st half counselor #whatsgonnaBEwithyou!

XI

ALEPH
CC– Lerner Shmuli

SHMULI LERNER! (special tune) was visiting his 1st half bunk, cheating for
Tashbar, chilling with the bunk in the pool, always on time to breakfast, loves
camp laundry, Daniel Schulman's BFF, going to Darchei #8thgradejc
CC– Lowenthal Yaakov
Was playing hockey, always wearing jerseys, speaking to campers parents,loves
shalosh seudos in camp, cares to much about leagues, OCD, 5 year old crocs,
Rosenthal, has a 7th grade league team, #8thgradejc
CC– Rosenberg Moshe Dovid Was twirling his whistle, sleep through 1st activity, gets the worst seat by
meals, same breakfast every day, never davens with the bunk, Shimon
Schuster, has a cold the whole summer #bask #ohrshraga
Bald Michoel
Basch Levi
Frankl Moshe Dovid
Friedman Dovid
Goldstein Yoel
Goodman Yehuda
Green Eliezer
Hirschel Moshe
Jurkowitz Avraham Leib
Majeski Yaakov
Newmark Shmuel
Oratz Yona Yehuda
Ozeiry Shlomo
Reich Chaim
Schwebel Zevy
Teitz Tzvi
Zelinger Pinchos Shalom
Zoberman Yirmi

Was wearing his orang robe and will lead the cantata when he gets older
Was working at the canteen #underrated
Was getting his name mixed up with MoDo #missingletterE
Was calling his mother and telling us what was going on in bnos
Was chanting everything by the pool #sheloosanigoy
Was playing on his Gameboy #coolgoggles
Was chilling with his brothers in the lobby and was on time to activities
Was owning the ropes course in the palisades mall
Was going back to Bnos and was getting his counselors confused wit him and
Yirmi #cheeks
Was playing basketball and reading books #onionrings
Was riding his bike and running his garage sale
Was getting his counselors out at dodgeball #beast
Was teaching everyone how to say ateret torah like a sefardi
Was asking his counselors for a dollar to use in the canteen
Was asking for nosh from his counselors bunkhouse
Was taking all the noodles from the soup and drinking all the hot cocoa
Was talking about his lazy counselors while washimg out the punchy pitcher
Went to wash his hands after playing basketball #ahrontzvi

Eliezer Frank and bunk 24– You guys were amazing, I really enjoyed being your JC. Thanks for a awesome
half! 1..2..3..MEYATUNA
Yisroel Levin and bunk 33– Thank you so much for (making it) an epic 1st half. It was awesome to be your JC.
I enjoyed almost every second and im really gonna miss you guys. #K.I.T
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BAIS

Hi guys today is breakout day. By the time you read this letter you should have received your laundry already. But right now it is right after

You guys were the best. (in camp) Baruch Schonbrun BEST J.C. EVER!

I would like to write the about who snores th

But R’ Karfoil would censor it. So I will talk about the silly things. 1) If ____ would write a book it would be called 2)In 20 years….. 3)
Yechezkel was a better counsler then… 4)If ____ had green hair!

CO. Shmuel Yechezkel Stern 1) How to talk about yourself, How to drive 1977 Chevy 2) Might forget some of the campers
names! 3) Would be a better counsler! 4) would match the costumes.
JC Baruch Schonbrun 1)How to the best J.C. ever 2)Will own a MLB team 3) Already the best! 4) Would never let it happen!
Avi Ishakis. 1) All about Monsey, How I know Tzali Stern. 2) Will be a photographer 3) Not possible 4) would make a show called
green haired AVI!
Yakov Yechezkel Gottesman 1) How to have a friend win you a teddy, How to find laundry bags. 2) Will be a division head in
camp AGUDAH. 3) Won’t be able to blame his counselor on everything. 4) Would look very funny.
Eli Wienreb 1) Why is Waterbury awesome, 107 awesome reasons to laugh after curfew. 2) Will be a rebbi & drive a pick up. 3)
Would break dance and sing every night after curfew. 4) Would not stop looking in the mirror!
Mordechai Braunstien 1) Why Cinci is better, How to nick name well. 2) Will be living in Brooklyn! 3) Stay the whole meal! 4)”yo
man its green” (would fit well in Brooklyn)
Chaim Davis 1) 1000 ways how Y.T.V. is better, Why lamps are better. 2) Will be in Y.T.V. Kollel 3) will get best in davening. 4)
Will stop looking in the mirror.
Eliezer Nathan 1) How to never be on time to curfew with a “good excuse” every time 2) Will be a world famous juggler! 3)It
would be Cuti Shipper! 4) Would be good for the show!
Eliyahu Cohen 1) How to be a Sfardy, Know all the little guys. 2) Will be a rebbi in Ateret 3) Would be by far the coolest kid in
camp 4) would dye his hair black.
Simcha press 1) How to smile from ear to ear, how to lose tiros before visiting day. 2) Will be the strongest guy ever. 3) Would
day dream about his counsler. 4) Would think it is cool.
Avi Schlanger 1) How to make your smile hit your yalmukah, Why curfew is not happening! 2) Will be a brain surgeon. 3) NOT
POSSIBLE. 4) Also not possible #NotHappening
Elchonon Hartman 1) How to properly ring toss @6flags, Coming back with big teddy’s. 2) Will get his laundry back 3) Rely
would be SUPEMAN 4) Will wear his SUPER cap over it.
Yitzy fine 1) How to pack camp into 1night, How to man things out. 2) Will be his FINEst 3) NOT SHAYICH. 4) Would not like it
very much.
Dovi fein 1) Why bunk beis are the baby’s 2) Will be a philanthropist 3) Will not be defeat able 4) Would be glued to the mirror!
Tzviki Donat 1) 101 Rugelach recipes. 2) Will be head life guard in Agudah. 3)Not possible. 4) It would be orange like the dunkin
donat logo
Naftoli Okolica 1) How to be the coolest camper, How to sleep with your legs up. 2) Will be a farmer with a 1977 chevy pickup.
3) Will go on the porch every night. (after curfew) 4) Would shave it off.
Avroham Dabbah 1) How to be the in the bunk even when you don’t sleep there, Stories by S.Y.S. 2) Will be a massive story
teller 3) not possible 4) would still be Sfardy.
Cuti Shipper Hi
Isaac Schullman. Asked me to mention him.
Mordy Obermiester Thanks for the leagues!
LAMED BEIS Love you guys to pieces #Busted
THANK YOU A.Y. TIETLAE BAUME sorry for misspelings.
With love
Shmuel Yechezkel Stern. KIT (347)-514-2010
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GIMMEL
THE REAL REASON WHY ______ WAS LATE FOR LINEUP IS BECAUSE HE(‘S)......
CC Dovid Neiman was sleeping/ thought Zevi was there/ was kicking people off his bed
CC Zevi Vogel was sleeping/ thought Dovid was there/ always late/ was locking everyone out of the bunk
Michoel Yitzchok Davis - wasn't/ was waiting on line for hot cocoa/ was trying to wash the marker off his face #Cheated
#BestInBunk #MachalYitz
Yechezkel Fried from houston/ an all-star pitcher/ was having a catch with motti/ knows R' Friedman hates us anyways.
#Houston
Yitzy Goodman was getting kicked out of the cubicle/ was walking out and he had to perform CPR/ was learning how to
eat like a mentch #Buuurrrrrrp #YouWereBroughtUp #ExcuseMePlease #CubicleClub #FrogBlood
#Goody28
Zevi Herzka was tired/ was busy taking a shower/was cleaning around his bed/ was looking for his towel #RecSpecs
#ItsNotMine
Bentzy INGber was getting kicked out of the "clubicle"/ was cleaning up his sidewalk chalk mess/ forgot to shut the light
(without permission) the night before #Bontzyay #CubicleClub #MP3 #FoodFight #26
Motti Izsak wasn't/ was late for curfew/ was trying to get hock from his brother/ owns a bakery but for some reason
we weren't hooked up/ was eating noodle soups/ wanted a popcorn party #OnTime #Censored
#Choolent
Eli Katz saw no one else was there/ was busy trying to find out all the camp hock #mohad/ was trying to get his
money back from AMK to bribe his counselors and be the top spender in the canteen
#MordechaiShapiro #CubicleClub
Avigdor Miller was trying to find his laundry bag/ was blinking/ was cleaning up his sidewalk chalk mess/was shmoozing
with Meir Eiseg/ was telling everybody to "TAKE A BURN!!!!!" #CubicleClub #Croutons #Pickles
#WaterFight
Dovid Neuman was busy....looking for Aryeh/ fixing his chup/ getting drunk on Brisk/ kicking people off his bed/ getting
kicked out of the cubicle/ getting thrown into the kiddie pool/ and he knew there would be no french
toast for breakfast #CubicleClub #WheresAryeh
Aryeh Singer was looking for Dovid/ wanted to borrow our phones/ was up late reading/ was telling us to do our job
#WheresDovid #Sweeper #EntertainMe
Alexander Weinreb was too busy chillin/ was looking for goconuts/ was telling scary stories/ was drawing amazing pictures
#CubicleClub #chiller #artist #BestInBunk
#Chulent #Popcorn #Cubicle #Mirror #Mojo #BrianReagan #Lakewood #BoroPark #Aibishter #DumDums #Reunion #GreatestBunk
#BestInSports #ChalkArt #Frogs #WaterFight #BYBSlush #24/7AC #BunkBais #CanteenAllDay
You guys were amazing, we enjoyed every second, in the cubicle, out of the cubicle, in the bunkhouse, and locked out of the
bunkhouse. Please invite us to the reunion! Hope to see you around and Keep in Touch!
Dovid-917-524-4231
Zevi-516-320-1040
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DALED
BUNK DALED FINALLY GOT A DISCO PARTY BECAUSE…
CC- Yossi Akerman
CC– Ashi Sharf
Shua Akerman
Yehuda Zev Blatter
Moishe Egert
Baruch Jacobs
Chesky Junger
Efraim Kalmanowitz

Nathan Kushner
Eliyahu Levy
Aron Obermeister
Moshe Safia
Moshe Silberberg
Bunk 14Gershi Liff–

Is taking Ashi to Florida, almost got the cubicle the whole summer, pounds the frisbee catches,
wasn’t with Tzvi G. #yoey #rayim Hustleyossel
FINALLY got the cubicle after 6.5 weeks, was the best JC. Hes better then 31/4 of the team, very
good at the frisbee. ASHI, ASHI, ASHI,ASHI btw ashi got a phone
Everyone stepped on his bed, had baseball catches at 7:15 AM #brothercounselor
Got Ashi to do the pouty face, got out of bed @ minutes before shacharis was still on time
#hairgel #hairbrush #caps
Brought the disco lights, has “sick’ moves, got a picture with meilich kohn and chilled with his
cousin and brother all day #chananyafridge #hairstylist
Get about 428 packages, played pitcher, catcher and every position in each sport #lakewood
#yossicousin #BJ
Kissed the mezuzah, says the best jokes at the wrong times, efraims cousin from Lakewood
#chasidish #rabbadabbah
Was a beast as center in volleyball, took over basketball when he was intense, kissed the
mezuzah 18 times #bottleflip
Speaks russian, power hitter in punchball, lety power, best league team in camp #nyet #dah
#goodshabbosnathankushner
Took down Ashi, will finally get the cubicle and wont have the messy counselors under him,
crackers hook up #crazylaugh #sefardimusic
Was always by his brothers bunk, flashlight at night, reads at night, brushed his hair #obj
#homemadekugel #yossicousin
Partied on a golf cart in aliyah and was the bunk DJ #happyhanuka #matisyahu #knickscap
#tonsofcandy #sefardimusic
Makes up dance moves for the counselors, neat freak, sickest touchdown celebration ever,
#howareyou #noyarmulka #sweatshirt]
#taj #pesachmuscle #bignate #agudahmidwest #diarywimpykid #heybugs #flashlightwar
#waterbury #yoey #gershie #feifer #JC #yossicubicle #florida
Was our best camper, no tip and slept in the cubocle
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HAY
HEY BUNK HEY!!!!!!
WHAT WILL YOU BE WHEN YOU GROW UP??

Aron Tzvi Banash-I will be a professional salamander catcher (only out of the bunk house. right?). #fridayshower@home #yes!
thepopcornmachinehasarrived
Ephraim Braun-I don't need to grow up, I’m already a pro story teller. Also I roller blade with a helmet (sometimes) out of bunk and
skateboard w/o helmet in the bunk (always). #OHCANADA
Avichai Bronstein-I will be an expert fisherman (if Shalom would just take me to the lake for once). #fastestboater #whoops!
wronglaundrybag (but I don't regret it. mwahahaha!)
Yehuda Brown-I will be an expert pickle maker #i'mkindaabigdill.Yehuda, you tried playing football and broke your finger, so here is a
small piece of advice to take for life... STICK TO BSB AND VOLLEY!!
Nachman Cohen-I will be a food taster (but only the way the Gemara says).Felt lonely 1st half so I brought in two more day campers.
#yes.i'mleavingalready
Isaac Fisher-I'm already a professional bed maker. Yes there are canteen transactions today. Always the first out of bed to wake us up.
#let'stovelyourcocaclubcup
Yehuda Glustein-I will be a spy (because I can stay hidden all day).was jealous of Braun so went to Canada for a few days
#OHCANADA. "Btw, Yossi did Yehuda come today?"
Yossi green-I will be a ruach country boy forever . Only day-camper to come every night activity. Stores his stuff in our cubical. Green
is on green.
Shloimy Greenfeld-I will be a pro tent maker (so I won't need Shalom's help. HA!). #bestbunkmates. Trip 2 and B"H the bskb hoop survives its second operation.
Ushi Krausz-I will be a hair stylist. Clean Cut or Smooth Look? #ourFridayfooddeliveries #bestchavrusa. Thanx for the Sharpie’s.
#middosaward. Let’s learn kabala.
Sruly Schwartz-I will be a doctor and have 8 giant needles. Can we play go fish? #Nisansbestfriend #BullyWartz.Obviously hey bunk
hey sounds better then hey bunk Daled, so good switch Sruly.
Yoni Stanieski-I will be a choir leader and give myself a solo. We would like to wish a very happy birthday to a very special camper...
#YTYboys
Gedaliah Wygoda-I will be a pro baseball player (hit it way past the first line) #G-Dawg. YEEAAAAAAHH!! Shower king! No. Sfardistyle.
Heshy Yarmish-I will be taking over crafty (especially rockets). Was on our league team...I think? #thereare5realminuteslefttoshachris.

Shalom Blau- hey bunk hey!!! I want to start off by saying that, first this has really been the most amazing summer of my life, so
thank you all for being the best bunk in the mountains. I will miss you all so much. Kudos to Shmonatan Shmonheit and Nisan Fetman for absolutely nothing. Second, just because the summer is over doesn’t mean I never want to hear your voices again. So here
you go this is my number 917-803-4562 and I expect to hear from you all at least once a month from all of you (as long as it’s not 4
in the morning ahemahema Isaac).By the way the real reason y.y. and I kept pushing off Ephraim’s story is because since he started
we’ve been having nightmares about Russian space Martians. I also would like to say thank you to all those who sponsored stuff for
our bunk Shabbos party you know who you are so thank you. Finally I will leave you with one thing that is the answer to every question (Shloimy know what it is?)....... "2hours". I'll miss you all.
Y.Y. Friedman- bye guys, that has been a very quick 2nd half and I really hope you all enjoyed, I know I did. For me one of the
highlights was the zemiros on Shabbos as a bunk and the amazing Shabbos party. I want to hear from every single one of you so
please call me at 7328646969 which will be my number throughout the year .I’ll miss you all and I am looking forward to your calls
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VOV
IF ______ WOULD(N’T) HAVE ______ THEN __________!
If Daniel (the Awesome) Schulman would've kept his slides in the bunkhouse, we’d havta buy out the febreeze section in Costco,
#notschulman-daniel!! Off the steps king! Shoprite receipt, crush OB in a race, pleasantly plump, 2nd coolest beard, fork eating
champion #1 ref, #bestcounselorever
If Mordechai (the amazing) (OB) Obermeister wouldn't have his phone in camp, by now he’d be a “out to lunch” #cubicle, OB on
the team, cousins with half the Jr. Lodge, iKippah, zombie, #2 ref, blob-momo, 3piece Shabbos suit, random selfie, bus ride,
#bestcounselorever
If Ephraim Goldberg would have his own full length mirror, then he would never be bored #Abercrombie, tradition soups,
schuldogs, lawyer in mafia, first base, space cadet
If Akiva Rothenberg would have anymore energy, then he would breakdown the bunkhouse #2ndbase, disco ball, leg warmers,
birthday, DJ, showers, snow, joke book
If Levi Margulies would know the price of sour sticks in the canteen hed put it on a billboard, #Cleveland, choir, potatoes, hockey,
jolly rancher ices
If Shmuel Chaim Friedman would have his own video camera, then his Chofetz Chaim heritage video would have actually happened, #middostrophy, staff kid ;) leaning, nostrils, obscure fan, davening shtark!
If Dovid Friedman would have his dog in camp, then he wouldn't always be in the canteen, #pocketknife, flashlight– Avromi
Friedman, lake, piñata, interview, seltzer champion, mike, roller coasters, NO!, #1 crafty fan, #1 Tzvi Lieberman fan!
If Tzviki Neiman would have green jolly ranchers, then he’d be to hyper to find Shlomo Neiman #shacharis, part time day camper, 3
elephants in a tub, OB whistle, hey baruch, nighttime terror
If Yossi Eisen would have Shimon Newmark's phone number, then he’d buy him hair gel #emojicap, yellow ball, 1st base, smelly
socks, team of toilets, canteen
If Mordechai Yitzchok Kagen would be in charge of revelry, then he’d make sure everyone is up for cocoa club by imitating brian
regan #handshake, baseball catch, schuldog, memory, rainbows, ravens, Motti steinmetz
If Yishai Bronstein would have his own baseball glove, then he wouldn't be so into off the steps (and other shtusim) #dimples, popcorn eating champ, avichai, fishing, wrestling, laundry bag, in shape (round)
If Moshe Aron wouldn't have a smile on his face, then we would have to say some tehillim #buzzchamp, jokes, swimming,
(schuldog) pillows, sports, best in bunk, mafia boss
Even if Asher Anshel Wercberger wouldn't have all his phone calls, then he’d still be a legend and everyone's hero #Yiddish
(feteeisel) outstanding lineup, twisters, Band-Aids, schuldog, grand bechina, bunk day
If Eliyahu Rand wouldn't go on crazy roller coasters, thenwed never get to see his awesome peyos flying #monkey, Canadian, mothballs, schuldog, punchball, bubby rand #4
If Chaim Modch’e Hirth would lose to OB, then he may not be so addicted to hockey #schlufkapul, toaster, lefty, schuldog, rosh
yeshiva YKP
If Yitzchok (rebound machine) Flam would get a few more rebounds per game, then hed have a chance to make it in the NBA
#flougies, awesome, Monday shirt, popcorn eating machine, ice cream champion (bunk day)
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ZAYIN
BUNK ZAYIN CANT BEAT A 5TH GRADE BUNK BCAUSE....
BERGER YITZY-

He plays on his mini hoop all day

DRACH "ITTY" ITAMAR-

He was playing slide with R' Karfoil

FRIED ARON-

He was busy getting his hand out of the lake

FRISCHMAN YISROEL-

He is in the kitchen getting meat

LEBOVITZ "LEBO" ELYA-

He was singing "geshmak to be a yid"

LITWIN YOSEF-

He is busy playing horse vs. baruch

LOWY SHULI-

He was talking to ari weingarten

SALGO CHAIM-

He lost a fight with a broom

SCHWARTZ YONI-

He was getting his bed board

SEIDENFELD DOVID-

He was eating chulent in denver

TUSK ELIYAHU-

He was chilling with R' Fuer

JUNGER CHEZKY-

He was making funny noises in everybody's ears

KALMANOWITZ EFRAIM-

He was upset a terrible sttrike 3 call

SCHRON AVROMY-

He was sleeping

KAUFMAN ARI-

He was listening to M.B.D at the pool

GOLDBERG EFRAIM-

He didnt want to get his a&f wardrobe dirty #YoEffy #Efercombie #YoAdrian
#NotBestInBunk

NEIMAN "CHAMTZI" CHAIM TZVI-

Is not a staff kid #YouWakeHimYouTakeHim #Schweppes

WEINREB ALEX-

He was taking his deep water test

HIRTH CHAIM "MUDCHA"-

He was to busy owning passaic#ToungeSmile

SHIPPER CUTI-

He was rocking the head staff job like a legend#SOS

ZEVI VOGEL-

He was making Chulent #BeggedToBeInThisArticle #TattyChuni
#Snack#kesubos #AGT #Buggout
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FROM THE DESK OF YOUR 6’TH GRADE DIVISION HEAD...

To my dear 6th grade division.
Wow! What an awesome summer we had. As I think back to all the
things that we did, I am amazed by all the Non Stop Action that there
was. 8 (or 4) weeks of constant, never ending, never slowing down,
PUMP!
When you are sitting at home on a cold winter day, pull out this yearbook and relive all of the pumping moments of summer 2017. It was
surely one of the best summers ever, and will help get you through the
cold winter days until next summer Iy"H.

See you next year in Ruach Country Yerushalayim!
Sincerely,

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman
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CHES
BUNK CHES ARE RIVING REGENDS BECAUSE AS THEY
ATTACKED ENGLAND…
CC- Tzvi Gold

Coughed all over the enemy and asked them if they wanted CANTEEN TRANSACTIONS! #NotToday #RockColection
#LuvsHisCobro

CC- Dani Saidov

Told the enemy some scary stories and decided to stay for the second half of the war #NotARebbi #Unibrow
#YourFat #DanceInstructer #LuvsHisCobro

Levi Yitzchok Berger

Entertained all the warriors with his underrated awesome humor #NoSwordNeeded #TwoHandedWave

Eliyahu Eisenstein

Fought with his cocoa from his cocoa club in his hand and his must gum in his mouth

Avi Farbstein

Swam the whole way there, and arrived with a bang #FrogsandSalomanders

Momo Frank

“If only the whole England can be destroyed with jaw dropping shortstop abilities”

Shragee Frankle

Came with his baseball helmet and constantly asked the whole England to answer amen #CanYouSayAStory
#StupidQuestionStupidAnswers

B.D. Fulda

Fell and broke his wrist but still had a positive attitude throughout the whole war #SnacksAfterCerfew

Yitzchok Himy

Had little faith in his commanding officer who he thought was always crying and loved chilling late after curfew
#Zanvil

Elimelech Lebowitz

Told the whole England he was sorry, and was joking the whoile time #BackUpStoryteller

Alter Shalom Leshkowitz

Showed immense amounts of life and wowed the whole England with his rocky dance moves

Moshe Misles

Spoke in a heavy Russian accent to confuse the whole England #ChellawTzvi

Naftoli Newmark

Was with the same commanding officer for two halves, had books on the battle field and is somehow related to the
general. #FunniestT-shirts

Dovid Ozeirey

Battles like a warrior the entire week but manages to disappear every Shabbos

Avromy Ribowsky

Made sure all the foot soldiers had an even amount of ice #ThatEpicJuniorHillMoment

Meir Richmon

Stayed in the same barracks as the rest of the troops and provided the whole army with cups for the meal

Yitzy Richmon

Took out most of the enemies front line with his fast balls and shabbos sodas

Yosef Meir Safia

Was all smiles and kept his high ranking commanders (us) highly entertained #GoldCarChiller

Binyomin Shoob

Intimidated the opposing team with his calm and composed demeanor #shoobJr310 #2hourwaterfight

Chaim Zidele

Found his glasses and waved them menacingly as he ran to shachris on time

Shimon Zilber

Supplied clutch poppers, sushi, franks & blanks for all the troops #Broadway Jr

Mo Eisenstein

Was missed by everyone #LoveYouMan #WasntTheSame #MassiveFightOverTheCubicleInmiddleOfJuniorhill
#BeatTheBestLeaugeteamintheWorldseries

Hillel Gold

Stole of his brothers money and his cool genes #Goldmishpacha #rivingregen #6pointcompromise
#EnjoyYourOwnRoom #I’llMissYou
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TES
In Twenty Years …
CC Eliezer Canter

will still be lending out his guitar!

CC Yehuda Vogel

will still want to have a Frisbee catch with someone!

Yaakov Shmuel Augenbaum

will be the “best” point guard ever on Camp Agudah’s Basketball Team!

Gershie Biderman

will be distilling and selling top grade vodka!

Aron Tzvi Deutsch

will be selling sunflowers outside the Barclays Center!

Michoel Edelstien

will still be waking up at 6:30 AM to give out cocoa by Cocoa Club!

Shlomie Friedman

will still be asking Zevi Vogel for the most super complex origami!

Binyomin Klein

will still be ensuring bunkhouses smell clean by creating his own line of febreeze!

Tzvi Dov Konstam

will be pitching in the MLB and batting #3 in the lineup!

Ahron Lauber

will run the Camp Agudah Canteen while learning mishnayos!

Chaim Dovi Lebowitz

will still be working out in order to beat Vogel in an arm wrestling match!

Akiva May

will be captain/creator of the new Camp Agudah roller hockey team: The Salamanders!

Elimelech Nekritz

will invent non rip-able pants and will make a fortune in Camp Agudah #benches;)

Motty Perlstein

will still be a champion at off the steps!

Meir Singer

will be a famous photographer who takes pictures of people when they don’t realize!

Motty Steinberg

will still be starting chants and cheering “Yeeeah!”

……WE WILL STILL REMEMBER THE GREAT SUMMER WE ALL HAD TOGETHER!!!
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YUD
Even though R Karfiol had a chinuch rountable with us on the bus ride and can throw a freesbee across younger hill and
never had a broom and never won BYB and R Neiman lost his rubbers (And shlomo)

THE BUNK YUD CHILLERS PUMPED THIS SUMMER TO THE MAX BECAUSE....
CC Yehuda Zev Hamada- JZ,best cocounselor,pickel boy stories, R Bergers chabura, ACTOR, leil shishi JR, 8th grade, morris 1st
half? nightly shmiras halashon/R Finkelman chabura,THE Q, Kesubos, Avos
CC Yitzie Merzel-

MERZI! bed board, oraysa ,ricecrispies ,HEY CHUNI! TEAM R HELLER-THE ROCK! gumlollies, memories
videos, jbl speaker,Derache-ha darchei darchei darchei torah, vhaarev na

Binyamin Altschuller-

2nd year YBG, from town ciner, red baseball glove,mishnayos guy

Moshe Altschuller-

2nd year YBG, from town ciner, camp soloist,R Friedman talmid

Yehuda Fogel-

The famous hall of famer Gadis son, birthday boy, MAZEL TOV

Chaim Goodman-

2nd year YBG, lakewood hocker, assistant storyteller,son of Rosh Yeshiva

Eli Grossnass-

Dayan Eli, Reb Elya talmid, nightly chabura spooky stories

Eli Jacobovitch-

Eli J! team tress, visiting day times 5,league team, lets hock!

Yitzchok Kramer-

Yehuda and Menachems brother, Reb Elya talmid, future staff basketball team

Zevi Lipschutz-

IS ZEVI!! And is also Ben's brother and R Heller's nephew, yated,glasses

Moshe Markowitz-

MoshAskanstein!, camp mailman,emails, agudah live

Yitzie Mozes-

2nd year YBG, Yossi Hershkowitzs brother in law,tancer...saying good say better

Avigdor Newman-

soccer goalie, son of R Newman, named after Rav Avigdor Miller, bentcher

Shmuel Schwartz-

awesome artist, found wallet! lets make a deal

Yitzy Singer-

chicagos yankee fan, transferred from day camp,beast on the court

Shimon Stern-

From Rabanowitz city, fancy yarmulkas, GUUUUUUYS! tallis

Eli Tress-

Team Tress, Always pumping! coco club, phone borrower

Tzvi Tress-

TETRESS, Team Tress,visiting day times 4," Doesnt work in the kitchen," friday popcorn,
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YUD ALEPH
CHAIM AND SHIMON CAN’T THINK OF A BUNK ARTICLE TITLE
BECAUSE…

CC– Chaim Feigenbaum

Sleeps all day #bunk19 #katz #goldberg #rebgraff #A.Y. #4offdays

CC– Shimon Isaak

Yeeeaaa! Eat ‘em up! #cubicleallhalf #golfcart

Dovi Danzger

Cant keep quiet by meals #pickedon #bestsingerincamp #packages #artist

Aryeh Drillick

Was playing baseball all day #didtheyankeeswinlastnight

Aaron Epstein

Stirring up the heavens with his amazing voice #choirpractice #kriasshemainbed

Chaim Gaffney

Was playing kent and eating pretzels after curfew #worstleagueteam

Yaakov Gray

Wouldn’t eat any camp food #traditionsoup #arischeffcousin

Ari Isaac

Thinks hes related to Shimon #punyisaac

Elchonon Kahn

Will never sleep in camp #daycamper4life #bunim

Chaim Lamm

Pounding food in his bathrobe after curfew #shmulibro #bunk13

Eliyahu Levitan

Couldn’t play sports for 2 weeks #stitches #pickuptruck

Ari Pitterman

Is a Chaim Berliner for life #kentwithgaffney #akermanneighbor

Mendy Schachter

Has the nicest haircut in camp #leshkycousin #Moviedirector

Michoel Schwarcz

Geshmak to be a squid #mickey

Shimi Schon

Rocks the six flags warriors cap #lkwd #106

Shmuel Dovid Skrilof

Gets an email every meal #sds #bestpassrusher #avischulman #tzvigold

Chesky Tratner

Major hookup in the kitchen #food4thebunk #dave #every1bestfriend

Avi Weber

Pounds reading in bed #kalmanbro

Avi Weinstein

Is a geshmake guy #cantstoplaughing
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YUD BAIS
BUNK 12 IS “HOWYADOIN” AND “SHAMEN” BECAUSE…

CC– Yitzchok Frischman

White shirts, his agudah cap has more value than the Gregory, got the cubicle for the whole summer, better than
Leni at baseball, wished he had natives, plays “there are bochurim in my yeshiva who they sleep, eat &
breathe ;earning all day because of this man!” #theroshHA #Darchei

CC– Meir Laniado

Is terrible at baseball, has natives, was the inventor of howyadoin, cant catch a football if his life depended on it, has
THE Gregory! Got thrown in the pool by his co, tyros is his go to, going to Israel next year, wants to be the worlds
best friend, looks up to R’ Neiman, R’ Reisman, best shortstop in the mountains, one to only Mordy Jacobs
his mentor

Netanel Berger

Has the coolest father, brought cake for his counselors, wakes up for cocoa club #Darchei

Mendy Brick

Father is Shuey the legend, best friend with Lani #cocoabuddy #singer #Darchei

Avrumi Fox

Brothers in camp, cant be quiet by curfew, future AFFL 1st round pick #YFR

Moshe Glick

Is the biggest rockstar in camp, best friend with Tzvi the legend gold, can sit through whole kinus no problem #Darchei

Shimon Greenspan

Is boys with R’ Yarslowitz, can catch bare handed better than Lani #best8thgraderebbeim

Binyomin Hellman

Has a sick voice but never sings, thinks Lani is better than Yitz in baseball #Darchei

Dovi Kay

Knows how to 2lbs of beef jerky for the boys, legendary brother who knows how to do the walk #Carlos #Darchei

Mendy Neiman

Brothers with Dovid, is a legend in his own right, knows how to rock tyros, not in Darchei

Yisroel Nusbaum

Future Rosh Yeshiva in 20 years, his father has the straight ties and Lani hero #Darchei

Yitzchok Pesach

If you need a friend he's there for you, lives in Israel, has a powerful flashlight Lani uses every night

Moshe Yehuda Sass

Insane at hockey, the next Connor McDavid, Lani wants his younger brother in his bunk #vibes

Mendy Schuss

Has the best league captain, makes cocoa club, older bro in rayim #THETEAM #Darchei

Yisroel Seidenfeld

Has the best cousin, father is a Rosh Yeshiva (at age 21)

Yitzchok Soloman

Lives on the same block as Yitz, fathers the 718-insurance, owned camp with his awesomeness #Darchei

Chaim Steg

Has a baseball pillow, beloved tanis Shabbos shirt, his uncle is called “the white man” #Darchei

Eli Zitron

Is awesome and cares about all people, has a nice mess by his bed with Seidenfeld #Darchei

Cheski Zucker

Lives in Lakewood, cousins with neiman, inventor of the towel sliding across the bed thing, is a legend!
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YUD GIMMEL
WHY?
CC-Dovi Feigenbaum

CO!!!!!!!!!!!!!! #functional, steins bachur, yud zayin, #wutwut, AKA fovi deigenbaum, cant say a story ,has a cubicle withou t a
towel, #hash^tag:thrillitup, dov yischak

CC-Menachem Hartman

HATES COFFEE. #functional #yudgimmelfullsummer, chick peas and lemonade Friday chills, #YTTnolonger, CO!!!!

Yaakov Berkowitz

Top bed by door, secret cat name #mrs.norris, knowledgeable b’horses, #lakewood, #harrypotter

Naftali Brull

ITS RIDILIKILOUS!!!!!, soda after curfew, lost his flashlight but then found it and lost everything else, #YTT, davens in menachems
shul, #modehani, #wutwut

Yehuda Egert

Enough flashlights to feed an army, late night conversations with soffer, #towelbicle, #cbshtultz, Menachem full summer

Reuven Finklestien

Zemiros with shimon(he of the shimon haas chant, see below),collector of t4(r)t tickets, #towelbicle, Menachem full summer, # YTT

Moishe Gerstner

Related to THE gerstner, b’’h stayed second half, Menachem full summer, #towelbicle, #YTT, #theoz

Shuli Grossman

He goes for the GIANTS!!!! Which is totally awesome!!!!! But has a Brady jersey which totally isn’t… #towelbicle, lives by the tree in
#Lakewood, #harrypotter

Shimon Haas

SHI-MON HAAS! SHI-MON HAAS! SHI-MON HAAS!, comes alive on Shabbos, zemiros with reuven, menanchem full summer, cocoa
club member, #igotit, rocks the Agudah yarmulke, #YTT, #theoz

Michoel Jaffa

Figet broken spinner, cocoa club member, #YTT, #theoz

Avrumi Klien

R’ Elya's neighbor #lakewood, rocks geetar, late night reading, baseball collection from under bunkhouses, #psycho

Ephraim Rothman

#YTT, a geshmake guy, will win leagues. and color war. And oar. and neighborhood day. Grass and cows vhameivin yavin, loves
shwekey and shoprite bags. #ponyexpress

Avrumi Soffer

#quality #cbshtultz , on dovis league team, sits by mosey, late night conversations with Yehuda,#towelbicle

Menachem Sternbuch

Loves nachos, #lakewood, personal shelves, #harrypotter, cocoa club member

Yitzy Wienstock

Has a sick sneer #freckles, #lakewood, whats transactions? rusty hair, sliiiiides without socks, random jerseys, not a volleyball
server, rocks Agudah yarmulke/mets cap, mrs. weinstock

Avrumi Yarmish

Making sure the counselors are smiling, plays sports amazingly, sleeps among the staff, #YTT, #towelbicle

Daniel Ari and A.Y.
Eliezer Frank
Cuty Ari & Avrumi

SHOTGUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
So much to say & no space so i’ll just suffice with this
HI.#bestinbunks

HEY PEOPLE! IF THERE WAS SPACE, THEN THESE GUYS WOULD HAVE LINES TOO!! SHOUTOUTS TO: Yehuda Lowenthal, Akiva Besser, Yaakov Lowenthal, A.Y., Yossi Akerman, C.Z.F., THE OZ & Dovyischak, #CBNOMORE! #VARSITYJACKETS Azriel Silber, Simcha Moskowitz, Yisroel Nachum
Haleivi, Shuie Finkel, Shmully Krausz, Zevi and Sheemoon, Nissan Lenny and Yitz, slomo,1st half yud gimmel guys, Aron lowenthal, DJ, last year
bunk tes guys, do we like coffeNO. 1st half team 4, Dovid Neiman, Laaaaax,tweeeeezlers
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YUD DALED
BUNK 14 COULD NOT BE SPLIT UP BECAUSE _____ HAD TO ____
CC– Zevi Goldschmidt

Owns a elephant bathroom mat, who's my garbage and who gets the kugel? Knows everything #wednesdayfriday
#benjerrys, youre staying in YTT right? Oh Gellermans! Goodbye to R’ Yirmiya’s parking spot, part of the 10-10, are
we co.'s? I know I should've take the other job offer #phonecall #sneakinglettersinmailox (hi Rebbi:), first time in
monsey and Lakewood #yitzreflector #schronsdriving #bunk38, don’t wake up at your house at 1:30 AM and don’t
forget to have corn chips with mike and Herzberg at 3AM #throwup…. #andnowitsover #howcanirepayyou?
#truefriendsdontendwithonelasthuggoodbye

CC– Shimon Schuster

(oh what you're in cam?) Be a masmid...oh I mean a rotator...oh what you're a co...with Z.G.?! Wear his glasses,
switch out of the cubicle, invite everyone to his wedding :) put his toothpaste in a box?! Buy seforim with no price
tag (seriously, Mr. Schuster, look at your credit card bill) be an adopted MoDo, eat string beans, be Aryeh’s brother
(ha Aryeh you got a shout out!) wear blue pants, sign a letter that I wrote (hi Rebbi :) park in the Wesley kosher
parking lot (oh wait there's someone in the crosswalk :)….. #ifthereisanext___ #atruerolemodel #yeswearecos
#thebest #forever….

Shlomo Davidson
Mayer Friedman
Menachem Gruen
Moshe Hersko
Menachem Katz

Pounds soccer jerseys, lose his (clean) laundry bag and do canteen transactions (or “transfer”)
Keep on his Steph Curry cap, be the only one to sweep the bunkhouse and tie his fake laces
Sleep with giant stuffed animal, had to maneuver his shelves on his bed and did leining before shacharis
Go home for Shabbos, had to shush the bunk by curfew, and was just straight up awesome
Underrated be cousins with Hillel (in fact Zevi didn't know this until Shimon told him when they were
writing this article) keep his chair by his bed and sit sideways by davening
Rafi Lehrer
Be a star soloist, fix his towels on his bed, make sure whatever he's eating looks good
Simcha Mayerfeld
Look like Yossi and leibel, rock up Frisbee with Rabbi K. and wear cool yarmulkes
Shalom Pearl
Be Chaim Fogel cousin (are you really?), take a lifeguarding course, pull people out of the lake
Osher Rand
Pound 400 mishnayos, know R’ Shlomo Miller from his hometown, and came a day late
Elimelech Rosenblatt
Be “so picky”, bring a million drinks to camp, be el-splats #whosontop
Tzvi Schon
Wear his slides, have his morning time outs in bed, stick his head out of the stage curtain
Pesach Stern
Get a haircut! Get a haircut! Get a haircut! Do the most amazing handshake and “are you Gary?”
Yaakov Tajerstein
Prepare the cocoa club, wake up Yossi, wear matching shirts and pants #hibbyjibbyhibbyjibby
#chulentmasterhaha
Dovi Weiss
Stop laughing, watch his brother in AFFL (he's your brother?) and have Shabbos glasses
Hillel Zaks
Buy a new blow up chicken, order from GlattBite, and clean up his bed
Thank you guys for an incredible second half, please keep in touch! Oh and btw, always remember “Reich” & “roaches” #size26
Zevi– 646-866-1676

Shimon– 845-637-1367
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FROM THE DESK OF YOUR 7 GRADE DIVISION HEAD...
Wow! I can’t believe it. The summer is almost over.
I mean I would never believe that this great camp life is going to end soon. But there’s the Teity angle. You see,
someone gave Teity the job of asking/coaxing/cajoling/threatening/harassing innocent people like myself into
writing articles for the yearbook. And he’s been after me lately.
Now, don’t get me wrong. Teity is a swell type of fella. I mean, unless he’s running a mafia gang on stage or getting himself involved in a fight between Yisroel Levin and “Totty” or something like that, he’s a very nice and Geshmake guy to have around.
Until the time comes.
Yearbook time.
And then he gets that mean look in his eye.
And when you try to give him an innocent “good morning” he just says, “Yearbook!” And when you try to change
the subject he just says “Yearbook” again.
And then you know the time of reckoning has come. You know that the great Teity will not rest until that yearbook
article is sent in.
Which I’m really okay with.
You see, I don’t mind writing articles. Especially since most of my article is usually about Teity anyway. But
what makes it so hard, so challenging, is that it means that the end of the summer is fast approaching. And that’s
a hard thought for many of us.
And it makes one think back. And we wonder- how did it fly by so fast? It seems like it was just a few short weeks
ago when we were in the shul hearing that we were about to experience “a summer like no summer before”... and now
we are at the end.
Well, now that we’re on the subject, there certainly is no question about it. This HAS been a summer like no summer before!! Right from the start it was non-stop-action-packed-minute-by-minute- from the wonderful and warm
revile in the morning until the equally wonderful and warm curfew at night- there is no time to waste in Ruach
Country!
And at the seventh grade division things really are at a whole different level! Besides the day to day amazing activities and leagues and grill-outs and BYB’s and learning and Chaburah Chizuk Tefilla and an incredible SEVENTH GRADE OLYMPICS (Did someone quit?!) and Poughkeepsie for mini golfing and stuff and ZOOOOOOOM
FLOOOOOOOM- besides for all that- we were off to Niagara for an amazing trip which seemed to just go on and
on.
And the memories keep on coming. I remember the plays and the skits and Dougies- I mean- better than that- the
Flougies!
But most of all, I think we’ll miss being together as the most amazing seventh grade ever! Because while all of these
amazing things were going on we became one group- one family- of incredible seventh graders! And I think this is
what I’ll miss the most!
So let’s not even say our goodbye’s. That’s way too hard. We’ll just end an amazing summer by saying, “Keep in
touch!” And as we go back to the city life let’s take these memories of summer along with us. Let’s remember that we
are all part of the greatest seventh grade family ever! And let’s forward to getting together next year in Agudah
Yerushalayim be”H!
Sincerely,

R’ Septimus
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TES VOV
IF ______WAS STRANDED ON AN ISLAND HE’D NEED _______ TO SURVIVE
C-Yehudah Lowenthal

Besser, To go to college #R’Lowenthal, Besser, sports, Besser, hats, Besser, bunks 16-23, Besser, Shabbos
party, Besser, sports news, Besser, Besser, Besser, Besser, Besser, late night snoozes in doobies chair,
Besser, Besser, Besser, Besser, Besser, and most importantly Akiva Besser

JC– Nechemia workman Awesome JC, wake up, Lamed Bais, Boruch Feigenbaum, off days #NOID

Shloima Breskin

Rabbi Halbertal, Scharf, grilled cheese, basketball, fridge

Michoel Davis

Shabbos packages, yo mama, seat on the bus with Ishakis, a double matress

Yakov Genack

Shabbos Shoes, early breakfast

Yakov Grama

Late night snacks, seat on the bus with Ishakis, hockey, pictochat

Mordechai Ishakis

Pictochat, D.S., 7 hot dogs

Dovid yoel Isner

Niagara Falls, Fox and Frishman

Doobi Kaluszyner

Books, Yehuda's flashlight, yo mama, Tzvi Lieberman, his spring chair

Yirmy Kravetz

Cooler, cocoa club

Yaakov Lapidus

Disco lights, axe, Israeli flags, grilled cheese, tradition soups, hammer, brother & sister in-law

Avromi Max

Special activities, skeletons from breslov, kosher phone, bunk 21

Elimelech Meisels

Tress picture, #pictureswitcher, Avi Schillit for his t-shirt

Avrumi Sadwin

Cocoa club, nails by his bed

Meir Scharf

Breskin, grilled cheese, Texas Pete chips

Yehoshua Schuster

Nechemia’s phone and iPod, brother on the bikes

Eli Weis

Black hat, Zevi, pictochat

XXX

TES ZAYIN
FIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSSSHHHHHH!!!!!
CC– Cuti Jankelowitz
CC– Shmuli Kriger

Eliyahu Cameo-

Yosef DabbahYitzchok DeitelAkiva HermanMenachem KohenShlomo MaimonBetzalel MichaeliYitzy PearlMoshe PomerantzNosson SchlossShloime ShapiroMoishe SnyderShaya SanzerKalmy Weiss-

Dovid ZlotnikChaim Moshe Zucker-

#fish #fish #fish #fish #yababy #c’monref #getoutofthebathroom #dontreachyoungblood #2mothers—dead serious,
#srulimilstein #maincharacter #JC #cutiontheteam
#bigspeakers #littlebrothers #goodmorning_____goodmorning_____ #theguns #beard #waterbottlein6seconds
The best hockey player in camp. Are you sure your fan is in the right position?! How was intercamp volleyball with
17 players on your team?
Thanks for always keeping the bunk on their toes every night until 2am with all your cover ups. There is a Dabbah in
the headstaff, any relation?
Yo cousin, you're always welcome to use my caps. Btw Mrs. Neiman has a package for you. Thanks for making me
lose leagues because of your clutch 3-pointer. In all honesty you mind the tissue throwing during meals.
A-K-I-V-A akivas _ _ _ _ all the way! Thanks for providing the bunk with a garbage (hamper). Don't worry we will
wear shoes by davening this whole year.
Mr. commisioner of all bunk games. Stop thinking you know all the hock in camp. Btw you need alot more than 11
"new" punchballs to win us in off the steps with all of our homeruns.
You are one big freezepop with all those ices you ate. It's legit not fair that you and Rabbi Septimus are boys, you get
away with everything. Fyi I own you in arm wrestles. Where did he go!
Yo big poppy! The #1 clown. I need my laundry bag. I really do. Big firepit chill in the freeds resort. Maybe in 10
years you will be good enough to play me basketball. Btw you're such a chiller, you and Eliyahu Levitan broke an
ATV.
Yo hey you chillin'. It's great to have the whole mishpacha in my bunk. There is no reading childrens books during
davening, and btw I'm the counselor and I can take them away and read them first.
You're pretty good at hockey in the bunkhouse. Iy"h next time I go to shoprite I'll get you taffies to fill your box.
Thanks for keeping the space around you clean. Btw are you sure you have enough fans?!
And the winner of best sportsmanship is.......!! Next time you TRY to stuff me in basketball, try not to knock off my
glasses. I can't believe you're cousins with Betzalel. And oh do you enjoy towering over us
when standing next to us.
Everybody sing together.......! Thanks for teaching me gemara taanis and shabbos. Btw you still can't beat us in off
the steps. I think you should become the official ref of camp agudah.
I guess you're a good player since you were traded to my league team. By the time we got you settled into your tent
every night it was like 1am. It was fun watching you escape.....Yo Doni is back!!
shaya sanzer shaya sanzer got 3 outs. You are the most enjoyable guy to play around with, whether it was with get
out of the bathroom or I've been outside for an hour (when it was only 5 minutes). Btw mazel tov on your sister,
iy"h by you.
Moishe's cousin! First you leave camp for a week to put on tefillin (m"t!) and then you switch davening seats from
right next to me to the other side. Thanks for making our job easy by jumping out of bed every morning.
How does it make sense that you get dougies every night but you don't get fat?). But you can never get such a good
deal on dougies as I did.
Hey Cutie Shipper, you........! The #1 qb against Romimu. Are you sure your parents sent up enough food for you, or
a truckload will be enough? Because of your kosherlamp the bunk was always up chillin' with Chuni till very late at
night.
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YUD ZAYIN
In 20 yearsnow______________ will be CEO of a company that.........
CC-Tzvi Baruch

Makes fun of awesome skits and sells crazy costumes

CC- Yossi Botknecht

Blasts Israeli music for the entire office to hear because he can

Shua Basch

Prepares full Shabbos meals ready to take home.

Dovi Belsky

Trains people how to play "non-yeshivish" sports

Aron Engelson

Has 24hr car service drivers with free comics for the ride

Ari Friedman

Gives out pizza for every minyan, and makes early rise alarm clocks

Yechezkel Ginsburg

Has beatbox battles by every lunch break

Menachem Goodman

Bakes snacks and does laundry

Sruly Handler

Builds night time lit-up ropes courses

Shmully Krausz

Makes baseball, basketball, and football cards and lets you listen to the game
Whenever you want

Dovid Mitnick

He's the one and only boss of

Simcha Moskowitz

That lets you keep your shoes and your smile on.

Yehuda Pomerantz

Gives go-kart rides to people that cant walk

Aryeh Schuster

Makes funny socks and rights logos on back

Menachem Stefansky

Gives free dougies and dips

"LEBRON" Bronstein

Makes the greatest most awesome coffee in the world
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YUD CHES
Thoughts and ponderings in the mind of…

C– Mo Berger

Is this bunk beis? Do they really think im Mexican? Why do these kids hate zemiros?

JC– Noach Beinstock

What the Morris?! How did I end up as the only 7th grade JC?

Moishe Belsky

Why does everyone think my mother makes the snacks? Why doesn't my bunk join me in the GDR? How
in the world did I miss the steak BBQ?
Why do I love hot dogs over steak? Why do I always sit next to Mo? What made me write “go red” all
over my walls?
How did my shoes end up in front of the bunkhouse? Why don’t they just make zemiros official napWhy do I hate basketball?
Why do I have to go to breakfast? (Olympics) where are my natives (Niagara)? Where's my laundry bag?

Chaim Binet
Yaakov Block
time?
Shmuel Dusowitz
Moshe Herzberg
Nechemiah Itzkowitz
where's
Yosef Meir Itzkowitz
learns
Shimi Kahn
Shimmy Kraus
Mordechai Levitansky

Binyomin Mitteldorf
Yisrael Meir Neufeld
Eli Nierman
Shmulie Schon

Yitzy Waxman
Dovi Zagelbaum
Menachem Ziskind

How much are sour sticks in the canteen?

Why do I have to be the younger brother? I should have hugged my father on visiting every day…
my laundry bag?
I should've gotten library cards for all my books… why cant we have krav maga everyday? The bunk
Chofetz Chaim every night?
How did I end up in a Chaim Berlin bunk? Why is cousin Eli such a legend? How come no one else likes
their steaks burnt to a crisp?
Does anyone else say “thank you”? Why does Mo like my younger brother more than me? Does anyone
even realize how much food I have in camp?
Will anyone notice if I walk to bnos by myself? Does anyone chap that I make the snacks? Why cant
noach get his own tefillin mirror?
How did my father become such a legend (#msp)? Why don’t I know any songs by zemiros? How come
nobody wants to play basketball 4th activity on Friday?
I secretly hate my cool nickname… why do I laugh every time Mo looks at me? Where is Shlomo
Neiman?
What the Morris? What am I going to do with my Niagara falls water? Whys all my clothes in “the white thingy”

Why is my younger brother older than me? How come no one else loves tuna? Why cant I follow one
football team? #bekisha
I am officially certified… did anyone realize I have a stuffed moose? I hope we play football today...
Whys all my clothing red? Why does everyone wear keter yarmulkes? Ziskind better join me in Waterbury...
I'm so pumped– I finally got a gartel! Why did I break my glases the day before my bar mitzvah? I'm so happy I
ended up with a 7th cousin as a counselor #komarna
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YUD TES
19 Ingredients of Bunk 19
#1 Before anything else, Spongebob-Your constant companionship, and your constant smile you are a guiding light and leading
inspiration in our lives.
#2 C Benji Glieberman#3 C Eli Miller-

Counselor NOT jc, spongebobs totty.
COUNELOR ALSO! no im not shaving!

#4 Menachem Cohen-

Harry Potter master, knows Big Nate by heart, theories on life (whats the point of getting up in the
morning just to go back to sleep again that night?)
Hair brusher award, what a voice! #leftonbarmitzva
Too many things on your bed:), well never be counselors like your bro but we made it pretty close no?

#5 Shuey Engel#6 Yechiel Frank#GoJets
#7 Shmuli LeftonLeagues MVP even though your a cardinals fan, awesome cookies by your BM Mazel Tov!
#8 Yitzy LichtenstienEicah yoshva bodod..... HAHAHAHAHA! keep smiling:)
#9 Nachum LuchensOfficial ices stocker, crazy stuff, like clockwork
#10 A.Y MermelstienBest sweeper in town (maybe next year youll finally get a dustpan) LT General AY! AY! AY!
#11 Avi Oldak-Getting a home run like getting a cup of water, did you call your father tonight?
#12 Uri Seitler-Avis younger brother, beautiful davener, oyoyoyoy uri good shabbos
#13 Zevi Sokoloff-Still like you even though your a mets fan, ancient historic yarmulkah
#14 Yechezkel Tabi-Major actor, stand up comic, much better, bed is a mans best friend
#15 Yosef Terebelo-YOU ARE SEFARDI!!!!!! pleasure to wake up HA! ,HI TEREBELO!! HI!! HI!! HI!!
#16 Yerachmiel Tress-Eli and Menachems triplet, rocky rocks
#17 Eli Tress-Menachem you are the best, McChinsky
#18 Menachem Tress-Eli its been a pleasure HAHAHAHAHA just kidding we could tell the diff in our sleep
#19 Simcha Wienreb-Unbeknownst staff kid, 6:50 am wake up Mazel Tov!!
So when you mix these ingredients together and let sit for one month you get#2ndHalf2017#SikTimes!!!!!!!!!
Thank you guys your the best!!!
Have an awesome year!!!!!
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CHOF
_________ GOT IT UP AND LET IT BURN BECAUSE...
Dovi "Buzz" Finkelstein- He didn't get engaged #BrokenFoot #BestAtHockey #WayneGretzkyMetHim #GoHabsGo
Akiva Besser-

Straight up Jewish #Basics #FinallyCubicle #Lgr #Cholent

Shmulie Baruch-

Missed the joke of the night #Tzvi'sBro #LaffyTaffyJokster

Elkana Brodt-

He sat in the middle of the table by meals #SleepyHead #TheAkiva/BuzzDilema #Goofball

Shloimie Cytryn-

He failed to beat Buzz at hockey #Hairspray #Beck #THEDEAL #BlueYalmuke

Eli Deckelbaum-

He was first to bed every night without a sound #Islanders??? #Dexter #QuietGuy

Heshy Ellenbogen-

Will give his counselors free hats #HatBox #Gartel #Heshtag

Shloime Fischman-

He finally got a haircut #TheBowl #Throwup #85Shirts #GoGiants

Avi Furer-

He is the furer #Lakewood #SickChill #Cadillac

Mendy Gluck-

He is playing music on his speaker in the bunkhouse #TallBrother #NissimBlack #Matisyahu

Avi Jacobowitz-

he finally got his chicken nuggets #DS #ChickenNuggets #NuggetsOfTheChickem

Yitzchak Katz-

He forgot to say hamapeel #MeanGuy #ShelfLiners #Cheder

Boruch Kranz-

He put the hood of his sweater behind him #TakeOffTheSweater #WakkaWakka #Puppy #DeliRoll

Tzviki Lieberman-

He didn't sweep the floor by cleanup and camp blew up #CraftysHelper #NoHockeyInTheBunk
#BrotherIsRotator

Yossi Simonovits-

He'll get crunchies next time #AwesomeBM #BunkPic #Harmony

Yosef Steinberg-

He started snobbing Buzz and Akiva out #Hi #HiDovi #HiAkiva #OU

Pinchas Taub-

He will eventually run out of gas #Jumpy #KeepSmiling #Pinky

WE KNOW YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR THIS ONE
Avi Weiser-

should we start with the teeth brushing or the comments or both (don't even ask how we can start with
both just ask Avi) "lets save the deli roll because we have douggies" "if you touch a crockpot it's probably
hot"#OnGreenTeamButOnlyWearsBlue #AviWeiserClassics

Avi Wohlgemuth-

His older bro cant give no fade #WhiskeyBFF #TheFurer #Shorts??!
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CHOF ALEPH
TODAY IS A SAD DAY, TODAY WE MENTALLY LOST (INSERT CRAZY INDIVIDUAL HERE)
BECAUSE....

Shmuel kryzwha?-

falls asleep anywhere anyhow (INCLUDING THE COMPUTER ROOM WHILE WE ARE WRITING THIS
ARTICLE!!), always ready for a run #RunningShoesAllDayEveryDay

Avi Tress- Gelfand:

Has the most amounts of heavily tremendous personality, loves chanukah, comes through for the boyz
with shabbos candy and soda, dominates stage performances #McChinsky #Boiiyssss

Yitzy BrandYItzy BresssslerAryeh DickmanMeir FarberEliezer FriedDaniel Goldstein-

Lives for Zusha, needs to be the last guy to get into pajamas, loves to make a concert with heavy air guitar.

Yossi GreenMoishe LevinMordechai NeuwirthTzvi Nockenofsky-

Dovid PeretzMenachem ShoookieYossi WeinbergerShevach WeinstockYehudah WeitmanYY Wolman-

A.K.A The Fisherman, loves to read yeshivish books. P.S. What happened to "Gadlus"?? Ehe moichel toivos.

The official shliach tzibbur of camp agudah
Cannot beat his grandmother at xbox, loves lakewood especially its resturaunts, best friend is Ich sh'beh John.
Has the awesomest football gloves in 7th grade, big supporter of tradition soups, #HoustonBoiy4Life #Dab

Is such a Goldstein, aspiring hatzolah member, knows a not healthy amount of different types of sirens,
"The Belt"
Hates sleeping at night, under-ratedly sick at every sport, doesn't share his candy with his counselors,
although his mom makes tremendous chocolate chip cookies. #ThanxFromTheBoiyz
Best actor in Freeze and Justify, needs the door to be open at night, cannot fall asleep unless has a
hammer hung up staring him in the face.
Is very much a morning person, loves to hang out with raccoons, drowns in mattresses.
Loves to shmooze with the camp secretary, never takes off his sweatshirt, always counting words on his
fingers.
Knows legit every Jewish song ever, has the most "points" in the bunk, cant go on with out his monkey
pajamas. #Hii
has a twin brother in day camp, along with gelf makes up the dream team, gives a thumbs up and agrees
to everything.
prefers high heels to sneakers, has a younger bro that can eat him. #TorasHashemTemimah
Loves when Gelf "skips rocks", has a vast collection of jerseys, is really shmerel the clown in disguise.
Went through about 300 bags of pretzels, cant sleep with out a "bright" night light and his baseball
pillow, trumps everyone in top trumps.
cant sleep with out at least one can of highly caffienated mountain dew, is an absolutely tremendous
goalie, can never fall asleep in a normal position.
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CHOF BAIS
If _______ would buy a camp tee shirt it would say…

CC Kramer Menachem

“CC with Ari next summer” #5thsummerinarow

CC Shindler Ari

“CC with Menachem next summer” #5thsummerinarow

Bergman Meir

“Beware I bite” #EEEEEEEE #lamedbaiswannabe #gotothecorner

Blumenkrantz Akiva

“Next best actor” #7thgradeolimpics #Akivasneph #bestwall

Finkelstein Avi

“Get off my chair” #Dovyscuz #stareatthemirror

Goldblatt Avromy

“I <3 leftover herring” #besttotty #curfew

Gutwein Yechezkel

“Chazzan Gutwein” #adultchoir #grandsing2025

Lebovits Mordechai

“Come to activities!!!” #torahvodaas #grilledcheeseintv

Metz Eliyahu

“Yo Viggy” #bib #chillax #coachtotty

Nathan Avigdor

“Rosh Yeshiva” #bib #earbuds #Eliezersbro

Neiman Moshe Y.

“The wisperer” #flashlight #chairstealer #toonice

Pogrow Yosef

“Mushroom” #victorycottages #barber

Presser Eliezer

“Tell me” #cubical #morningsader #bookclub

Ruzorsky Yehuda

“General Ruzo” #needmorewallspace #fruit #coldwatermelon

Schron Simcha

“Future song writer” #bigtimereader #allriseforthejuge #bookclub

Schwebel Yosef

“Schwoo ball” #mishnayos #kitchenhookup #6000000000points

Shulman Isac

“You’re my hero” #sixpack #bald #ruachcontryboy #bestinbunk

Teitz Elchonon

“Best league coaches” #shabbosditcher #AbieSerle

Weiner Shlomo Z.

“basketball legend” #putawayglasses #fakechafatzchaimer #bookclub

Yaroslawitz Shlomo D.

“Best in bunk” #yariscuz #ontimetoeverything

Guys thanks for the awesome summer!!! KIT!!!
Menachem- 917-231-532
Ari- 718-744-5401
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CHOF GIMMEL
NO ONE SHOWED UP TO ACTIVITIES BECAUSE....
CC-Yaakov Zev Pearl

Stole the cubicle for the whole summer, but why did u need it if u have a bungalow,
#partofthechevra
Got the speakers and grill and fridge, wore his candy suit, got in the play

CC-Simcha Braunstein
Uri Abramov
Zevi Weiss
Dovi Katz
Dovi Schoenbrun
Dovi Freier
Yehuda "leibel" Schwartzman
Yitzy Shapiro
Menachem Danzger
Menashe Neuman

Willl be shraying "GEVALLLLLLLD!!!!!!" & "SHABBOS AINOY HEFKER!!!!" #foreverchaimberliner
Will yodeling, singing "hiney ma tov" & rocking that green fedora #bestsmile(and eyes)
Will be co-commishing :), pumping and rocking up the zmiros, #asistant\headcounselor
Will be a major hocker, shluffing w/his pesach pillow, give a speech on shabbos
#miketressgoesontop
Will lose the one on one to yaakov zev, be on time to curfew and lights-out, #bestmiddosaward
Will be sweeping the bunk, have the coolest deodereants, and finally get his crunchies
#neverevereverlooksatmirrors...
Will compose the song "OH NOSE", never never never wear abercrombie, sleep under his covers

Will co-commish :), give out chocolate, hock it up with yitzy #alwayswearsthatbaseballcap
Will never wear umbro, eat fancy with simcha, will win the tug of war with the blanket
#laundrybag
Dovid Baum
Will get the nerdiest haircuts ;p, hock with all the other counselors, stay up till 4 with leibel
#keepsinging
Dovid Lowy
Will get permission for his towels/garbage bags, eat muffins, be the last to sleep #CHILLLLOUT
Aryeh Tzvi Minzer
Will talk yiddish fluently, learn with reb elya shlit'a, chant miiinnnzzzeerrrr #ATMATMATM
Shalom Kolko
Will smile at simcha, take three minute showers (an hour after curfew), be by kokoclub
#chaburachizuktefillah
Naftali Horowitz
Will always shmuz with his counselors, have the BEST league team, be the best mafia #tchup
Chaim Leiser
Will wear non-matching clothes, will get annoyed by simcha, read harry potter while playing
soccer #newcitymonster
Ari Janklowicz
Will keep simchas bed clean, teach us how to make umbrella soup #JANX !!!
(Isaac, here it is. Eli, stop blushing. Akiva, too much seltzer is a bad thing.)
GUYS THANX FOR AN AMAZING AWESOME STUPENDOUS AND TREMENDOUS SUMMER WE HAD A BLAST!!!!!
HAVE A GREAT YEAR IN YESHIVA, AND SHTEIG AWAY!!!! GIVE US A RING....
Yaakov Zev Pearl: 929-271-4009

Simcha Braunstein :929-420-1590
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FROM THE DESK OF YOUR SENIOR DIVISION HEADS...
Dear Camp Agudah,
No, this is not another typical yearbook article. No, this is not another letter describing a wonderful summer. No, this is not an emotional goodbye note.
This is simply a paragraph of…..”THANKS”. Thank you to the powerful 8th
and 9th grades of Ruach Country. Thanks for living up to the message of your
first half yarmulke-“PUMP IT UP”. You pumped every moment of every day.
You pumped Torah every morning at the brand new “Cocoa Kollel”. You pumped
leagues and the ABBL/AFFL to a point that every camp in the mountains are
trying their hardest to imitate us…..but never will!!! You pumped every Thursday night with our unique “Double M- Mishmar Matzav”. You made our 9th
grade Niagara event and 8th grade Boston Day more pumped than any other
trip in the Agudah History. Together with your pumping counselors and J.C.’s
you pumped Agudah’s Dining room to levels it hasn’t reached in years. You
were the heart of Ruach Country- and we can’t thank you enough!!!! Keep on
shteiging and smiling in Mesivta and the message of your second half yarmulke---“AGUDAH BOY FOREVER”. Last but not least…..thanks for making it “GESHMAK TO BE A YID”!!

Reb Yitzy and Reb Elya
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CHOF DALED
Dear Diary,
Today is a sad day camp is coming to a close. I had an amazing summer playing mafia with my counselor Daniel Bressler way after
curfew. We also stayed up long after he left the bunkhouse to go hang out with our JC Shaul Chaim Kaufman. Right now, I am really tired
yet I still know that tomorrow morning I will be woken up to the ‘Yellow Blanky’ song and the ‘hot so hot so hot’ song. Wakeup furthermore consist of Daniel hoarsely yelling “Gavrieeeel Nisssssim, Hadid! Lachmachine! Dahack!” Dovi Schron has no idea that this is happening because he is already long gone to cocoa club. I don’t know how he manages to wake up every morning and be the first out of bed,
even waking up Daniel, when he stays up super late “talking” with Moshe Sherrer. Dovi is for sure going to be best in bunk because he
never does anything wrong. It’s so not fair. Moshe Sherrer, whose for some reason has oodles and oodles of chocolate to spare, today
asked Daniel to borrow his phone like five times. Daniel finally told him to please stop asking. Instead, he went to Shaul Chaim and then to
A.Y. Teitelbaum to borrow their phones. After finally realizing that Mordy Zucker had the phone the whole time he goes to wake up Mordy
(not Mordechei) who again rolls over and goes back to sleep.
The other day I was looking for Shlome Tress because I
wanted to know where BTress was. So I looked to see if Daniel’s basketball was still in his cubicle. Being that it was, I knew Shlome wasn’t
in the gym so I looked in the only other logical place it might be in. The “real” Bunk Chof Daled. I feel the need let anyone reading this that
today is the 14th day after Shlome beat Daniel in a one-on-one.
Yosef Skaist just came back from the infirmary where
he just found out that he has fluid in is knee and just got his finger, elbows and axilla checked out. Baruch Hashem it was only a bruise and
he should feel better soon. He told me that he still going to play sports even though the doctor advised against it.
Binyomin Tress who beat Daniel on a one-on-one but didn’t get Dougies told me that he wanted to play the Cha Cha song but
Shaul Chaim came in and shut it down because the activity already started. So instead of going to the activity, true story, he played the
morning songs until Daniel walked in an announced that the activity started ten minutes ago and everyone has to leave.
Avraham Cywiak’s cousin Whisky came today to drop off some form of beef jerky. Avraham was sitting on his bed engulfed in a
book and didn’t realize that we were calling himfor ten minutes. Avraham has this awesomely weird thing that he can do with his tooth.
He can spin it around his bracket for some unknown reason. Daniel thinks it’s awesomely cool though (I have no clue why!).
Avrumi Schonfeld, what happened on visiting day with all that soda!? What was Daniel doing?! Either way it was really awesome being in the bunk with you and I think you did a great job at the grand bechina ;) . After all you studied super-duper hard for it and
stayed up for many nights studying.
Yitchock Elnadav. Hi.
This past Shabbos, after copying
Rabbi Neimen and Shuli getting pied by R’ Karfoil, Daniel for some reason, thought it would be a good idea to sit for ‘Geshmack to be a
Yid’. It was pretty un-geshmack if you ask me. Moshe Fogel was, on the other hand, super geshmack to be a yid and was singing in his special way. Daniel singing was a little more special particularly with his ridiculous dance moves. Thank goodness I sit with Shaul Chaim, Leib,
Dovi, Mordy and the other kewl kids on the other side of the table. By zemiros Eli always goes to bunk Chof Hey and sings with them for
some reason. I think he goes there because their bunk actually sings the words of zemiros instead of shouting nanananana to whatever
tune Daniel is trying to sing.
After the meal when we got back to the bunk, Bentzi Brecher was for some reason
already sleeping and Mordechei Pesach was already yelling at everyone that he is mayor and that if we aren’t quiet then won’t be Mayor
and we won’t be able to play. By the way Mordechei, tonight I don’t think you should wear the Blue, Red, Green, Gray, Lime Green, Orange, Yellow or Dark Blue yarmulka tonight. I think you should wear the Black yarmulka.
Gavie is in his bed screaming across at Leib Nekritz how he isn’t a Shamy but Leib keeps on insisting that he is. After they both quiet down Leib, for some reason, is
found guilty (as always) for being mafia even though he never is. I think it’s because Leib doesn’t know how to be mean so if he is mafia it’s
super easy to tell. We continue to play and Elazar Daskal is the first killed, not because he is Mafia but because if he wasn’t killed it would
be totally obvious that he is mafia (wait, what?).Talking about Elazar, randomly two days ago he decided that dancing around wearing his
shoes he got from night activity was a good idea, it’s a long story, but yeah…
Motzei Shabbos Shuli Kalmanowitz
told Daniel he was hyper and that he just drank a can of soda so he won’t be able to go to sleep. Not even a little because he drank a can
of coke and is now hyper because of the can of coke that he drank. Bentzi Brecher was in Bentzi mode and was going full out Baltimore on
us. He was running around asking everyone if his they want to taste his spray-on deodorant. It’s funny to think because all our spraying
things were confiscated from us, thank you Bunk Chof Gimmel.
Either way, Diary, I think this was enough for tonight
and being that I’m really tired I probably left out some important details. That’s all from me, until next time, A. Camper
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CHOF HAY
BUNK CHOF HEY IS LEGEND STATUS (PERIOD)! ONLY BUNK 25 WILL GET
OREOS
C Ari Slomovics-

JC Yisroel RosenfeldAhron Yosef CohenDonny FruendY.M JacobsonHudi MillerShabsi OstreicherBinyomin Ostreicher Yosef SchoorMichoel SontagYehuda StefanskyYehuda Warman-

Was careful with his ACL while inventing the “it”, being ABBL commissioner, beating Izzy in the world
series with the two Ostreichers on his team and drinking soup from a cup. #BEEFJERKEYCOLLECTION
#KNEE(SHOT)) #FAVORITES #SOUPCHILLS #YFR
Actually slept in the bunk and did some work #CBrebel #Rosy #”PUPPY”JC #SOSAYHI ]
Wanted to know how much sour sticks in the canteen cost #8THGRADEBASEBALLTEAM#BIRDPOOP
GOOD SHABBOS DONNY FREUND! GOOD SHABBOS DONNY REUND! GOOD SHABBOS DONNY FREUND!
#DJDONNY #CHINUPS #ARIITE
Decided to make the right decision to stay with us #UNDERRATED
Made the switch to our legendary bunk #1STNIGHTCHILL
Told cohen how much sour sticks in the canteen cost #2XDUNKCHAMPION
#SLOMOSFAVORITE #SLOMOSWINNINGLEAGUETEAM
Didn’t hear the price of sour sticks in the canteen when shabsi told cohen #REAL3PTCAMPION
#ABBLBUZZERBEATER #SLOMOSWINNINGLEAGUETEAM
Is in R Wolfs shiur and sweeps the bunk #BBQ#BRESSLERSLEAGUETEAM
Supplied the bunk with all his handiwork, turkey and cherries #BEEFJERKEYSANDWICH
#SLOMOSREALFAVORITE
Can wake up 2min before davening and still find a way to make it on time #STILLBRUSHINGHISTEETH
Told Binyamin the price of sour sticks in the canteen #B-O-X-E-S

And for the 1st halfers

Shimmy David– Has the best ABBL team, didn’t play enough baseball games in leagues and is the real ABBL MVP #COCOKOLLEL#3PTCHAMP
Zevi Gersten– Was the real best in bunk as an “anav” so didn’t take it #FLORIDA
Shmaya Weiss– Completed all the Olympics by himself #SILVERANDBRONZEMEDALS
Mordechai Wasserlauf– Didn't even have a good league team #11-1-1
I really missed u guys 2nd half!

All 15 of u, from the minute I saw the bunk list till the very last minute I left camp, I rlly rlly enjoyed evry second of it! You guys
were really awesome! Every moment was a thrill! Thank u for THE BEST SUMMER OF MY LIFE!! Hope u guys enjoyed it as much as I
did!! Cant wait to see u guys throughout the year! #BUNK25FOREVER
MAKE SURE U GUYS KEEP IN TOUCH
ARI SLOMOVICS- 347-641-6683

YISROEL ROSENFELD- 917-TOO YESHIEVISH TO HAVE A PHONE
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CHOF VOV
When Bunk Chof Vov's door stays closed...
C Aryeh Kamalhar JC Sruli Milstein -

head wouldn't be prone to injury. #2suits
wouldn't know the campers before camp starts. #exactlylikekootie

Reuven Atias Asher Bugayer Aharon Shaul Feigenbaum Moshe Fishelis -

would hold his hands up for more than two minutes. #ChaimBerlin #glasses
would stop flexing his muscles. #Kaminetz #tribeca
would stop screeching. #airwick #bigbros
everyone would be officially jealous of Fishelis. #ChaimBerlin
#Fruchthandlersection
would stay for the full four weeks. #ducktape #don'twakemeup
would wear the right pants. #cheder #salami
would stop being called the ketchup man after winning MVP. #twin
#stealingRebElya'sshoes
would play a good song for once. #hashtag #drummer
would perform his breakdancing for the whole camp. #birthday
#accesstothekitchen
would be on time to curfew. #waterfight #masmidim
wouldn't be traded. #ChaimBerlin #seelastyear'syearbook
would be the best hockey player in the grade. #ShimshiBrecher'sbrother-in-law
#ChaimBerlin

Menachem Gibber Mayer Golfeder Moshe Gordon Moishe Hamada Avrohom Husarsky Yarom Olshteyn Moishe Ostrovitsky Shlomo Perlow -

Pinny Perlstein -

would actually be around by cleanup. #Cheder #BIB
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CHOF ZAYIN
Bunk Chof Zayin is NOT the worst because...
C Hillel Greisman Not fat (less than a foot); black undershirts; two phones; grand march - again
JC Boruch Feigenbaum - Ironically the actual owner of Boruch's ipod; entertaining stomach; stayed by Rabbi Wolf for Crunchies;
peyos; #WantsHashtags
Dovi Geizhals -

Soda with every meal; bites (only food of course...); knows Hillel's schedule; fantography; Boruch's (now
it's Dovi's) ipod

Mordechai Gervis Dovid Katz Yitzchok Koplowitz Eli Lustig Baruch Mendelovitz Simcha Merenstein Binyamin Raider -

Stomachs are the best pillows; loves lamed beis; thtup it!; thirty dollars from the canteen; shabbos meal JC
Hillel's backup alarm clock; almost the winner of the skills competition - after his do-over; owns cocoa kollel

Yehuda Schlesinger Zevy Sprei Nechemya Walfish Yechiel Weichbrod Yudi Willner -

Lebron Dovi -

Deodorant fight; GOLDFEDER!!!; does not look like Moish Koff, okay?; Boruch's ipod
OBJ!!; 3am shower; is that smell skunk spray or...?; you're not the worst
Soda before bed; thinks he got ESPN on Hillel's phone; plays first base because he's too lazy to play short stop

Escape to chicago; paper towels in the tefillin; shabbos morning kiddush club; MSP; Passaic hock
The Ikea threat; counselors are the worst; pounds nosh-kes; sports fanatic of the year; birthday by Rabbi
Elbaz; lost his laundry bag
Canadians are NOT harries; Canadian hot dogs are not a thing!
Gone fishing; almost part of Hatzolah; too many boxes; Mo Licht; advil addict; still fishing; Boruch's ipod
Burp champion; still hopes Beats are in the head counselors' office; original user of Boruch's ipod
Jalapeno Peppers and Hot Sauce; yes, you can have doubles; shtady rubik's cubes; cleanup before shacharis

Blue lives matter; hates Hillel in the morning; slammed on Hillel; rocks the shooting sleeve; every slam is
a carry (color war volleyball)
Iced coffee; major hook-up; hocker; two marches
The other Feigenbaum; grand bechina - again
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CHOF CHES
The Bathing Suit is in the Bag!!
Eliezer Frank- ok everybody!! It’s the guy who writes astonishingly elongated bunk articles back for another year!!! And lately, meaning for the last couple of minutes, the question that’s been on my mind is, ‘why do I
write my own line in the yearbook?’ nobody does that! Please get back to me if you have an answer. Now before I get started I just need to clear a few things up. First of all, NO I WOULD NOT RATHER THE ABBL OVER MY
FRIDGE!!! Second of all, PLEASE DON’T ASK FOR SPICES!!! And lastly, MY BOY HERE IS WICKED SMAHT!!! Which brings me to… Daniel Fox- probably the biggest fan of my musical genius, Daniel has been known to hum
the bathing suit song to himself while sitting on a chair in the middle of the bunk watching verplanck. For the love of crunchies why does everyone always give you food? And all I got was ice. AND NO BUNK PICTURES IN
FENWAY PARK!!! I’ve gotten very into this lately so I’ll do it here- I still very randomly remember the first time I met you one night when you were in 8 th grade and I was shooting around in the gym and you came well
after curfew and joined so whatever 3 years later and here we are Daniel thank you so much for being such an amazing guy and fantastic JC it was so much fun working together with you you’re awesome thank you for
attempting to control my out of control nature don’t worry Entebbe’s almost over. Remember- NO BUNK PICTURES IN FENWAY PARK!!! Shmuli Lerner- have you ever met someone, gotten to know them for a nice
amount of time, and then randomly found out that they speak a fluent Russian? Kinda scary if you ask me. But that my friends, is the man himself, the legendary SHMU-LI LER-NER!!! (please read in appropriate tune)
Shmuli I can’t remember ever getting as many texts about how awesome my JC was gonna be before the summer even started and you lived up to all the hype and then some it was amazing to see how devoted you
were thank you so much for everything looking forward to next year :) Simcha David- well aside from being an expert at computers, Simcha also turned out to be fluent in astronomy, and building tepees much to Ickey’s
chagrin, and just about everything else that I have no clue how to do, such as, like so. So I was looking forward to learning some new things from you but then you went ahead and left early!! And on your birthday
almost!! C’mon man whatchoo thinking? Simcha I gotta say it was an incredible experience having you in my bunk I loved watching how you have such a positive attitude about everything thank you so much we missed
you the last 2 ½ weeks I hope you enjoyed. Yitzchak Elnadav- now this guy is incredibly in sync with me on clapping exactly 12 times except we overrated how good that was we only got it right a few times but it was still
a nice thought. And yes you have to do cleanup despite the fact that you’re such an incredible actor that it makes me say “ooh ah ooh ah” and anyone who’s reading this will probably interpret that completely differently than what it really meant which is fine with me and I hope with you. YITZ!!! 8 weeks together baby aren’t we glad that worked out!!! thank you for being such an awesome guy to have around and for being such an
amazing chavrusa on weeks I actually made it, it was amazing having you in my bunk I’m gonna miss you but like you said it’s not a goodbye we’re gonna keep in touch let’s make it happen! Hillel Fischer- so a whole
summer of asking about the grand sing and being told that you need to see it and stop asking me and whatever else I said but then you stopped asking me about it for the last week which was extraordinarily nice of you
but you did continue to talk about how camp is almost over- NU!!! Hillel you’re a ben torah we don’t talk about such things!!! but thanks for joining in mishnayos except for that night that…oh you were listening then
too? Ok whatever. But in all seriousness- and yes there are times of all seriousness- Hillel you’re awesome I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed having you in my bunk you have an amazing personality use it well and yes I
like you ok?! Enough already! Dovi Geizhals- battles over who had the better ipod I think were won by me when you consider the amount of songs I had that you put on your list but you do have that one song that I
wanted so whatever but my ipod doesn’t work anymore so I guess you win by default anyway aside from being a phenomenal hugger, Dovi is also credited with having coined the term original 8 and then attempting to
figure out which 8 people to put in the group which is not how it’s usually done but whatever it’s all cool. Dovi to attempt to explain how much I enjoyed having you in my bunk again would be impossible you’re really an
incredible person it’s amazing to see how much you feel for others just remember ales is fin himmel booreech hashem. Raffi Hutman- outstanding dance moves and that one for the al hamichya song!!! I learned how to
do it!!! I’m so cool!!! Ok you’re gonna have to accept having a line that’s a little shorter because you already got a line. Oh well I guess it’s not shorter anymore. Raffi I don’t think there’s ever been a person who met you
and didn’t love you you’re one of the most awesome people I know I was especially amazed by how you always see the good in everyone thank you for always lighting up the room with your smile I hope you enjoyed
second half looking forward to having you with us the whole summer next year. Ari Leibowitz- well it turned out that Ari has a really long name but I don’t remember what it was right now aharon yedidya something
but if I did remember it you can rest assured that I would call you by it. Also constantly falls asleep in positions almost as weird as the ones I fall asleep in. Anyway Ari I don’t even know where to start I can’t explain how
awesome it was having you in my bunk all the way from that first night in between trips on the semi porch where I was so out of it that I schmoozed with you for an hour before I even asked you your name but I think we
know each other pretty well now it’s amazing to see how nice you are about everything I’m gonna miss you make sure you visit that day you’re in Brooklyn. Ari Levinger- so 3 years later, and the divrei chizuk chabura is
still going strong, 5 levels of pleasure topped off with a side of pretzels in salsa whatever not sure if that made sense and we finally got permission to learn on a picnic table!!!!!!!!! Ari I don’t know what to say it’s like I
wrote in the paper at the end of 1 st trip 3 trips having you in my bunk each one more amazing than the last, 3 years learning with you it’s all been the most amazing experience for me you’re a very special person and
one of the straightest shooters I know thank you for the most amazing summers I’ve had and looking forward to a full summer of making Rabbi Feuer so proud next year. Moshe Lichtenstein- well well well…Boris,
Morris, and Murrd-che all have situations- no that’s overkilled!!!!!!- but Mo likes plants from Mexico vehameivin yavin OH C’MON MO Y’KNOW I’M JOKING!!! NOW WHAT DO I SAY? My longest standing camper here,
Mo and I need one more to set the Camp Agudah record held by Chaim Fogel and someone and we’re going for it!!! Mo it feels like a second ago that I met you in the shul on the first day of Day Camp 2013 and now
here we are it’s been an incredible run and it’s amazing to see how much you’ve grown over the years thank you so much for everything you’ve done for me, always being available to help with anything and always
ready to bring a good laugh into my day you’re amazing keep it up I hope you enjoyed (now that’s a really deep joke but I know you’ll get it but just to make sure you don’t have any problems because of it this time- it
was a play on what I wrote 2 years ago and a total joke Mo definitely enjoyed. There you go I ruined it) Avi Lichtschein- my personal bodyguard, Avi does his best to protect me with the issue being that I contantly
sabotage his efforts. Also as everyone knows Avi is the official color war general predictor with a phenomenal record of always getting it right except when he’s wrong. Avi I hope 8 weeks didn’t get you too sick of me but
I can definitely tell you it didn’t get me sick of you you’re amazing I appreciate how you always try to look at everything so fairly (except when it comes to taking showers J) thanks for always having my back. AND NO
BUNK PICTURES IN FENWAY PARK!!! Eli Lustig- so apparently you’re constantly telling me different things that I’m the type to do so let me just let everyone know what you’re the type to do- eat dougies for breakfast, be
in bed nauseous all morning, and be right back at it eating dougies for lunch. Ma homies be trippin & be callin the po-lice on yo homies. Disco party baby!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Eli thanks for being such an all-around awesome
guy and always being so much fun to have around it was unbelievable having you in my bunk again and being my chavrusa (well, yeah) keep up the great work I can see it I believe in you man ;) Baruch Shalom Mendelovitz- yet in spite of the spelling you see, it’s pronounced Mendelowitz. Or at least I think so. Maybe I’m saying it wrong. Anyway, Baruch puts up with a lot, such as everyone calling him Barchi for some reason; or did
you say you don’t mind that? I don’t know. I especially enjoyed having 30 minute long 2 minute conversations with you. Baruch you’re one of the kindest people I know there’s a reason everyone loves you thank you for
3 of the best trips I’ve had here having you in my bunk it’s amazing how much you’ve grown this summer I think you realize it keep doing what you’re doing you’re the best have an amazing year man. Simcha Merenstein
- probably the biggest fan of my good Shabbos song right here, except for maybe Hillel Fischer, and by far the best spicy mayo -er in camp, Simcha is a man of many talents, but what blew me away was how you found a
way to heat up the chocolate together with the marshmallows. Yeah whatever. Simcha it was unbelievable having you in my bunk again this year thank you so much for everything I appreciate the way that you’re always
so mature about everything and I know I can always come to you if I need help getting a clear perspective on anything have a great year hatzlacha in Riverdale ;) Mordechai Rubinstein- well the obvious way to start this
would be to say ‘with general ruby!!!!!!!’ or have Yisroel Levin come running in going ‘geneyal yuby!!!!!’ or something; but I don’t like going for the obvious ways to start lines so I’m gonna try something else. Wait what?
You’re saying it’s too late? Oh well. So anyway Ruby is not just related to general Ruby as you know, and he also is the murrd -che who had a situation apparently. Ruby! I heard a lot about what an awesome guy you
were but it turned out that you were even more awesome than that you’re one of the nicest, most fun, most positive people I know thank you for 8 amazing weeks of having you in my bunk you da man! Motty Septimus
- well there are a bunch of random drawings in my notepad which I believe are attributed to you and they’re rather nice but not as nice as that purple Mohawk you have oh wait is that your real hair? How did you get
your hair to be purple? I hope you get that joke. Motty!! That’s how many times in my bunk?! I lost track but I can tell you they were all incredible thank you so much for always being there for me you’re amazing have a
phenomenal year. Yitzchak Seruya- so 2 weeks of taking showers after 11:15 were enough for you because SERUYA!!!!!!!!!!! CAME BACK!!! And I promised to wake you up in the morning so I could yell SERUYA!!!!!!
And so far I’ve accomplished this a total of 0 times. But whatever it’s all good because SERUYA!!!! CAME BACK!!!!!!! Yitzchak to explain how amazing it was having you in my bunk would be impossible thank you for being
such a great guy and for always adding some humor into every situation it’s great to see what a positive person you’ve become now one more time- SERUYA!!!!! Meir Smoke- now it goes without saying that that is one
of the coolest names on the planet, but aside from being Ari Scheff’s favorite Canadian, Meir is also a fabulous skipping partner and Smoke likes to refer to himself in the 3 rd person, especially when Smoke is headed to
sleep, at instances such as AFTER, not DURING, the Shabbos meal. Meir Smoke!!!!! You’re one of the most amazing, funny, and awesome people I know it was fantastic getting to know you over the last 4 weeks you
better keep in touch man. Zevi Sprei- so I finally did take you fishing once that was nice of me…Zevi is a fabulous griller, radio-er, sweeper, and builder, but perhaps his greatest talent is his phenomenal ices eating
ability. No wait that was my talent. Zevi it was so much fun having you in my bunk thank you for all the help with everything you’re a phenomenal person keep it up man. Akiva Steinmetz- so me and Akiva have 2 things
in common. We both love 8th day and we both are prone to belting out random lyrics that pop into our heads. I think those 2 things are connected somehow. But those late night singing sessions were definitely a lot of
fun. Akiva you’re one of the most easygoing, chilled guys I know thanks for one of the best trips I’ve had here it was amazing getting to know you you’re an absolute boss make sure you keep in touch!!!! Or else!!!! (you
see I’m not as easygoing) Yosef Teitlebaum- finally learned how to bite the plastic of the freeze pops!!!! Hooray!!!!! Aside from that, Yosef is a phenomenal, award winning floor sweeper, who somehow ended up
sweeping way more than everyone else this trip. Congrats man! Now I’ll write this for the first time ever 1-2-3- Meyatuna!!! Joey!!!! thanks for the most amazing 8 weeks I could’ve asked for it was amazing actually
getting to have you in my bunk I’ll be seeing you on Shabbos afternoons!!! Shlome Tress- well he does deserve to be in here doesn’t he? Shlome you are an official real chof-daled member. Seriously you’re awesome it’s
been great knowing you the last 3 years it’s a shame you couldn’t actually be in my bunk this time but I guess you were close enough. Yitzy Waldman- no I didn’t know you were joking ok?!?! Actually I did, now Yitzy,
who, incidentally, lost his marbles, is constantly asking really hard hashkafa questions and demanding immediate responses but I’m not a genius ok?! And yes, of course we’re having a party! Don’t we always? No Yitzy,
we’re not letting you leave early! YITZY!!!!!!! That’s 4 times in my bunk and it’s incredible to see how much you’ve grown during that time. You’ve really turned into one of the most amazing people I know. When I watch
the way you daven and always try so hard to do the right thing it really makes me look up to you thanks for being so amazing, funny, and one of the most fun guys to have around see you in shul BUDDY BUDDY!!!!!
Yehuda Wiggins- very clutch disco light, batteries for the microphone (sorry it took me so long to get those back to you), and of course the redheadedness automatically earns you points. Yehuda I gotta tell you a
little story last summer was the first time I met you I obviously didn’t know you as well but when I was preparing my generals entrance for out of town on neighborhood day I wanted to talk about an out of town place
where people are really nice and having met you and seen how nice you were the 1 st place that came to mind was Atlanta. Yehuda it was amazing having you in my bunk you turned out to be even nicer than that it was
amazing getting to know you have an amazing year and keep in touch. Yudi Willner- oh my goodness where do I start? Blue lives matter, which I originally thought was supposed to be a random joke, and Stop it stop
it! (Please read that in appropriate tone of voice) So after being almost in my bunk 2 years ago, we spent 2 years trying to work out being together for real and it finally happened and I don’t know about you but I can tell
you that having you in my bunk definitely lived up to all the hype it was incredible. Yudi you’re one of the most loyal, kind and awesome guys there is I don’t think anyone has ever had a negative word to say about you
it’s like your principal said you’re as sweet as sugar or something like that I don’t remember ;) thank you so much for the most incredible summer of my lifeyou’re the best have an amazing year in Virginia (?!) and you
better keep in touch. To The Legendary One and Only ‘Real Bunk Chof-Daled’/1.0 & 2.0/BUNK CHOF CHES!!!!!!- however many times you’ve been in my bunk, each and every one of you is incredible in your own way
and as a group you guys are indescribably amazing. I can’t tell you what an amazing experience it was for me getting to have you guys again or for the first time there has never been a bunk like this and I mean every
word of that. Thank you all for giving me what was without question the greatest summer of my life I’ll never forget the amazing times we had together hatzlacha in high school you all better keep in touch my number is
917-588-7059 Daniel Fox’s number is 516-761-5660, and Shmuli Lerner’s number is 646-283-2320.
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CHOF TES
THEY TOOK AWAY OUR DEVICES, THEY TOOK AWAY OUR SHEEP, THEY TOOK AWAY OUR LAUNDRY BAGS, AND
THEY TOOK AWAY OUR DOV BECAUSE…
C Mike Rabinowitz- was too busy dyeing his beard green, writing “I Love Mike” on everyone, saying “The Wave”, making pump wherever he went, shaving, screaming
people out of his cubicle, having a meeting with Akiva, lending out costumes, hanging out with Crafty, picking Totty’s nose, licking people’s feet, lending out costumes,
being gabbai, bothering the head staff at night and in the morning and all the time in between, and being the best counselor in Camp Agudah history.
JC Akiva “Akivala/The Sharf” Sharf-was way too occupied doing an AMAZING job, not having any freckles, having tremendous feet, being in way too many meetings with
Mike (imagine a big number and multiply that by twenty), being extremely fidgetey, was dipping to Al Hamichya, always wearing an undershirt and tzitzis, acting as a pony
in the best skit ever, caring immensely for every single neshama, realizing his own potential and not trying to be anybody else, having the coolest voice noises, the most
phenomenal hair (orange or green?) and making me be the best I can be! #Couldn’t’veDoneItWithoutYou!
Shmuli “Smeel Zanvil” Berger- was too busy playing switch, being an ABBL captain, telling All to Rise for the judge, pretending to be chassidish, having th e coolest
tzitzis, dressing as batman, grabbing Mike’s ear, sitting on Mike during meals, borrowing flowers for Shabbos, and shteiging with Reb Yitz.
Mordechai “Mordy #2” Ely- was making sandwiches, was laughing hysterically, screeching (until he couldn’t anymore), reminding Nachi to say Krias Shma, planning
something with Mordy #1, washing his neck, getting free stuff, and having the most rocking counselor for 4 halves (4 years apart!).
Zvi Boaz “Boizi” Friedman-was getting food stamps, putting on lipstick, singing Na’aseh V’Nishma, shaving, being on time to Shachris every day, acting like a woman (#1 st
skit ever), having his pillow & blanket being taken in the morning, mysteriously being late to everything (#yellowABBLyarmulka), missing the bunk picture, getting scaringly
soaked by water hiking, and being in Bunk Mem Zayin with Mike and Mo!
Eli “The Cat” Katz- was begging for a story #TheWave, was catching and throwing Frisbees all over the place, was actually on time to things (ahem Bunk Chof Tes!),
eating noodle soups, rocking up Passaic with Avrumi, being on Blue team, and ditching football games.
Menachem Dovid “Menuch/Menachemke” Kleinman- was busy calling Tell Me to find out the latest judge hock, playng in the All Star game, whipping everybody in the
skills ompetition both halves, was gabbai HaCocoa Kollel, was never playing baseball (“Its not fair!”), was negotiating with the head staff to take us to Boston so he could
hopefully meet his favorite team the Red Sox, was enjoying the Codzilla boat ride extremely, was going on special trips with Mike and Hirsh,was getting bitten, and was
dancing with Bozi Na’aseh V’Nishma.
Nachi “Menachem Peretz” Lefton-was busy calling up Mel Price/Gatorade/reeses/hersheys, screeching with Ely, fighting with Ely, reminding Shoe to say Krias Shma,
“helping” the bunk sleep at night, bringing his linen to get washed (stop spilling ketchup!), jumping on his bed, setting alarms for 3 in the morning, playing volleyball every
single day, was being totally from St Louis (only one pizza shop! In a guy’s basement!), schmoozing with R’ Oratz, and being way too yeshivish with Reb Elya-B’Emisin!
Eliyahu “Buzzer/Beater/Jr Dani” Leibowitz-was too busy painting the gym floor, was listening to his tunes, dancing amazingly (and ripping his clothing), being a basketball
legend, begging to borrow a phone, begging for a Mishmar Midnight Matziv, acting in the Shabbos pretzel skit and the color war skit, sneaking with Akiva to the canteen
after curfew, and stealing Mike’s mP3 and volleyball.
Yehoshua “Shoe” Ludmir-was not working out at all (wink wink), was reading Calvin and Hobbes, was not able to find his six-pack or able to find his wicked cool ABC linen
set, was the loudest kid in the bunk, and had the craziest most nuts and phenominal green hair spray Akiva Sharf hair ever!
Yakov “Mandela” Manela-was being the most tzinius ever, was falling asleep during the wave, doing staff laundry, was being the most lit savage of our times, was balling
out with Ari Slomovics and Y.A.K.O.V., rocking learning groups (towards the end of the summer, you did deserve Dougies!), having Mike four times as a counselor (and in
yeshiva), had the second to coolest league captain first half and the coolest league captain second half (I don’t mean Sruli), winning ABBL first half (go light blue!), pumped
for M.S.P., and hanging out with Hudi.
Mordechai “Mordy #1/Ditchy Jr” Minkoff-was desperate for a recap of the wave, making Kiddush on Friday Night, never even talking to Mordy #2 (you guys should hang
out once in a while!), organizing protests for the devices against head staff, going back to the bunk to put things back during meals, dancing the lightbulb dance, being Jr
Ditchy slash Arabian nutcase, and going to learning groups.
Avrumi “Overpriced” Price-was our unofficial backup JC, was alone on the porch at night, was yelling to loud during the wavy hilchos lashon hara, wearing tyros, was
chilling with his 500 friends (everyone likes you!), was being bullied by Bozi, was owning duck duck goose #FirstActivityOfTheHalf #Boston, and ripping rebounds (yeah
you’re tall, we get it).
Chaim “Six-Pack” Rubin-was eavesdropping on Mike and Akiva’s meetings, was showing off his outstanding Frisbee acrobatic abilities, tatooeing his arm with interesting
messages, hurting his hand, being on the most rocking (1,2!) league team ever, rocking the Boston Ropes Course waterfall IT place, hanging out with Akiva, and being an
extreme hugger.
Shimmy “Shim Shim” Schreiber-was taking a showeer past curfew, was and always will be positive, giving out doughnuts to the bunk, stealing breaking and fixing Dov’s
box fan, writing yearbook articles, couldn’t wait for hilchos lashon hara at night, singing geshamk to be a yid/white, “if you look at shimmy, it feels like gan eden”, and
having boxing matches.
Dovid Yaakov “DY” Sinnreich- was spraying off on peoples beds, borrowing Akiva’s phone, was trying to borrow Mike’s phone, was up all day and night playing sports,
was shtelling Oreos and Lotus cookies and salsa and dippers, was chilling away in his own air conditioned apartment, having that Gatorade flow, being an all around extreme rockstar, and owning Shabbos Zemiros.
Benzion “Ben” Spira- was sitting in Mike’s davening seat, playing goalie in all hockey games (even the duck duck goose one!) scaring everybody on the porch with his
water grenades, having private disco parties on his bed, always going to learning groups, flashing his flashlight, playing backgammon, spying on people in High Fly Field
with Shmuli’s amazingly awesome
camera all the way from the bunkhouse.
And A Quick Shout Out To Our 1st Half Clowns:
JC Dov “My Dov” Tepfer- was way too busy leaving to Fuchs to be with Mike’s older bro in Israel, losing his bite plate, learning the most mishnayos ever, rocking the yeshivish grill cookouts, not using his box fan, stealing cement blocks, being the most adorable trio ever with Pinchy and Moshe Freidman (thanks for everything Moishe!)
acting amazingly in every single skit (Al Queda-CJ help!, look what I got!, Kay pull!), YOU BOUGHT ME A SHEEP! Thanks so much for everything and being the best first half
JC EVER! Read the letter again! $$$orry for forcing you $$$!
Akiva “St Louis” Davidovits- was eating sushi in St Louis in the pizza guy’s attic, was having his mattress dragged to the porch, was the last one in the bunk to go to sleep
at night, and had the funkiest red pillow and the coolest hair ever (sorry Yakov Manela!).
Moshe “Escaaaaaava” Escava- was being a red haired sfardi, listening to his music and complaining about the devices fiasco, was “always” wearing colored polo shirts
#OurWhiteShirtYeshivaBochur, sharing seats with Mike Dov, the chulent, chicken soup, and the crates by (2 3!) Shabbos Kodesh Hashem’s gift- meals,and taking pictures.
Yakov “Y.A.K.O.V.” Greenspon- was with his 9 boy class in the St Louis pizza basement, was hocking with C.D.B., fighting with green light sabers, MIKE!, smelling like a
sheep, stealing Mike,s fan, having a doughnut pillow and wearing the coolest white shirts.
Yehuda “Greenboim” Gruenbaum- was pounding chin-ups while learning mishnayos and chewing his cud, making the bunk siyum, wheeling the abs, giving the tefilla
chaburah chizuk, being from Darchei, and smashing home runs.
Yehuda “Hudi” Miller- was rocking his 7 fans, being a giant giant fan, staying in bunk chof tes till the end of the summer (ahem!), stealing pocket watches, being a yid
geshmakly and visiting our table by meals second half.
Benyamin “Benny” Nechmad- was shtelling sembusack and lechmajeen and kibbeh and schnitzel, got into camp last (legit last) minute, EAR hakodesh, was begging for
water hiking, was cooking his own hot dogs with Baraka, and was never by any meals (wink).
Yosef “The Savage” Silverman- was reading C. and H., was winning everything(OAR, Neighborhood day, leagues, who has the most B.B.s, almost ABBL), was being Best In
Bunk, kept his two B.B.s covered and had the most wondrous jammies ever.
Shmuel “Shmu” Weiss- was playing Rubix cube, was just making it on time to Shachris, was never getting in trouble, was hanging out with R Yitzy Bald at 4 in the morning,
and was wearing his orange and white cap.
And Nuch A Fat Shout Out- To:
Ashi “Squashi” Sharf- was getting his name chanted and his nose smunched and having the coolest younger bro ever! #Large shout out to Tzvi Gold!
Aaron “Totty” Herzberg- was being bounced off of, was sleeping in the head counselors office, was having the most beard ever, was rocking co league captaining, was
nose rubbing/biting/picking noses/sitting on R Neiman in the golf cart, was spilling chulent, was getting Rabbi F uncomfortable, making amazing gymzebo and gazebo skits
and being a chavrusa and confidant par excellance! Thanks for everything and the sheep! #StrongerTogether!
Big shoutout to Yisroel “Dear” Levin, and the core four #Sheemon Pucker, Zevala (don’t throw up), and the counselors of bunk nun tes- this is not our last year! See you
guys during bein hazmanim in Zevi’s kitchen at 2:30 AM!
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LAMED
Bunk Lamed has defeated Mario Kart, Donkey Kong, and Smashbros because......
Aaron Matisyahu "Totty" Herzberg Is the wildest most insane counselor who has a slight knack of getting on the wrong side of
the head staff #rivingregend #luvshisbunk
Ari "OOOOOOORI" Finkelstein
Was to busy taking care of Morris and bob and calling everyone a shiksa or a koffer
Sruly Ackerman AC BrodtShua DusowitzEli FeuchtwangerPinny FriedAhron GoldingDovid Tzvi GoodmanYisroel Meir GreismanYehuda ItzkowitzElimelech Katz
Moshe Klein
Yaakov Newmark
Shmuly Scherman
Aryeh Schwartz
Benny Wolf
Yaakoov Yormark
AY Zoberman

Is shmoozing with Yaakov through the bed frame and making sure everyone goes to bed on
time to wake up in time for cocoa kollel.#hallobob #blueshorts
Is being incredibly ,tremendously, wickedly awesome!!!!and is the only legit guitarist in the
bunk. #gramma #wegotac
is legit owning up every court in camp!!! and is totty's fellow soldier escaping from Rabbi
Karfiol.#epicunderarmoursweatshirt #doesn'tstopthepump
has the coolest minion stickers in camp and is commish of duck baseball. #Arizonaguzzler
#Fruchtwanger
will never touch a Ds again and is basically the counselour co counselour and jc of the bunk
#garbagecaninhisbed #latenighthaircuts
wears the coolest clothes in camp and simply owns Ari's guitar.#AhronG #visitinggibber
decided to ditch us for Shabbos !! and is a great late night toothbrusher #jurkowitzaufruf
#DTG!!!!
had his brother bring him sushi and is extremely concerned for worldly matters. #tellme
#RabbiKarfiol'sBoy
has the most awesome pj's in camp history!!!!and has the best bed in the bunk
#basicallyinthecubicle
is working on it! and is probably the greatest sports palyer camp has ever seen!!!!
#footballstar/basketballlegend #ripped
spends the early morning shteiging away and pumps the pump into everything pumping
#doesntwanthisnosepicked #greatballer
Is very obviously the next Picasso and has the coolest stuffed doll collection of anyone in 8th
grade! #Hugatchover #zemirosgoingwild!!!!!
Hates DS playing passionately and wants Totty to cry for him #visiting Gibber #sCHerman
Enjoys a good late night Dr. Pepper and has the most positive attitude in camp
#greatestserver #backcornerchill
Is basically more responsible than Aaron and Ari put together, and for some reason likes pizza
more than dougies (what!!!) #arisguitar
is the king of all chillers and is to busy trading his hockey stick again #morris #captainjack
For some reason left his laundry bag in Rabbi Hellers learning group and is the spitting
champion #volleyballhookup #zobibob #hamapil
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LAMED ALEPH

IF (_________) PERFORMED A DUET FRIDAY NIGHT WITH
YISROEL MEIR, HE WOULD SING A SONG ENTITLED….

C Izzy Krasnow
JC Shragi Obermeister

HALELUUUUUUUUU #SSHC #TMHC #LongIslandIsTheSpot #ABBL #YFR

Fievish Fievish Everyone! #BasketballTeam #AwesomeCoach
#AbblRefs #CoolestJcEver Thanks for everything you were amazing!

Shea Bergman“I’d weep is I’d sleep” #Pajamas?
A.Y Davidson“Soccer’s alive in the U.S.A” #RexSpecs
Betzalel Engelson“Zusha for president” #RightyOrLefty?
Elyakim Getzel Gelbard“Make that pretzel like a Getzel” #ShabbosColdCuts
Tuli Goldschmidt“RABBEINU TULI, RABEINU TULI BEN SHRAGA!” #AskEidel
Moshe Goldstein“FridayNightFeast” #PreSummerJ.S
Avi Gruen“Early to bed is what I said!” #BrokenIphone
Pinny HerzkaYou’re blind, you’re deaf, you don’t know how to ref”! #They’reBrothers?!
Nesanel Isaak“ELYON ANOCHI PROUD I SAY”! #BedBoard
Moshe Kohn“Beleivelaaaaaand!” #WinnerPicker :)
Mendy Leshkowitz“Cause it’s one, two, three strikes you’re out” FamilyBunkhouse
Avi Mayerfeld“Eat, Sleep, Breath, Bike”
Aryeh RatnerI’m on first half curfew, so what you gonna do!?” #ThePassaicBunk
Tzvi Rosenshein(wait for it, wait for it) “OY MAMA ROSY CRY FOR US AGAIN!!”
#CanIBorrowYourPhone?
Hanoch WagschalB.Y.B’s just not for me” #ManCave
Chaim Zwick“1, 2, 3, RABBI AVI SCHILLIT CHAIM ZWICK!” #BestBunkbedEver
th
8 Grade J.C’s“Killer Chillers!” #A.K.APellaChoir
My 3 senior hill neighbors- Thanks for making me look normal- Love you guys!
#N.S.O.D’s #He’sNotWell
Reb ElyaIF YOU LOOK AT PRITZUS, YOU’LL GO TO GEHENIOM! #D&B
Yisroel Meir MendlowitzSAVANU! Viosanu Kidvar Hashem!
AAAAHHHHHHAAAHHHH #TongueOut #MokRabinowitz
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LAMED GIMMEL

As I repose in my berth, certain queries inhibit somnolence.
Why is Yisroel Levin so certain and assured (# zicher) of everything? Why is he smaller in size than the majority of his campers?
Where is he by all repasts?
Why is Avi Herskowitz, JC, the most difficult camper to rouse in the foreday? Why does Yosef Barkovsky maintain such an elaborate
coiffure? Why is he a virtuoso in the ultimate game of logic?
Why does AY Koenigsberg hibernate? What's wrong with a hammock?
Why does Motty Steinmetz abhor the notion of pruning his locks? And what is the infatuation with egress emblems?
Why does Yair Schorr possess such a breadth of knowledge in the Civil War as well as Harry Potter? What is his dissension with the
proprietor of the camp delicatessen? Why does he promulgate and disseminate such cockamamie as well as fallacious presumptive
theories?
Why does Chananya obsess with gauging bunk lamed Bais's exact status? What is D'niel Cohen's grievance with him?
Why does Shua Gutman provide ALL of the assemblage's entertainment via his media device? What takes place on Grand Avenue?
Why does Eli Lieberman morph into a shell-less terrestrial gastropod mollusc every morning? Why is he unaware of the precise
definition of a Harry?
Why is Eli Goldstein a crustacean? Why is he indestructible? Why does he consume such quantities of ibuprofen? Why does he require hyperactive turkey warbles to effect revivification? Why does he elevate the violations?
Why is Moshe Taub simply put the most affable, amiable, amicable, genial, considerate and polite individual?
Why is Yehuda Leib Stefansky such a carnivore? Why is he unpseudonymable? Why does he presume the appropriate location for
tunics are in a headgear container?
Why is Efraim Herzka endorsing Under Armour? Does he ever discombobulate himself with Pinny? Is Pinny in the 9th grade?
What is the age of Moishe Schuck? Why isn't he the counselor? Are snacks truly sufficiently sumptuous to merit an early departure
of 45 minutes? Should I look up to him?
How is Mordechai Himy so affiliated with the "head staff"? Why doesn't he get his PRIORITIES (#kadima) straight? Which kinspersons are communicatable? Why is he seeking to appropriate 50 dollars?
How many treatises does Kalman Webber possess in his library? Why does he possess so much knowledge regarding the first half?
Why does Shimmy Brodt perpetually deposit yet never withdraw? Why does he avidly follow Chananya's lamed bais saga?
Why does Raphael (Ralphy m'boy) Englard resemble a feline? What's with that mischievous grin? Does he or doesn't he favor the
ultimate game of logic?
Why is Azriel Silber so difficult to rouse? What is the exact quantity of 9th grade Silbers?
Why is Nochum Epstein colloquially referred to as Grepshtein? How does he travel from Davening to the depths of his blankets at
such speed?
Why does Gedalya Eisenberg consistently attend every activity and league game, never allowing his own whims or interests in playing to interfere.
Why did Dovid Wolgemuth's berth evolve into the bunks place of repose? Why does he maintain a collection of large animals in his
bed? Where does he achieve somnolence?
Why didn't Moishe Gunsburg keep to our agreement? Does he really have an abundance of muscles (moish guns)?
To the most amazing bunk of all time, thank you for making my first half in the 9th grade division so memorable and enjoyable. You
guys are all phenomenal, zicher, every day was Moish Pumpstien, and we truly got to grow together!! Thank you for making our
Tefillah program work, it was truly a zchus l'ilu nishmas Aharon Ben R' Yeshayahu and Shlomo ben Avraham Yochanon!!!! There will
have to be at least 5 best in bunks, maybe more. I hope you guys are able to keep in touch with me... It's not easy especially as I'll
be b'Ir Hakodesh, (Yerushalayim, not lakewood) but if you give me a number I can text you at, hopefully I'll try...
My number is 516.787.1128, Avi: 516.506.3598! I hope you all make it back for RC18, JS (the U!!! Fest pump!!!) is an amazing year,
and if you're a JC, as Ditchie would say: Aderaba! Ashrecha!!!!!
I love you all, and appreciate all that went into making this half the most amazing half ever!!! Keep pumping where ever you are,
and please don't forget to be strong in your convictions, just say zicher!
(PS. If you had difficulty understanding the bunk article there's a simplified version at the end!!!)
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IF BUNK 34 (BUNK UNDER ARMOUR) ONLY HAD 3 BOTTLES OF SODA ON

SHABBOS…

C– C.J. Gelberman
Jc– Akiva Nathan

Aryeh Yehuda
Braunstein Yehuda
Elbaz Aharon
Fox Aharon
Frischman Elozor
Frischman Mordechai
Halbertal Chaim
Hartman Shimmy
Herskowitz Dani

Passed out only once thanks, better BBQ’s than kramer, 2nd half cocoa club, uses neiman to
quiet braunstein, #basketballteam, 1st half leagues, still talks about maryland, beef jerky, 4
shots, buys out shoprite water and finishes within a week, best score on the team, disturbs
shabbos meals with dum dums, #bestcounselorever #mac&cheese

#fidgetspinner #noshower #spikeball wait I have friends bro as a camper??!! #dope R’
Kalish, chavrusa=manela, is a talmud muvhak of many rebbeim including R’ moish
krasnow, melaveh malka, dr. thunder, low class person, shalom shalom, follows C.J.

The ideal camper with sterling middos, just an aidel guy #B.I.Bprototype btw he is a great receiver
#sincewehavtaputhtisinnightlywalks
#commishofabbl still in yeshiva camp, pitcher, pro early shacharis, next torah temimah Rosh Yeshiva
Underrated 1st half in masmidim, midnight hock, Friday night meals with the family, #tipontrip
Oh ya!! Lets go!! (in a semi excited voice) MVP if no team playing, 2 time 1st half champ, #2ndbest got
involved in 4th grade night activity and won (we are so proud)!!:)
Now searching flight 701 to Denver colarado, thanks for no thumbs, chair pull out #flagguard
O dirachea shhh noam…, gives hugs, random bed switch, loves 2nd half affl, #stiffarm #dope
Loves camp Shabbos meals, enjoys sleeping in his bungalow, you are a quarterback, took all the tickets
by the carnival, #boughtwhippedcream
Metal cleats, stale cheese balls, 2 AM dougies, jr. maintenence , loves when his head is down and his
chair is pulled out
Oh you're here both halfs this year :) Avi Schillit, Shlomo Neiman, AVI’S BROTHER, phone call monster,
don’t leave anything behind
Big abbl follower, best pajamas in camp, ditching the grand trip, loves mordy’s wake up calls
Oo,ooo,oooo, ay yay yay Elisha, Elisha (t.t.to. Akiva) # greatvecker #besttrampolinebedincamp
The bodybuilder, calling asher anshel, #BBQ’s, “borrows” Nathans crocs
Could I borrow your phone, just became an aunt, former staff kid,
Boys with gershy, king Nike, best chavrusa shaft in camp, cherries and ices for the bunk on Shabbos,

Jurkowitz Aryeh
Kerstein Elisha ‘Dovid’
Lesser Aryeh
Mandel Yehuda
Manela Moshe Dovid
“Chazzan” Yosef Neiman Husgavarna300, landscaping, wiring, plumbing, favuncleneiman, don’t slip on R’ Elya's grease, Neiman

landscaping corp.; downhill biking, engleWOOD #whirlpooljet, #A.M.K, positive reinforcement, the ideal 1st base
man, baal kokosh revelry, tefilla, the postmaster, son of 2 head-counselors, BFF’s with Shimon Isaak, Monsey
hocker, ditching bunk 33, #1st half B.I.B scandal, runs the kitchen loved by R’ Schwebel, loves noise, revelry shout
outs, pass the ketchup, please be quiet in the back

Pearl Moshe
Underrated early showers, Friday night cholent, #stillhascoca-colalinen bagel after trip
Pluchenick Shmuel Yosef To our dear Baal habayis, Mr. Under armour– will always be a ruach country boy #payback not related
to zalman, loves seasons poppers, plays tennis, Shuey krasnow neighbor
Weiss Motty
D.O.B YA!! OH SHATNER!! Gr8 receivers, no sleeves, Shabbos dum dums, soda man, late night 3hr
showers, bunk article title, visiting day scares #HOWISUBOI
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LAMED HAY
BUNK 35 IS NOT GOING TO GET ANOTHER PACKAGE BECAUSE…
C– Azi Glieberman

My JC should order it ( JC’s are meant to be slaves), busy ordering dougies and is busy trying to figure
out who his JC is

JC– Chesky Fogel

Moshe Akselrud

It will be a knock to his Chaim Berlin shtultz

Ahron Y. Berman

Is to mature to take nosh

Chaim Danzger

I have my own food, if yu want a package you can call my parents

Yossi Eckstein

Busy arguing with maintenance for a railing on his bed

Chaim Edelstein

If hes not sleeping hes busy telling people how to play sports

Avrohom Eisen

Busy receiving kugel on Fridays and getting all his steaks

Elazar Eisenstein

Is embarrassed to ask for another package and is busy being the rockstar of camp

Asher Dov Gunsburg

Has no time because hes playing AFFL

Chezi Hellman

Is busy receiving tips from his job in Veretzky

Mordechai Kaufman

Is never by the bunk and is busy acting like an Israeli taxi driver

Naftali Maimon

Was doing his daily workout

Yossi Neuhaus

Can support himself because hes going to college to become a judge

Yitzchak Nissim

Busy buying houses in Dale and ripping letters on shabbos...or is that Mordy?

Mordechai Nissim

Is in Machane Ephraim chilling with all his sefardi friends...or is that Yitzy?

Nochem Perlstein

Has to much pride to ask because hes a canadian

Moshe Schwartz

Busy trying to collect money to buy a weekday jacket

Reuven Shindler

Busy getting jokes so he can be a tight end in the pro-bowl

Avraham Silber

Is still recovering from getting hit in the head by a baseball

Moshe Skaf

Is busy playing basketball and counting his millions

Levy Yitzchok Zafir

Busy explaining why Torah V’Dass is the best yeshiva

LI

LAMED VOV
BUNK LAMED VOV DIDN’T HAVE A BUNK ARTICLE UNTIL AZI ORDERED
DOUGIES BECAUSE……

Yosef Braunstein

Has a memory foam shoulder and doesn’t know how NOT to be best in bunk

Chaim Donat

Dunkin!!!!!!! While shtelling food on shabbos and giving his wayward wink to ditchy

Eli Engel

Like a real “kalte Litvak” doesn’t share the fish he catches

Nachum Dov Finkelstein Maintenance
Avi Galinsky

was too busy taking showers and know every Agudah video by heart thanks to his i-pod

Yakov Gerstner

By the gate getting Ditchy’s soda

Eliezer Gottlieb

travels every day from the lower east side to Torah Vadas like the good old days and is a big cookie
monster guy

Chesky Green

Gets rowdy at night while composing songs

Chaim Noach Hager

Is Moshe's cousin, is Fuch’s cousin and Moshe's cousin married Fuch’s cousin and is a great artistic
davening partner

Benjy Horowitz

YO BRRRRROOOOOO!!!!!!!!! Has goyish panys! Travels from boropark to MTJ every day….so 2017!!

Shloimy Kahan

hooks the boys up with Kiddush and is the comeback camper of the month

Cahim Dovid Kelman

Is a big “kanoi”, ADEREBA ASHRECHA!! and is close with Rav Elimelech

Gershon Kiss

GER-SHON!GER-SHON! Most popular ninth grader GER-SHON! Got drafted GER-SHON!!got a shouout in
the skit GER-SHON! Is the man GER-SHON!!

Ezra Klepfish

knows every color war general since….forever!! and has a cousin with connections that still didn’t help
him with his laundry bag

Sruly Pear

Yisroel Eliezer!!! Passic!! Passaic!! Accomplishes the most during AFFL

Eli Schachter

Went swimming and really wanted to be on blue!

Yehuda Schlissel

Was waiting till a half hour after lights out to take a shower and then brushed his teeth for 40 mins

Nachmi Schlosser

Came to represent. Lemmaseh you cant get the torah temmiah out of you. Thanks for offering us keurig
every morning!

Yehoshua Turkel

Is a “hartziga heimy” who loves dancing on shabbos and by bentching

Ezriel Valt

Floofer!!!!!! Refuses to talk before his shower. OH! And don’t forget his hidden musical talent

LII

LAMED ZAYIN

Future Author.....
C- Shuey Krasnow
JC- Yehuda Goldschmidt
Shuie Bergman Sruli Blatt Moshe Blumstein Yehuda Cohen Ari Feinstein -

Shadow Feinstein Nossi Finkelstein Moshe Dovid Gilbert Hillel Gold Eli Goldschmidt Binyomin Gottlieb Chaim Kamenetzky Bentzion Lasker Meyer Lehrer Yosef Lev Dani Mintz Hirshy Schiffenbauer Ari Schuck Yitzchok Shipper Shlomo Sorotzkin -

"Molars, Incisors and Canines" (no, I can't check for cavities yet), "Why Does Shuey Know Every
thing?", "Lamed Bais Rocks #HonkHonk", "Yes There Are Games, No You Can't Have a Bye", "Friday Steves
(good call Lasker), "Jogging for Dummies", "Will Win Color War"
"Nobody Knows Why I Wear The Infamous Baltimore White Sweat Socks", "Boruch Schoenbrun's Cousin - A
Full-Time Job" "Being the grandson of a World-Renowned Dean" "Making My Own Name In Shragie's Camp",
"Old School Willow Woods, Not the New Circle"
"How to Split Five Steaks Twenty Ways", "Surviving Two Weeks Without a Ladder", "Life Spelling Shuey
Wrong", "How to Get Your Birthday Cake Before Your Birthday"
"World's Greatest Cough", "The Long Arms of Sruli Blatt", "How to Handle the Media Attention of Being an
AFFL Draft Pick", "Did You Mark Me On Time?", "Did Judge Homer Last Night?", "How to Bother Ari Feinstein"
"I Miss First Half", "Rabbi Miller Hates Me" (Moshe never met Rabbi Miller), "The Infamous First Day Laundry
Bag", "The Art of Staying Awake During Shachris" "The Best Day of My Summer - Visiting Day"
"How to Keep My Uncle's Name a Secret", "Generic Jewish Names 101", "Life Sleeping Under the J.S."
"Everyone Hates Me", "Vayehi Bimei Achashverosh", "Blatt Is a Brat", "Legends of Infirmary Basketball Court",
"The Wedding Intro - Part 12"
"Ringling, Barnum, Bailey and Nadalf", "Living Life In the Shadows", "How to Get Your Real Name on Bunk List"
"What is Really in the Black Toolbox"
"Life Without My Low- Func, Nisht-Approps Cousin", "I Don't Want to be a QB", "No, I'm not Canadian", "Why
is Oori Such a Hick?", "The Real Lamed Zayin"
"1,2,3 Ggiillbbeerrtt", "My Chasidish-Looking Brother", "The Art of Snagging the Seat Next to the Counselor for
Shabbos Meals"
"How to Rive a Regendary Rife", "How I Qualified for The Boston Marathon", "Yo Ezzles", "It Rhymes With
Paving Chicken Nuggets", "Telegram With the Muslims", "Now is a Perfect Time for a Selfie", "The Future of
Golds in Camp Agudah", "The Poppers Shnorrer"
"World's Most Evil Laugh", "Being the J.C.'s Niece", "Hooked on the Rangers", "The Legend of Professor
Shlomo Chavez", "The Dougie's Order That Wasn't- Part 1",
"No, I'm not Elmo's Cousin", "Being Youngest Child in Lakewood", "The Dougie's Order That Wasn't Part 2"
Why is J.A. So Shtultzy?", "My Yichus is Better than Ari Feinstein's", "Coincidentally Sick on Super Bowl Sun
day"
"If Only My Counselor Were Around More", "In The Process of Waking Up", "Owner of the World's Loneliest
Guitar"
"I Am So Much Cooler Than Rafi", "Me and My Yankees Partner Slomo", "Life of the 2-17 and Counting Affl
QB"
"My Counselor Sshhuulleeyy", "Life of the Traded AFFL Star", "Wedding Crashers: The Chynka Edition", "ChapA-Nosh - the World's Greatest Caterer"
"The Great Plunge from the Top of My Bed", "Anyone Want to Order Dougie's", "World's Greatest Town Passaic"
"Life Spent Sleeping in an Icebox", "I'm Really a Good Kid", "How to Have My Shot Avoid the Gym Ceiling",
"Hirshy Get Up!"
"Life As the Other Schuck", "Keeping Blatt's Foodbox Away from my Ladder", "Wearing a Red Sox Cap In N.Y."
"World's Largest Unicorn", "Ship, Ship, Ship", "How to Sleep With All of Your Worldly Possessions on Your
Bed"
"Kosher Orange Cheeseballs - The Early Morning Edition", "AFFL Breakout Star of the Year", "How to
Appropriately Share Cousins With Your Counselor

LIII
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LIV

FROM THE DESK OF YOUR UNATTACHED STAFF DIVISION HEADS...

Dear you,
As I look back on our summer together I cant seem to find the words to express what this summer was like
for me. The oppourtunity that Hashem gave to me to be part of a chaburah like this, is one I’ll never forget.
It wouldn’t be appropiate to talk about the U without first thanking all the people that made this summer
what it was. First and foremost to HaKadosh Baruch Hu for bringing us all together and for all the aliyah
and siyata d’shmaya that we had this summer. Second to our rebbe and manheig R” Heller Shli”ta to have
had the zechus to have a Rebbi like R’ Heller with us was an experience I know I personally and all of us
should and wont ever forget. To have the oppurtunity to learn by a Rebbi who cared about everyone of us
like his own child and to have somone with us that is an example for all of us of how we should strive to
live was really incredible. Then to find the words to thank Zalman is really, really hard; you guys don’t
understand the amount of time & effort Zalman put into this chaburah to see someone so _______ and who
was always thinking of us, working non-stop to give us an amazing summer which it was! You guys
don’t know how lucky we are that we had such a real sincere ben torah who not only was working non-stop
but did it with such a passion and love for all of us. Last but mostly I want to thank each and every single guy in the U from the bottom of my heart! I cant describe to you how much I’ve gained from having the
zechus to be part of this oilam to get to shmooze, learn, daven and grow from a group of real bnei aliyah, to
have had the
oppurtunityto get close to guys who came together and formed a real
chaburah is
something rare and something I cant thank you guys enough for. I really hope we can stay in touch and I
can continue to have the zechus of learning and growing together with all of you. I want to wish you all
an amazing year of aliyah and hatzlachah and well see you guys shabbos in Lakewood. Cant wait!

Love

Moish Koff
848-333-7095
37 Buttell Avenue, Lakewood, NJ, 08701
Basement apt.
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FROM THE DESK OF YOUR UNATTACHED STAFF DIVISION HEADS...

The official article of the unattached staff 2017
THE YOU
Camp Agudah is known throughout the mountains as a well-oiled machine but many people don’t know the secret to its
success is the few the proud the U. That’s right the 10th and 11th graders of Camp Agudah is what keeps the camp running. Recently I was mesder kidushin by a wedding on a yacht (controversial decision) as I looked upon the crowd I was
overwhelmed with emotion when I realized that each person on the boat adds to camp and without his effort camp,
would not run as smoothly. Now join me on a journey as I take you on a tour of a random day in camp agudah.
For the first time ever this summer the U had its own shachris minyan led by the mora dasra of the U Rabbi Heller, it is
known as the quickest shachris in camp yet also the most sincere. The efficiency is due to our always reliable gabbai Yehudah Aryeh Schuster and our impeccable bal korah Chaim Eckstein. After shachris our day camp counselors go to the
day camp room and straight to work. What could I say it is definitely the best day camp counselor lineup in the tristate
area if I were to list how many other day camps called me asking me for our staff the list would be endless led by uncle
Yehudah Feifer and his reliable assistant Yehudah Pearlstein here they are: Avi Becher, Chaim Blau, Menachem Bressler, Dovi Brick, Moishe Dachs, Eliyahu Diamond, Chaim Feifer , Shloimy Freidman, Naftoli Gellis, Chemi Hersko (my
day camper what nachas), Shua Krasner (also mine), Naftuli Leshkowitz, Efriam Levin, Chai Shai Levin, Dovid Neiman
(#parkinglot), Yehudah Nusbaum, Eli Salamon, Yossi Schonbrun, Isaac Schulman, Tzvi Teichman, Gershy Liff, Yaakov
Weinrib, Sholom Weiss, Shimon Zucker, Feive Botknecht (thanks for the attendance), Simcha Freedman(dunkin),
Chesky Weiss, Sruly Zafir, SD Kalifon.
After learning groups I make my way to the main office where I am greeted by our face of the franchise our office boy in
the morning and my personal assistant in the afternoons Michoel Adler. Michoel has such patience as he explains to every person calling I’m sorry this is not Camp Bnos please don’t call again. I make my way up to the equipment shack to
check in with our athletic director Eli Kahn. Eli takes his job very seriously and knows exactly where every ball in camp
is. You might also find him at 3 in the morning smoothing out the volleyball field to ensure the safety of the next day’s
volleyball game. I make my way over to the computer room led by our very own Naftoli Freund who runs a tight ship
and make sure no one’s fooling around with madden 2002 on ps1.Walking out of the canteen I see the man the myth the
legend Lebron running the arts and crafts not only does he provide camp with his fine coffee he is Mr. reliable. Thanks
for the car wash. Moving on I pass by the woodworking station and glimpse in and see Moshe Avraham Liberman doing
fine work but I don’t go in because I have a fear of manual labor and am afraid they will put a hammer in my hand. Then
I go around the bend and go into the game room run by Nuriel Gross. Nuriel was born for this and the smiles on the kids’
faces is enough to tell us about his success. Moving along I pass by Rabbi Feurs office and see Mordechai Hana popping
popcorn. Hanna also known as Mr. Kiddush is not a person to cross and that is why he so respected we owe all him a lot
of gratitude.
At this time I am ready for my suntan so I head down to the pool the place where it all started as you see when I was in
10th grade I was a lifeguard before there was such thing as the U. The lifeguards are the most chilled out people in camp
and I always look forward to going down and chopping a shmmoze with: our heads the Dasheff twins, Ozzie Moskowitz,
Y.M. Shurkin, Eliezer Glick, Akiva Hammond, Mordechai Herskovits (you owned the munk game you’re a beast), Shua
Lax, Chaim Eckstein, Yoel Izsak, Yehonoton Monheit, and Avraham Shecter (#shareichaim), AL Septimus.
At this point we are ready for lunch and I go into the GDR to see if they have anything different then the main dining
room for lunch and also to watch Yehudah Oppenheimer always treat everyone with a smile.
After lunch I go to check on our boys by the ropes. People might think this is an easy job but they don’t don’t know what
it means to spend your day 50 feet in the air and the men who do just that are Yehudah Weiss, Yoni Lesserman, Moshe
Kanner.
Now I have saying what happens in archery stays and I don’t usually go down there but sometimes I just have such a
taavah to chill with the two biggest chillers in camp Chiya Aryeh and Tuli Miles. There easygoing manner is contagious.
It is now snack time and I go to the man with the PhD in the milk pouring the one the only Moshe Kanner. Moshe you’re
a legend.
I then go to the lobby where I see the men with the hardest job in camp period. Staff day camp I can’t even imagine how
you guys do it: Mo Do Ro, Shimi Berger, Shmully Lerner, Yaakov Lowenthol, Yehudah Seruya Avraham Elnadav,
Meshulem Richter (great Name), Pinchus Gottesman, Binyomin Davidson.
Big shoutout to our rotater whose job is not for the faint of heart: Pinny Eisenberg. Thanks for coming back man.
After that I get a call from whiskey just to compliment me on his bike staff for another day of good work making sure
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no one switch gears on the wrong number combination. They are yo Avi Becher, yo Y.A. Schuster, yo Y.A.
Cywiak yo Eli Walfish yo Shua Becher yo Zoberman.
After that everyone calls me to find out what time mincha is even though it’s the same time every day.
What is the reason you may ask that everyone is so committed to their job if you think about it it doesn’t make
sense so many moving parts and not one hitch. Of course it all starts from the top with Rabbi Moish Koff who
sets the tone and keeps everyone (and me especially) in check, with his easy nature never letting anyone or anything rattle him. I never saw someone so calm under pressure. But the answer is that we found a perfect balance, for many years
there was no U just a random js’s with no brotherhood at all. Then there are other camp
that treat the 10th and 11th graders as campers at that doesn’t work either because in reality you are just too old
so it’s awkward. The”U” is so successful because there are jobs at day major programs/chills/sick times at
nights. The heartbeat of our success is our nightlife, here we go: ShopRite, Rabbi Hellers Thursday night bbq/
baseball game (Rabbi Kalish),staff bus to zoomflume, Intercamp vs Darchei, Munk, Chevra and Romimu, private night swim, Kalahari hot tub, ritas on my birthday(thank you Shua Becher),3 on 3 basketball tournament
with dougies on the spot, swan lake pizza, rollerblading, grilling corn and s’mores, football game,
YACHT!!!!!, Ari Goldwag making the U, popcorn after Intercamp, Shabbos davning (#orechyomim), shalosh
sudos (journeys medley), Dougies,owning color war, ruckus concert night. We did so much and one thing we
learned if we are together and everyone is all in nothing bad could ever happen. I love each one of you and remember everyone who was a part of the U 2017 will always be connected forever.
Signing off,

Zalman

P.S. shoutout out to the original bunk chof tes that put me on the map
Shimon, Yossi, MoDo, Efriam, Akiva, Eli, Gershy, Naftoli and Moishe.
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he worst part about writing an article is getting started. Gee whiz I just did it (that line was for Ay -you’re awesome). Now to really start, it was an awesome Neighborhood day even though we came in last place. The
Ruach was amazing, the songs were terrific and overall it was so Hartzig (that line was for me-to get a salary boost).
All corniness aside it really was superb, and that’s because I just found out I really came in third (You would think the
head staff could use a calculator- now that’s gonna be censored.). And the reason we came in second (yes we actually came in second, Reb Elya just told me) was because of you guys. Yes you the campers. All you chevrah from N.Y.S
showed us real achdus, leibidikeit, geshmak and heavy duty coolness. We were fixed to be last, you brought us to
2nd. Now for The Head Staff. My appreciation is immeasurable, as I was singled out for kindness. Your helping hands
and strong shoulders have led and supported me throughout my travails (please excuse the clichés). It is the kindness, wisdom and foresight that has been there for me and will hopefully be there for me (Vehamaiven Yavin). Moving along now, I would like to write something nice and appreciative about my fellow generals.
Yisroel(Aryeh), if not for you I wouldn’t be here now, you’re always ready in a pinch, you know you’re just swell.
Izzy we grew up together and your fortitude and loyalty still do not cease to amaze me, I consider myself lucky to be
your friend.
Ari what can I say, for you are me and me are you. OOT was my home for 2 years and happy that we share the
bottom rungs of the ladder together.
Acharon Acharon Choviv to all my dear chaveirim, it was impossible to do it without you.
Moshe, Shuey And Shumeli-You’re awesome your wise advice and constant support topped all and a very special
thanks for the song (I still hear kids sing it)

Efraim Slomvics- Wow, I mean like you like did it all, from Clarence B. to dominating in volley ball. May you be zoche
to build a bayis neeman biyisroel. Mazal Tov.
Daniel Bressler- Much thanks for being who you are. You are truly a person to strive to be like. Good Luck.
Dani Saidov and Dovi Finkelstein. your character and talent made N.Y.S what it is .\

The Volleyball Team- Ha-Ha we crushed and should have won
Shmez,TzviAnd Ashi –Thanks a lot for the skits you were awesome and Shumli you rock the house.
Eli Salamon- See your name did make it .
Bunk Chof Zayin- You really were awesome, you guys made sure that the generalship did not go to my head. Thanks
for being the best bunk in camp.
And To my Jc Yehuda. Thank you for taking the pressure of the bunk for one whole day you will make a great counselor one day.
I’m typing this a month after neighborhood day and many details have slipped my mine. So if I didn’t mention you
here goes Thank you everyone in Ruach Country.
Signing off

General Ari
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irst off, I would like to apologize to Rabbi Karfoil and Rabbi Neiman for the scare by
the intros. And the winner is…….. OUT OF……. Oh wait, they announced that Rhode
island, I mean beach island, or is it Darchei island? No, I got it its, its Long island that won,
and for all you Darchei guys, ahem ahem bunk Chof hey ahem, there were some Y.F.R guys
on the team also including General Izzy! Congrats on the win bro! In my mind though, OUT
OF TOWN won thanks to all the hard work the staff on our team and all the Out of Towners
put in! I’ll start with Nissan Fetman, the song was just amazing! You together with Ari
Weingarten and Ari Kaufman, just killed it! Avrumi Rosenberg, the second I asked you to do
the sports, you were all over it, you aced it! A big thank you to Ari Finkelstein for taking and
winning (yes we officially came in 2nd place to Flatbush, but they left early and according to
the one and only Rabbi Avi Schillit, they were disqualified, which means we won!) especially doing it on last second notice. Also, thank you Ari Kaufman for setting up the staff volleyball team. Thanks to all the counselors, Jc’s and other staff members that helped dominate
in sports. A very special thanks to Mike Rabinowitz for being my right hand man, and rocking up that legendary skit along with Daniel Bressler, A.Y. Teitelbaum, Kuty Shipper, and
Shragee Gutman! You guys were hilarious! A big thank you to Rabbi Karfoil, Rabbi Neiman,
Reb Elya, Rabbi Yitzi Stern, and the rest of the head staff for giving me the opportunity to be
a general! And for my fellow generals, thanks so much for an amazing U.S.A/Neighborhood
day! It wouldn't have been this great without you guys! And for Ari and Izzy, lets be honest,
we didn’t see this coming in all our epic meetings in Mikes Burgers. i would like to finish off
with a special shout out to THE BEST BUNK IN THE MOUNTAINS, BUNK CHOF HEY! U GUYS
ARE AWESOME, THANKS!!
Signing off,

General Slomo
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s I sit here in the early early hours of, July the 5th, and look back at the last 24 hours, I'm overwhelmed byOK, the truth is its 12pmAugust 15th and I'm only writing my "generally speaking" now because I was told that if I don't have it ready by
lunch it's not making it into the Yearbook.
It's hard to believe that it's been a full six weeks since my name was changed to Aryeh, or rather since I was chosen to lead the ever winning
team of Flatbush. Tears well in my eyes as I reminisce over the hours spent circling my block looking for a spot, and when someone greets me
and I pretend I don't notice, that's when I'm confident that I truly have a little bit of Flatbush in me.
What a privilege to go up against the most amazing generals ever!!! From Ari Schef, counselor emeritus, to Ari "Thlamo" Slomowitz, to the
Winning General of the all new Far Rockaway and 5 Towns team, Izzy "sqiz" Krasnow, all of them true friends and of my favorite people in
camp.
It was an incredible time, and I had loads of fun and loved every second of the kovoid. We put in tremendous efforts and we came this close
(hold your fingertips together) to winning! Starting from my entrance, which worked perfectly b'siyata D'Shmaya, yes you Rabbi Friedman, I
couldn't have done it without your assistance, and of course BEZH"Y. Thank you Aharon Matisyahu Herzberg (if you don't know who that is,
it's perfectly understandable) for assistance with my entry as well!
Thank you Avi Schillit for putting so much work into our general shirts, it was the nicest shirt I ever received or my name isn't Aryeh Levin. That
night we began working on the skit, with Eliezer Frank and Daniel Fox, and the one and only Menachem Kramer, assisted by Eliezer Frank
(that's the 2nd time), wrote the most legendary cheer song of all time!! Amazing song choice, clever lines, sharp, but gentle rips, it couldn't
have been better!!!!! Thank you to every Flatbushite for really rocking up the song, it was unbeatable!!! Our closest competition was Izzy's
unreal rendition of R' Shloimeleh Carlebach, yes, every general does call FR/5T their home, clever indeed.
Thank you to every staff member for contributing to our campaign, including but not limited to,
Yossi Akerman, you nailed Hockey Hurricane, it's not your fault that all the Canadians were on OOT.
CZ Feigenbaum and Yitz Frischman for the Indy 500, we only won due to your stellar directing and coordinating!! Thank you to every camper
who participated!
Yitz Frischman for chest high, v'hameivin yavin.
Zevi Goldschmidt, for directing sports with deliberation and decisiveness!!!
Daniel Fox and Zevi Goldschmidt (again) for taking care of the staff volleyball game, I had so much fun!!! YEAH BABY!!! (Bonus thanks to
Yehuda Goldschmidt for rocking up front center!!!!)
To Menachem Kramer!!!!!! Menachem Kramer!!!!! Menachem Kramer!!!!!!! Cannot thank you enough!! It was simply too good. Yes, TOO
good.
To Eliezer Frank (3rd time), for EVERYTHING!!! Song, skit, volleyball, gullibility, fridge... The list goes on, Eliezer, you are a beast. It was a
pleasure serving under you last neighborhood day, and this OAR, your welcome for the wins ;).
To Daniel Fox, for all your assistance with the skit, I'm so glad you didn't strain your voice! It was a pleasure working with you on every
subsequent performance!!
To the one and only Doctor! Thank you for all your advice and guidance, I guess that's why your color war general!
To my amazing JC Yaakov Lowenthal, you know you're the best, right?
To Sruli Zafir, for General assistance, (get it, because you assisted the general!!!)
To Boruch Schonbrun, thank you for letting me be your lifeguard.
To Meir Laniado, for being an all time legend in infinite ways, fly away, who knows if...
To Eli Kahn, for standing clear of the closing doors please. What a voice!
To Avi Herskowitz, for nailing front line and being destined to be my second half JC!
To Dovi Finklestien, you didn't think I'd forget you? Yes, you're of my closest friends. (And absolutely hilarious.)
To Dani Saidov, for friendships made in shower house kumzitzes, for sesame street eyebrows, for "HEY MAH!" For Fifi, for being my wife by
the OAR skit and my husband by the play. Thank you for staying second half, we'd be lost without you. ("You're the hard day at work!!!")
To Yaakov Lax, thank you for my first time on stage in Camp Agudah, for being my mentor all these years, and for that donut Motzei Tisha
b’Av.
To Ari Schef, for being the most dedicated person in camp Agudah, all year long! You still didn't pay me for that cream cheese bagel in Macy's
King Plaza in 9th grade.
To Ari Slomowitz, for being a true sweetheart, for being a reliable, always there, incredibly close friend. (And for having the Darchei bunk.)
To Izzy Krasnow, neighbors for life? There are way too many things to thank you for. But I truly appreciate every one. You will always be my
BIB, and my ratings commissioner. Hazards? Bring 'em on!! You truly deserved the win!!!!!!
To Totty and Mike, I love you guys infinitely!!! Thanks for keeping my life crazy yet still being the stellar example of what an Agudah counselor
should be!!! Chazak v'ameitz!! (Did I mention I love you?)
To Totty and Mommy, love you more!!!Thank you for allowing me to be here today, and helping me reach where I'll be"H!
To every Flatbushite who pumped our pumpkins, you know that your a Rockstar and we couldn't have done it without you. Seriously though,
we probably couldn't have done anything if we didn't have any people on our team.
Thanks one last time for the best neighborhood day ever!!
Acharon Acharon Chaviv, Thank You RBS"O, for every second of every day, for parents, for family, for friends, for Veretzky, for Kaminetz, for
Darchei, for the Mir. And for Agudah, where true friends are found and people become giants.

Signing off,

General Yisroel (Aryeh)LXV
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hat a way to start the Long Island era! For those that don’t know where Long Island is it’s that place where
your generals go to yeshiva. No, not just me, all 4 generals actually go there. Except Yisroel for a few days
after Pesach this year. Anyways just to keep things I’ll just look back on the day and thank those who made this
sweet victory happen.
To Reb Elya and Mosey, thank you for making this fun day possible. No one can fully appreciate the insane work of
dividing activities amongst 4 teams of which one of them consists of about 99% of the camp. The Koach you bring to
camp is amazing. Eliezer Frank aided tremendously in the intro and it was much appreciated. Thank you to Harav
Yechiel Yitzchok Perr, Reb Aaron Brafman, and Harav Yaakov Bender for popping their faces in, literally. To my beloved Lev Tahor, you guys inspired a great song. The men who did the tough work, the always reliable Klonimus Gelberman and Dovi Feigenbaum, thanks for taking the activities and the race, respectively. At this point I’d like to
thank the (random) CITIZENS (#TzviGold) OF LONG ISLAND for absolutely OWNING those games! Thanks to all those
who took games as well. It was perhaps the smallest team time ever, but also one of the most enjoyable I could remember. You guys ROCKED that song, even though we were small in number, the ruckus we created was amazing.
Speaking of the song, I give Shinamon Isaak a Bracha he should never sing near a leader again during team time.
Vnoimar Amen! Then came the aforementioned race followed by the Hockey Hurricane featuring the amazing 8 th
graders and the reluctant 9th graders who gave it all they got, but came up just short due to O.O.T’s help from the
country north of our border. Which leads us to my personal favorite event of the day, staff volleyball. There was no
match for our towering front line of Noach, Avrohom Bloom, and Klonimus Kalman. Our sharp middle line featuring
Baruch Basch, Yaakov Lowenthal, and, um, not Totty. And our faithful back line rotating my beloved camper Dov
Tepfer, Dovi Feigenbam, Avromi Schron, Yitzi Levi, and Aaron Matisyahu, who b.t.w hasn’t showered since the game.
And what would be possible without the golden palm of our elite server, Shinamon Isaak. As the day neared an end,
it was time for a grand performance led by our sensational, always creative skit master, Aaron Matisyahu. You always find a way to turn something simple into something special. You’re incredible at what you do and a great
friend as well. To Yehuda Hamada, Yitzi Levi, Shinamon, Klonimus, Yaakov Lowenthal, Dov Tepfer, Noach and Avromi Schron, you guys executed your roles faithfully and masterfully. Well done! To my opposing generals, you guys
are all great friends. I hear from people all the time how beautiful it is to have a Chevrah that stays close in a camp
throughout all the years, and what we have is truly special. Coordinator Scheff and Commissioner Slomo, I cherish
our Mike’s Burgers chills, as well as Yisroel our Thursday night dates for the last couple years. I’ll miss you for the
next little bit, but hey maybe I’ll be seeing you Bshas Tova U’mitzlachas?
And then we’re up on stage awaiting the final scores, and as expected the last team called was the first ever team of
LONG ISLAND! You guys truly deserved- after all there’s nothing like a 5 towns/ Far Rockaway boy!
“From Rabbi Bender to Gourmet Glatt, LONG ISLAND IS THE SPOT!”
Signing off,

General Izzy
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ontrary to popular belief A.Y. Teitelbaum is not breathing down my back. It is not 4 am and it is not past the deadline. Right now it is the Sunday
at 3:36 pm, right after color war breakout, my eighth grade bunk has a signup day therefore I am sitting outside the main office typing. I know
that that isn’t the most exciting introduction I can muster but it is the truth and we, the counselors, all took an oath that we, the couns elors,
must say the truth and nothing but the truth unless we have to lie due to shalom bayis and by shalom bayis I mean being a res ponsible counselor so what I am really
trying to say in this annoying run-on sentence is that I couldn’t think of a creative introduction to this article that will capture your attention so I am hoping that by
writing this long paragraphs you will be inspired and continue reading.
Did it work? Are you still reading!?! YAY! Ok so firstly, Thank you for taking your time to read the article. You see most people tend to look at the general
article, look for their name, and then continue to peruse the entirety of the yearbook only coming to the general’s article as a final solution to their endless boredom or camp sickness. Well you my friend are making history with me. You are reading this article without being asked or told to do so. So for that my first thank
you is to you, the reader. Without you this article would simply be a piece of paper with ink smudges and no one would care. Because of you this article has relevance and can actually be called an article.
I must forewarn you that the names mentioned here are not in order and definitely does not reflect the work that these people as well as others that I
will definitely forget (I apologize in advance) put into my team. True we lost but that just makes us winners!
Firstly my General Lieutenant Friend Totty Herzberg, a proud pony member, because of you I was able to manage our team of losing winners. Thank you
for being super open minded about my crazy ideas and working with my intensity in the most chilled of matters. Loosing has never been such fun as ours. You really
personify what it means to be a geshmack and down to earth yet yeshivish relatable counselor. How you manage to always be wil ling to help and yet never miss a
learning group or seder truly amazes me. I can’t believe we had all three of our skits fully completed by 3 am. Aaron, you were great in all your performances and I
want to totally be Jewish after our play. Not a Yid, just plain ol’ jew. Also I heard a rumor that you may be working with the mafia (I mean you might have mentioned
it 42 times during the play but who’s counting!?! [It was only 36]).
Talking about skits I must thank the PONIES for putting the best craziest skit in Agudah history. I have never laughed so hard while making a skit. Tzvi
Gold, Raphael Glazer, and obviously Chiya Aryeh and co. You guys are the craziest bunch of guys I have worked with. The ponies was a crazy idea and I sincerely
thank you all for joining me and actually pulling this off (kudos to Totty for getting permission).
Dovi Finkelstein, You were great on stage in all your performances. Whether it be henchmen number 2, a guy who gets painted on or a pony you
really take any mundane matter and magically make it an awesome bit. Thank you for cracking my back whenever necessary and always willing to listen to my stupidity. You were great by our round table skit discussion and are going to mark my words (even though I am technically marking them down now) you are going to
make hilarious skits and plays.
Naftali Leshkowitz you are a pony as much as any of us. Without you I would still be lying on the floor screaming I ’m A ‘P’. It’s good that the what are
you line didn’t come out for a while because we got to hear Chiya scream EXCLAMATION POINT over and over and over and over and not the last time.
Kutie Shipper, you are not only the best hugger in camp or the cutest staff member but you are hilarious on the stage as well. Thank you f or the ideas
and I hope that future generals read this and remember that you were Left Mafia 2 and that your astronomical performance gets you on stage more. This is random
but I feel that everyone must know how easygoing Kutie is not only to work with but to talk to as well. Kutie always manages to look at the positive regardless of the
situation. Camp is lucky to have such an easygoing dedicated staff member.
Shimon Isaak, thank you for helping out during the skits and it was my loss that I didn’t involve you more in the play. You really helped me keep my
head in the game by letting me know what was going on and where I was supposed to be. Thank you being the caring person you are. Again thank you and I am
sorry.
Isaak Schulman, you made it! You made it to my general article. Now I know that that you will probably not stumble on this on your own and Da niel
will probably be the one pointing out that your name is here but nonetheless: Thank you for performing perfectly while personifying your perfunctory personality.
Eli Solomon, props to you (see what I did there?), you were helpful in the brain storming sessions that lasted waaay past your bedtime b ut you were
also a great help in be the MIH guy. That’s the Make It Happen guy. You’re a massive help to camp and being able to get some of that help was great.
Most people may not realize but the professional race sheets were made by non-other than Shua Lax. I know! You guys didn’t realize that Shua is not
only incredibly talented on stage but is an amazing artist. I’m talking about the race papers that Shua masterfully conjured. True, we lost but that’s because we had
the sunny side of the football field. Next time we will win. Shua was the best Right Mafia 1 I have ever had. Shua you are super easy to work with and you are an
incredibly talented comedian. Keep bleating and moo-ing!
Here is the Jewish part of my article; thank you Yitchock Frischman, for taking care of all the speeches including writing them and finding campers to
actually say them. It was really pleasant knowing that you had it taken care of and that I was able rely on the fact that you said you’ll get it done. A special shout out
to my former camper Baruch Grossberger for actually coming over to me and volunteering to speak. That made the job of looking for a camper so much easier.
Yehudah Zev Hamada, thank you for doing me a personal favor and taking care of the Torah ball/bowl with Dovid Neiman, Naftali Leshkowitz, and
Shalom Blau. Knowing that the one of the most strenuous and overlooked parts of OAR was being handled and arranged by competent Bnei torah was a nachas
phun mine’ neshome. I was able to focus on the play and the other functions of the day because I knew that you guys had The Bowl covered.
Shalom Blau, the dedication and devotion (yes they mean the same thing) to your bunk and to camp are amazing. I have never seen someone so
willing to help out no matter what the situation. Specifically I need to thank you for doing wakeup and cleanup and overall p umping up the 5th and 6th grade.
Izzy Kraznow, I don’t how you manage to pump out stellar songs that are consistently amazing. The fact that you came over to me right after the staff
meeting and whispered “I have the song basically done” still amazes me. You did a phenomenal job first half and Camp Agudah should be ready for the storm you
are about to unleash.
Shuie Krasnow, lumping you with Izzy would be like thanking the drummer in a band for the bands work. The drummer is an integral part of th e
band and the band would not be complete without him yet the band needs the lead singer, pianist… Unbeknownst to the staff of my team, Shuie was a major force
behind the creation of the kicking songs. As a side note, Shuie was also in charge of waking up the senior hill for shacharis so I apologize to all the staff for that.
Zevi Goldschmidt, your dedication and intensity you bring to any OAR/Neighborhood/Color War team is something that all General ’s envy. You are a
hard worker and dedicated to any assigned task and will see to that task until the job is done. You really have the most important job on the team. What would OAR
be without any campers by the activities or without any staff to ref? So I really owe you much more than a paragraph in the y earbook so the best I can do is give you
a bold, all capitol lettered, underlined thank you. THANK YOU! Additionally, Thank you for freeing up the ridiculously many staff members that I asked to be part of
my craziness.
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Dov Tepfer, your acting chops were unreal. The way you loudly whispered the same line repeatedly over and over and over was incredible. But for
real, you nailed the part and on a completely random side note: you are going to be an awesome funny yet totally relatable counselor!!
Shragi Guttman, I didn’t forget about you! Thank you for hanging around and always being available for me to bounce my crazy ideas off of you. You
were an incredible asset to the making of the skit as well as brainstorming for the play. I hope that your parts in plays and skits will grow like the great tall redwood
trees. Lastly, thank you for always being available to get anything that was required.
Shmuel-Eli Grossberger my ghost co-writer for the play. People don’t know this (and now they will) but the play was your idea as much as mine. You
really helped out and having you on my team was crazy clutch. I must be open and admit that I really thought that you were, was, and will continue to be a great
presence in all aspects to the Agudah stage(s).
Shout out to Ashi Sharf for almost being in the play. You almost did great!
I feel the need to let everyone know that Yaakov Lowenthal is officially the first Lowenthal to not do Torah Bowl and instead moved his talent to the
Agudah Stage(s). I am sorry I couldn’t get you on stage more but I hope that this SHOUT OUT TO YAAKOV LOWENTHAL helps.
I saved this person to the very end because I always forget his name. But this person is one of those people on an OAR team t hat help the team and
don’t get the credit deserved so I am going to thank him properly. Thank you…shoots…um…his name is…you know…that guy?...whatever, I’ll get back to him.
As every general before me and before him all the way back (even past Shragi Goldschmidt) I must thank my JC, Menachem Hartman. I am sure that you
are tsk tsk-ing all my lines that I did write and didn’t write but it’s too late, you along with the other 734 campers, all the parents, those random staff members are
all reading this and there is no going back. Thank you for being my Judaism coach and to think that all this was because some person sitting in a dark office in the
main building thought it would be a good idea to pair you and me together. So thank you Rabbi Karfoil.
Ha! I remember now! His name is Dovid Neiman. That guy I was talking about before that helped out team without anyone knowing. Well now I remembered his name. So…thank you Dovid Neiman for helping my team. You were greatly appreciated.
A.Y. Teitelbaum, it’s a good thing that you were next-door to me last year otherwise none of the past two years would have played out the same way.
This is obviously hashgacha pratis that only R’ Karfoil could arrange. Thank you Avodas Yishmaeil for being a great friend and not being afraid to tell me when my
ideas are not working. It’s refreshing to have some realism once in a while. No matter where your bed was located your bunk was always next -door to my heart,
right next to my lungs. I appreciate the late hours you helped put into the skits and plays and I thought you nailed the impr ession Chicago accent. I am happy I got to
introduce you to the stage(s). “Stage here’s AY, AY here’s stage.” (Yeah guys, it was a weird introduction.) Finally, thank you for just always being there when I needed someone…
Shout out to the campers who were in the play and skit. I know that I yell a lot before and during and after practice but whe n you become staff members
you’ll probably and hopefully understand why. Even though, I admit, your parts were not long, you guys nailed every aspect whether it was taunting the staff members with a Danish on a fishing rod, a barrel of pretzels, plain yelling or tempting Shimon Isaak with a foot -long (only available for a limited time at The Canteen*) I
am going to list you guys but please don’t think that you guys were a bunch of names. You guys were all individually amazing and I can’t thank you enough for being
part of my craziness!!! Thank you to Shmuel Lokometz (Frenchie), Simcha Moskowitz (My league team last year), Eli Lebovitz (All-star contender forever), Binyomin
Hellman (best drunk man ever), Abie Serle (awesome sandwhich seller), Eliezer Nathan and Tzvi Lustig (always screaming for learning groups), Yehudah Leib
Herzberg (because you are Totty’s brother which makes you and uncle) and all the Coplet’s (that’s little cops) and Totty’s kids on Shabbos.
*restrictions do apply, must be 18 years or older to apply, cannot be redeems during summer months or anytime the canteen is open

I obviously cannot forget the other team and their General, Eliezer Frank. Eliezer, thank you for lending/giving me the pants, shirts, belt, offering me the
yarmulka the tie and I am sure I am forgetting some paraphernalia. Eliezer, you are one of the most generous and sincere people that I know and even though I lost
at least I got to lose to someone like you. The way you handled your team makes me kind of jealous. The sensitivity displayed to all staff and campers alike is mind
boggling. If I could do it again I would definitely be on your team and win! I also have to quickly mention your crazy awesom e team. (I know I am going to forget
some of the Orange team and I apologize in advance.) Dani Saidof and Yisroel Levin along with Mike J and Daniel Fox, Oh! My! Gosh! You guys put on stellar performances and for sure, I think, showed Agudah the best productions they have seen. Menachem Kramer (and Frank) your songs phe-nom-men-al!
So you thought that Ari Scheff would only get a one line shout out. Ari you can stop sweating I am obviously going to write some long mushy thank you
speech for you. Ari, thank you for the summer you were always there for me, because AGUDAH friends are what friends are supposed to be. I had an awesome time
on our off dayS and enjoyed every one of those kani salads that I paid for. You as well as Menachem and AY were always there to shtell hock or at least to hear you
shtell hock. Doing the ABBL (even though there should only be one B) was really fun with you and all those nights not doing ABBL were equally as fun. You helped
me gain the most from my summers and really helped me recharge for my tough year in Das V’Lev. Thank you.

Lastly thank you to my team and obviously some of the other team for making Camp Agudah Geshmak for me to be a yid in ;)

Signing off,

General Daniel
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o the discussion has begun. OAR is over, all the screaming and jumping and hugging and having the letters ripped off your gen eral shirt has ended, things
have finally calmed down and the big question on everyone's mind is: just how long will Eliezer Frank's in-general be? 14 pages? 100 pages? Could he go so
far as to just write an entire book documenting the events of OAR 2017? Las Vegas announced that they were setting the over/under at 42 pages which
prompted an enormous overload of bets placed on the over. All attempts to reach Mr. Frank for comment on this matter have failed as the only response he gives is
"are you making fun of me?" to which the answer is usually yes. So knowing that people are expecting something incredibly long, the only logical choice would be
to write something really short. But on the other hand, Dovi Feigenbaum needs something to read on Shabbos afternoons. So I g uess we'll just have to see what
happens. So let’s get this long-awaited and anticipated article started and hope that it will live up to all the hype. By the way, I’m sorry but I’m not gonna just put all
the names in bold so you can just look for your name and move on to the next article! If you wanna see what I wrote about you then read the article! C’mon man!
Ok now where was I? Being OAR general was a tremendous and incredibly fun experience for me and, as everyone who heard my aft er-party speech already knows,
there are a lot of people who I need to thank for making it the amazing time that it was. First of all before I can do that, thank you Hashem for everything you’ve
always done for me and specifically for allowing me to spend all these years in the greatest camp on the planet, an experienc e which has been absolutely indescribable. Moving on to people: When it comes to OAR, there are 2 kinds of generals. Winning generals and losing generals. And in the words of Nati Gurwitz, the best
part of being a winning general is getting to tell people that you won. So guys- “I won!!!!” But actually that’s not true. I didn’t win. WE won. It was an amazing team
effort that brought the red team to the top, and there were so many people who contributed in so many different ways. Starting from the beginning, thank you to
Mike, Naftali Leshkowitz, Dovi Feigenbaum, Aron Lowenthal, my dearest lil’ bro Meir who’s presence was most greatly missed this summer, and Yaakov Lowenthal
who desperately wants to get a more significant shoutout than just that but I’m sorry Yaakov you can’t just push me around like that and tell me how I should write
my in general. But thanks for your support at the torah bowl and for letting me into your house all the time and for having a name that translates into so many
different languages. Oh ok you won. Anyway what was I thanking those guys for? Oh the general’s entrance. Well, thanks for your help with the general’s entrance.
If they scored generals entrances I think we got a unanimous 10. Special thank you to Mrs. Belsky for picking up the oranges. Now for those of you who remember,
last year when I was Lt. General of color war, I didn’t even get a shirt. But this year we took Lt. General to a whole new level, because this year the lieutenant ’s had
shirts with the words OAR 17 on them! Now don’t get me wrong, we didn’t go as far as to write names on the shirt, but it was a definite step in the right direction.
But another step in the right direction was having one of the best lieutenant’s a general could ask for in Mike Rabinowitz. Mike thanks for being such a great friend
all these years and thanks for everything you did during OAR, all the work you did on the skits and plays, helping the guys who did the banners, and for never wearing the same hat twice in one week. I think you’ve earned my broken grill by now. One of the hardest jobs to find someone to do is activities so it’s always helpful
when Ari Slomovics is already reserving the job 2 days before OAR even starts. Ari I don’t know how you do it and somehow enjoy it too but it’s amazing to watch
how you get everything under control and stay on top of the entire operation from beginning to end thank you so much for everything you’re a beast!!!!!!!!! Now
go get your 2 am tradition soup party started. Major thank you to Ari’s assistant, Avrumi Rosenberg (ROSIE BABY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! That’s my own personal thing nobody
calls him that including me). Special mention to Ari Tov and Shabsie Kraus (took my bunk!!!!!!!!!) which means that they both did something extra special. Yay! A
gigantic thank you to everyone who dutifully and submissively took bunk games and they are: Mr. Septimus, Mr. Bloom, Mr. Basch, Mr. Junger, Mr. Weingarten,
Mr. Eisenstein, Mr. Vogel, Mr. Zafir, Mr., Lieberman, Mr. Laniado, Mr. Hartman, Mr. Akerman, Mr. Lowenthal, Mr. Bienstock, Mr . D. Feigenbaum, Mr. Levy, Mr. C.Z.
Feigenbaum, Mr. Pruzansky, Mr. Fox, Mr. A. Finkelstein, Mr. Hershkowitz, Mr. SERUYA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!, Mr. Frankel, Mr. Schoenbr un, Mr. Levitin, Mr. CJ, Mr. Shmez,
Mr. A. Hershkowitz, Mr. A. Hershkowitz, Mr. Y Goldschmidt ben Shraga, Mr. Pomerantz, Mr. Krizzy (took my bunk!!!!!!!!), and Mr. Moish Krasnow. We cannot find
the words to express our gratitude to you but we decided to instead simply mention your names as a laundry list. We hope you like it. As everyone knows, the head
staff (or Rabbi Neiman) has a sore spot for cleanup (remember operation anti-slop?) and when it comes to OAR, things are no different as any general who has
heard the ‘you don’t want to lose by one bed’ speech can attest to. And I am fairly confident that cleanup was the main reason that we won so we owe an enormous debt of gratitude to Avrumi Herskovits, Avi Herskowitz, Ari Weingarten, and Dudu Seruya, who went around from bunk to bunk doing…well what exactly does
this job entail? I think they went from bunk to bunk pointing to beds and saying “is this guy on red?” If yes they told him to make his bed. If not they would unmake
the bed. So yes, I admit, we cheated. But as every cheater says, “everyone cheats!” but now you all know what I meant when I said by team time “guys we destroyed cleanup!” moving on…ah groiser yasher koiach to Yehuda Perlstein and Chaim Yeshaya Levine for organizing the psych team and psyching the oilam up it
was mamesh pumped shikker. I’d like to extend a major thank you to all the day camp counselors for protesting my controversial comments. You know what I
mean. Ok day camp does count. I’M SORRY!! I just thought it was funny ok? Nobody told me the day campers were there! Day campers you guys are the heart and
soul of this camp and you’re awesome and you’re the reason we won. Feel better now? Ok shaifala go to sleep. Noach Bienstock thank you for arranging the 10 th
and 11th grade staff volleyball game and to all the players Noach never gave me the list so you can go blame him that you weren ’t mentioned. NOACH GO GET ME
THOSE BUDGET SAVERS!!!!!!!!!!! As everyone knows, if you leave before the whistle sounds, YOU WILL BE DISQUALIFIED!! But many people don’t know this and it
takes great coaching and organizing to ensure that we don’t constantly have racers getting disqualified and we had just that in the legendary Yossi Akerman and
Chaim Zanvil Feigenbaum who spent countless hours tirelessly drawing up that page with the with the 5 lines and the random pu mp up words. Thank you to all the
guys who came down to the races to pump things up and SPECIAL SHOUTOUT TO ARON LOWENTHAL!!! Your incredible coaching is what put us over the top! AND
GIGANTIC SHOUTOUT TO MY BUNK FOR SHOWING UP TO THE RACES ON THE ORANGE SIDE!!!!!! Vehameivin yavin. Moish Krasnow. Wow where do I start? And
before I start, thanks for helping with the songs a little at the beginning are you even aware that you did that? Thanks for all the work you put in from your incredible theme speech and all the work you did teaching it to Moti and topping that off with writing and giving an unbelievable banner presentation speech Moish
you’re incredibly talented thank you so much. While we’re on the Krasnow topic shoutout to Zalman for offering to help! While we’re on the theme speech topic
thank you to Moti Weiss for doing a fantastic job giving the theme speech we appreciate all the work you put in. While we’re on the banner topic thank you to
Yosef Sulton and Eli Kahn for drawing an astoundingly gorgeous banner and really stepping up as Mike retires it was really amazing although for a guy like me who
can’t draw a straight line everything looks amazing but I have it from reliable sources that it truly was incredible. Thank you to Azriel Silber for being there at heart.
Yehuda Lowenthal. The Yehuda Lowenthal. My JC, my dearest sweetiest bearded Yehuda Lowenthal. So years and years of promises that when I was general there
was absolutely NO WAY that I would allow you to put yourself through doing the Torah Bowl led up to that big moment in Bais Ralph on the first night when I very
meekly looked at you and said “are you doing it?” Shows what a tough stand up for what I believe in kinda guy I am. Yeah of course you did a phenomenal job! Of
course I
appreciate it! I’m just mad at myself. You are the greatest Yehuda don’t let anyone tell you otherwise, but
next year…
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absolutely not!! Before I continue- you know how OAR generals like to write about how they finally sat through the Torah Bowl for the first time? Well I’m not
doing that because guess who didn’t sit through the Torah Bowl? Um, yeah. Now to the next Torah Bowl dude. Dovi Feigenbaum. Dovi thank you so much being
the most amazing friend anyone can ask for its unbelievable how you’re always there for me through anything. Thanks for your help with the songs and the song
sheets baby! They get more legendary every time! I think you’ve earned quite a name for yourself in the song sheet making business. Also thanks for all the hours
you spent sitting next to me keeping me company and providing insight as I wrote this article. About the Torah Bowl? Oh yeah thanks. And lastly the legend himself the great Aron Lowenthal. The man who has perfected the art of Torah Bowl/Grand Bechina -ing. The man who has been said to be more unbeatable than the
Camp Agudah basketball team (yeah whatever). Aron I cannot put into words how much our friendship means to me thank you for everything (and everything is a
really long list for which there is no room) you’re an incredible person ready for some 3 am drives out to random locations? Thank you to all of the Torah Bowl
testers: Simcha Braunstein (the one in 8 th grade not the counselor c’mon I shouldn’t have to tell you that you know the other one wasn’t here 1st trip), Daniel Fox,
Yitzy Levy, Elchonon Lieberman, and Menachem Hartman. Speaking of Menachem Hartman- MENACHEM!!! Man there’s way too much to say about you I don’t
know where to start thanks for being such a fantastic guy I’m proud to be able to call you my friend thank you for all your help on the play, props, etc. On the
topic of props, major thanks to Chaim Zwick! Who was in my bunk when I was a day camp counselor! MENACHEM KRAMER! We’ve been on quite a run here
haven’t we? I think we be a legendary team the both of us. Menachem thank you so much for all the work you put in the songs were golden and the syllables
were miniscule. Thank you for being such an awesome friend and for not biting me too often. NOW WHERE’S MY PROPANE? “He’s waiting to gi-ive us”. Special
thanks to Avi Pruzansky for all your help with the songs. And shoutout to Buzz for hanging out with us for an hour to ensure that we didn’t get to sleep before 3.
And for actually helping on the theme song a little bit. You definitely deserved your kudos. And SHOUTOUT TO ARON LOWENTHAL! For mentioning yosis as an
idea for a cheer song to me like 6 months ago. Gigantic thank you to Shlomo Zalman Greenberg for bringing rice crispies to lu nch. Nope. Turns out he didn’t.
YISROEL LEVIN! Need I say more? Yes actually I need say more. Remember the first time I met you when I jumped into the pool in my clothes? Yeah I just thought
I’d bring that up. Yisroel thank you so much for everything I think it goes without saying that you were phenomenal from the wr iting to the acting to being such
an amazing Nazi (yeah that sounds wrong) it’s just so cool to watch you display your talents BUT THAT BARKING THING THOUGH!!! Waaaay too real dude.
Well……..Dani Saidov. The man who has been asking me for the last month what I would write about him. Who wants me to write about how he won OAR for me.
Dani there’s way too much for me to write honestly you’re an incredible actor let’s just say when I think of you I think of falling into bushes at inopportune times.
Thanks so much for all the hard work you put in and FOR NOT DITCHING US SECOND HALF FOR YOUR PLAYSTATION!!!!!!! Daniel Fox. My JC! More on that in my
bunk article. But in a time before he was my JC, there was OAR. And we owe a great debt of gratitude to Mr. Fox for all the work he put in during OAR. Daniel
thank you so much for all the work you put in during OAR. But seriously you basically wrote the play yourself, did an incredible job as the older me or whatever
and in all other acting roles thank you so much for everything. NO BUNK PICTURES IN FENWAY PARK!!! Thanks to everyone else wh o acted in the plays and skits;
Sruly Zafir, CJ (poor CJ gets a grand total of 6 letters dedicated to him in this article. I’m sorry you deserved more than that), Noach Bienstock, Yitzy Levy,
SHMEZ!!, Yehuda Lowenthal, Boruch Shoenbrun, Avi Lichtschein, Dovid Hass, Yaakov Manela, Benny Nachmad, Sheftil the Sheep, an d we had a lot of campers
who were in the play who we unfortunately do not have a list of so we apologize for that and would like to let you know that we are extremely grateful to every
single one of you. We do however remember 3 names offhand- Daniel Hoffman, Meir Yehuda Kaplan, and Yitzy Richman. Lucky them. Major thanks to A.Y. Teitelbaum for being such a kind and gentle soul, always being so patient and for agreeing that changing the name to generally speaking is a terrible breach of mesorah
(“but had to be done”) almost on the level of sitting by zemiros. Also thanks for writing this line in for me. Now to Shmuli Lerner. My JC! More on that in my bunk
article. Shmuli thanks for all the extra help with the bunk during OAR and for being such an awesome guy and JC and for asking what I wrote about you every time
you see me on the computer. And Kuty Shipper. My JC! From last year! So no more on that in my bunk article. Please grow your beard back so I can stroke it.
Thank you to THE REAL BUNK CHOF DALED/chof zayin and CHOF CHES!/1.0 AND 2.0, for being the most incredible bunk ever. More on that in my bunk article!
Also thanks for the balloons and the confetti that broke my fan. And thanks for showing up to the races on the orange side!!!! Whatever yeah I know. Thank you
to Rabbi Neiman and Rabbi Karfiol for giving me the amazing opportunity of getting to be a counselor in the greatest place on the planet for the last 5 years (day
camp counts for this (that was an incredible joke and if you don’t get it I don’t know what to say)), and for the opportunity to ‘help out for 2 days’ (I’m pretty sure
that joke has been used before in an in-general and I duly apologize). Daniel Bressler, it was amazing getting to go up against a general who was almost as geshmak as me last year, almost as un-geshmak as me this year, and wore my clothing for every part of the 2 days that you weren’t wearing a pink shirt. Seriously it
was great to get to know you over the last 2 years thanks for being such a great friend it was a lot of fun doing this together with you and special thanks for the
sushi salad idea. Aaron Mattisyahu Herzberg it was amazing going up against you as well I love you you’re the best thank you for not writing on my hand this
summer. To all the campers on the red team, I think it goes without saying that you guys are the real reason we won you were all unbelievable, rocking it up,
eating oranges, dropping mikes, and constantly asking me if we were winning as if I would know. That last part I think mostly applies to those of you below 5 th
grade. I apologize for not apologizing to anyone I forgot. Actually I don’t apologize for not apologizing to anyone I forgot. Why should I? Thank you to everyone in
camp for making this by far and without question the most incredible summer of my life I’m proud to be able to call myself a part of this amazing family every
single one of you joining together into one amazing group is what makes this camp the place it is. Wishing you all a k ’siva v’chasima tova, signing off. Actually I
won’t be signing off. Why should I?

General Eliezer Frank
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Wow what an amazing three days and the blue team never lost focus of what this was all about and
that the most important thing is to have a great time and boy we did.
We learnt that we should thank Hashem for the good times and I have tremendous Hakaras Hatov
to Hashem for putting me in the best camp for 12 summers.
Rabbi Karfiol this was my 24th half in a row and it never stops to amaze me how you make each
person feel like he’s the only one in the world. We have had hundreds of conversations over the
years and not once did I feel like your complete focus was not on me. It is an honor to be close to
you. Thank you for convincing me to run the u and for the privilege of being color war general.
Rabbi Neiman I could honestly say that I have a front row seat in watching your chinuch and it's unbelievable your devotion and patience for each child. You care deeply about each person in this
camp and we feel it. We both come a long way since you were my 7th grade division head. Thanks
for this opportunity and for always answering my annoying questions with regard to the u.
Avi Avi Avi what could I say where would I be without you. Nobody knows more than me what you
do for this camp. Thank you for everything. Thank you for checking shatnes even though it says in
page 30 Halacha 3e that you don’t have to for a rental.
Moish Koff there is no one I would rather work with your high standards that you set for the u is exactly what everyone needed I couldn’t have do it without you.
To my colleagues on the head staff thanks for an amazing color war and an amazing summer there
is no reason why we shouldn’t keep the chat going throughout the year. Thank you Reb Elya you
nailed the teams.
Shuey who would have thought when we were young watching Giant games in zeidy Harvey’s basement that we would be up there in those tuxes. They might make cousins go up against each other
every year the way we got along and nothing was an issue. It was a pleasure.
The reason I lasted in camp so long is because of Dovid Davidowitz. Ditchy it would be inappropriate
to attempt to put into writing the depth of our friendship. We owned the play we own the camp I still
can’t believe I was your color war general.
Izzy wow I knew you were good but not this good you killed it you made my job so easy. You’re a
true mench always listening to my suggestions without complaining. Thanks for sticking with lo yaavod it was insane.
Moish thanks for not asking to switch teams even though your my brother ;) your speeches were
great and thanks for watching Ditchy for me.
Mo/Ephraim Zundel your professionalism is unparralled. Your chilled manner yet still being able to
get things down is rare. I never had such fun by play practice.
Mike you’re a legend, from skits to plays to overseeing the art team you were always thinking about
the next person. Not many people would have the confidence and self-esteem to be called the worst
counselor on stage.
Hillel Greisman and Ari Shindler are the unsung heroes of color war the amount of work they put into
the march was unbelievable. I can’t begin to imagine how you make these cheshbonos.
Rabbi Heller your acting brought the house down thanks for everything this summer.
Shmu Pluchenik it was pashut pshat that you were gonna switch teams #Elvira. Your acting was
phenomenal and the mural was gorgeous. It was awesome learning with you may one day your tennis skills be as good as your hasmadah.
Zevi and Yehudah Goldschmidt are a class act. You guys get things down, true camp guys.
Danny Saidov you were great on stage like always and to those who made the skit amazing: YZ
Hamada, Ashi Scharf, Shragie Gutman, Eli Leibowitz, Eli Weiss and Mordy Minkoff.
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This play will go down in history thank you Buzz, Zevi and Shimon.
Eli Salomon you were my right hand man when you were in my bunk and you still are now I know
that anything I needed you were there from A- Z. Thanks for leading the prop team of MoDo, little
Shimon Isaak, Taj, Chai Shai (who did march also) and anyone else who was involved. Thank you
Mordy Himy for the cap.
CJ and Shimon you guys are cool under pressure keeping the atmosphere light. Our photo shoot
was a lot of fun. I could honestly say I never saw a more Stunning chest plate. Thank you Avraham
Schechter, Boruch Basch, Yossi Schonbrun and everyone who helped out.

The banner was a masterpiece Yehudah Weiss and Moish Kanner. Avraham Freidman you cut
fine wood. Elnadov I know how much work you put into that mural it was beautiful.
Krizzy and Shragie Gutman the apache race was a major success. Thank you for not asking me
a million questions about this, it’s a major skill trust me I run the u.
Mordy Obermeister you were there for me as a Jc and you were there for me by the races.
Avi Hershkowitz the balloons were phenomenal. Chaim Zwick thanks for putting together the
team please return my key.
Eliezer Frank and Sruli Milstein cleanup was great!
Yehudah Lowenthal thanks for taking care of the grand bechina and putting together an epic
team of assistants: Dovi Feigenbaum, Hamada, Dovid Neiman, Tzvi Baruch and MoDo (thanks
for switching teams).
Benjy Glieberman and Meir Laniado we killed the home run derby you guys rock.
Akiva Nathan thanks for leading my bunk on the psych team I loves you guys.
LeBron and Aryeh Lesser you guys were always there when I needed something. Shkoiach.
Simcha Braunstein, Ari Finkelstein, Chesky Fogel and Sruli Milstein thank you for being you.
Special shout out to the 2016 retirement tour chat. Thank you Jay for a much needed companion for those six weeks.
Acharon achoron choviv the best division in the mountains the one the only THE U. You guys
gave me the best summer of my life. There is no parallel in the world to what goes on here. I
love each one of you.
Lastly to the greatest campers in the world savor these moments, friendships made here will
stay with you a lifetime. Remember what you learned in camp that there is nothing that you
can’t accomplish if you have the right positive attitude.
There is only one true camp in the world and that is Camp Agudah.
I’m sorry if I left anyone out but I have a division to run that has been neglected for 3 days.

Forever yours,

General Zalman
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is now 10:45 AM Thursday morning and I’m currently pondering why on earth any general has ever started writing an in-general
the night of the grand sing. I had just made the trek back from the six functional showers on senior hill and was even dirtier than
before the shower, after having to pass through the ruins of Sheftel the sheep’s old palace. I mean if I can’t stay awake in the
shower why would I fare any better in front of a computer? Other than Shimon Issak who apparently thinks it’s in style to be shtelling
hhhooocckkk to the deer in the forest at 3:30 AM there was nobody awake when I was ‘supposed’ to be writing my in-general as per the mesorah
that Moshe Rabeinu gave over at Har Sinai. Even the yearbook editor who for some reason gets a shout out in the first paragraph of every ingeneral (and once I’m breaking mesorah won’t bother to mention by name) had fallen asleep already. With the sweet taste of victory (nothing
else v’hamayven yavin) still fresh in my mouth I decided it would be best to get some shut eye in between the remaining balloons and streamers
that the good young men of Bunk Lamed Zayin (led by Shuie Bergman and co.) had placed there.
Yaya so green won the coin flip that first night and it was decided we would be the winning team for color war 2017. I mean right, isn’t
that how they do it? I feel like the same fifty campers that asked me the first day if we won the coin flip, were the guys who spent three days informing me that the letters are coming off of my polo shirt. It’s a pity that Moe ran out of space in his song and couldn’t squeeze you guys in between the erev Shabbos flower club members and the dodgeball-into-lake kickers.
Obviously winning color war is a team effort and it is at this point that I must give the proper Hakaros Hatov to all those who were so
instrumental in bringing home the W, as well as those who have given me nothing but awesome memories the last thirteen summers here. First
and foremost I must give ‘shevach and hodaah’ to Hashem for leading me on the way that best suits me. I feel blessed for all the gifts I have received and know that through both the good and bad YOU are always watching over me (see what I just did there). To Mommy and Daddy thank
you for all that you do for me, 24 hours a day 7 days a week. A special thanks for making the trek up to Camp Agduah and finally getting a chance
to witness a real grand sing. Rabbis Meir Frischman and Shimon Newmark are thanked for being such great leaders and examples of bnei torah
who sacrifice for the Khal. Thank you to Rabbi Karfiol for always giving me opportunity to shine and riding with me through some bumps along the
road. To Rabbi Neiman for that warm smile and energetic look he always has on his face when he greets me. Thank you for such great themes this
year, that made my job that much easier. Maariv in the shul in two minutes! Now please watch that Shlomo kid! Rabbi Feuer shkoach for everything especially all those tutoring jobs over the years. Regards from Bank of Americia!! Rabbi Yitzy Stern the rookie division head who looked like
a grizzled veteran, I appreciate everything you have done for me this summer. Can’t wait to spend some time with you in the Five Towns #MSP.
Reb Elya, your energy is off the charts, you literally have a hand in everything that goes down in this camp. Thank you for being such a great division head and person. Rabbi Avi Schilit, where do we start? We can now add the shatnez man as well as the grand sing stage usher to your neverending list of jobs that includes but isn’t limited to: Mishanyos sticker guy, pens gabbai, football field lines painter, BYB raffle picker and much
more. Seriously speaking I really appreciate all that you do for camp, and for being a good friend. To the rest of the head staff who I can’t thank
individually, it’s been a pleasure having midnight snack with you for the last three nights. You all enjoy those meetings way too much!!
Zalman Zalman Zalman, never count your big cousin out just because he’s down after two days. You know you will never live this one
down, and it will be mentioned at every Krasnow bris, upsherin, bar mitzvah, aufruf and levayah for eternity. I actually do feel bad for your future
grandchildren who took no part in this massacre and will be feeling the ripple effect for years to come. It was really a party going up against you
and I wouldn’t have wanted it any other way. Thanks for being a good opponent and an even better cousin and friend. Shkoach for helping your
dysfunctional cousin with shopping on Sunday, because only you know exactly how much I needed it! You make Harvey and Leah proud! A shout
out to your parents and to Ari for making the trip up, and to Moishe for being a great camper and now neighbor.
My little brother Izzy, all I can say is WWWOOOWWW! The kid from Bunk Beis has grown up quite a bit over the last few years. I’m so
happy you finally got your chance to shine and prove all your doubters wrong. You totally rocked that grand sing and I can’t wait to hear the recordings. Thanks for being a great brother year-round and for being a great punching bag over the years. Can’t wait for your aufruf one day IY”H
when I can say all the things Rabbi Karfiol won’t let me say here. Start saying Tehillim now. Until then Mwaaa!!
Now to the hard part of trying to get to all the staff members and campers that were a tremendous part of the success of this color war.
I can’t thank you enough for all that you did and for making it such a great experience. However, due to space limitations as well as my imperfect
memory it is inevitable that I will forget some of you, so I’m Begging for mechila in advance. Feel free to insert your name here
for whatever it is you did that helped pave the way to victory. Now please stop calling me while I’m trying to write a theme song!
So here goes nothing (in no particular order)…..
Menachem Kramer – What a talent and what an unbelievable job. Your songs were gorgeous and your leading was even better. Last color war’s
third wheel for the green team took one giant leap forward this year. What a pleasure it was working with you and your easy-going AWESOME
nature. So happy that I was finally able to experience a grand march and comedy skit, as for the first time in three years I wasn’t finishing the alma
mater (shots fired). Hope you had as much fun with this as I did. Your hard work the last three days was duly noted. Who would believe you were
Yehuda’s brother?! A special shout out to Shuey Engel for his breathtaking solo.
Daniel Bressler – The mastermind behind a legendary color war of skits and plays. Never have I heard ten minutes of straight laughter as with
your skit, as well as such a riveting and original play. Better in Agudah than in Rayim any day…
Yisroel Levin – Or is it David the reporter? I have never seen anyone so natural and comfortable on stage. Additionally, thanks for help with my
intro. Have a great zman in Eretz Yisoel. Send regards to Ish pish, Feivele, Yesh Makom, David the collector, chic chock express and
tzeduukkkaaahhh. Do you want me to repeat everything again?;)
Aaron Herzberg – When you told me we were doing a slap stick skit I thought we were in trouble. Boy did you prove me wrong. That skit had your
fingerprints all over it. Thanks for acting in the play, as well as being a good friend year-round. May we only hear from simchos in yeshivah. You
definitely made Rebbe ZT’L proud.
Avi Gelfand – Remember the time you spilled ketchup and mustard on Izzy’s chair?:) Mcchinsky, you were great all around. One week till rosh
chodesh and a trip back to your prison.
Efraim Slomovics – Mazel Tov! Thanks for being a good neighbor. Looking forward to September 14!
Ari Slomovics – Thanks for taking charge of the older grades for sports. We won on the last day and you were huge. Nice job pitching a shutout
during homerun derby;). See you at the Plauts IY’H. Can’t wait to dance with you at Efraim’s wedding.
Avrami Rosenberg – A real hustler between the sports for the younger grades and the ownage of the apache race. Don’t worry counselor life will
only get better.
Ozzie Gleiberman – An overnight legend. Watch your taavos oichel! Dougies on line 1! Thanks for your speech writing, taking bunk games, cleanup, grand bechina testing and AFFL reffing. Ozzie Ozzie Ozzie.
Akiva Besser – You did it! Singlehandedly won color war on that grand bechina whitewash. You put up some resistance at first but I really appreciate what you did. Enjoy the victory and please take some credit for yourself.
Aryeh Kamelhar – What a march. The veteran took his game up one notch. Thanks for training in the younger guys and for taking your bunk’s
game.
Sruli Zafir – You owned the costumes and they came out sick. Thanks for all your hard work and your part in acting. Regards from Rabbi Majeski.
C.Z. Feigenbaum – My great scribe. Love how you shtupped in your two cents about the lyrics. Your additions made it in so Ashreca! Now get off
the stage you intruder! Good job on the races.
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Eliezer Frank – Where did that come from? Awesome high parts. Literally craziest moment of summer watching you tear up in front of the copy machine
when you saw your lyrics made it into song. Now get to work for next year’s!! Regards from Prof. Chavez and go get some lunch!
Daniel Fox – Gosh, first of many former campers vital to this win. So cool watching all of you master your new roles in this camp. Thanks for all you did
between the great speech, taking a bunk game, lights, testing grand bechina, directing the play and serving as a great water fountain. Everyone knows we
won because Fox is a cheater!
Shragi Obermeister -– Stop calling me about your balloons! Thanks for taking charge of the situation, for your bunk games and cleanup. Izzy says you’re a
great JC. What nachas.
Akiva Scharf – Thanks for teaming up with Shragi and then disappearing for hours. Quite the talent you have.
Y.D. Heller – Remember the good old days of Stewart’s root beer? Thanks for doing anything I asked and in particular stringing balloons. Shkoach for leading the psyche team back in the days when day camp counselors were available. Glad you made it just in time for color war.
Kuti Janks – Quite the menacing security guard/ searcher. Thanks for taking your bunk game and for attempting to keep your nephew under control.
Yitz Frischman – A prolific writer and a great guy. Pretty amazing that you have a job in this camp. Thanks for the speeches, testing grand bechina and
taking bunk games.
Shimon Schuster – What a selfless guy. Always on call at all hours. Thanks for the dvar halacha, speeches and especially the grand march speech. (You’re
synonymous with Zevi Goldschmidt who I thank for the green pants.)
Menachem Hartman – One of the hardest working guys in camp. Thanks for your utility role with heading props, testing for grand bechina, cleanup and
the million other jobs you did.
Tzvi Gold – The Riving Regend himself. Shkoach for getting smoked during homerun derby. No, we aren’t taking another selfie! Take care of Hillel (or is it
Hirrer?) and get a nice tan in Boca. You’re looking breautiful!! We missed you on stage.
Yitzi Merzel --– Bunk Yud Aleph zoo
member. What memories! Thanks for bunk games, home run derby and grand bechina testing. You make Aaron and
me proud. Try not to let Beach 17th corrupt you too much!
Ari Scheff – Holding down the fort in the overcrowded administration room. Thanks for the iPod, help with props and taking your bunk game :)
Boruch Feigenabum – A beast on the grand march domination. I knew I gave you best in bunk for a reason. Fun fact of the day, Boruch and C.Z. are brothers! #Themoreyouknow
Feivy Botknecht and Meshulam Richter kudos for the grand march.
Eli Miller – My Lubavitcher cousin, fear the beard. Shkoach for your help with cleanup.
Y.Z. Pearl – Thank you for helping with grand bechina testing and taking your bunk game. This is besides taking care of Dovid Lowy – a full time-job
Shimon Isaak – You know you loved every second ripping around on that golf cart. Thanks for your help with costumes. Regards from Rabbi Bronner and
have a great year. Looking forward to watching you drop another 75. #ElyonAnochi
Yossi Acronym – Thank you for doing races and cleanup. Thanks for occasionally taking Hillel and Blumstein off my hands during Shabbos meals. It was a
huge help;)
Nechemia Worcman – You almost killed somebody holding that door closed before the march. You know your first half bunk was a little retarded! Thanks
for taking part with props.
Shalom Blau – Cleanup and grand bechina testing, two jobs nobody enjoys. Gracias amigo.
Naftoli Leshkowitz – You did it! What a grand bechina. I heard you were a huge part of the demolition. Now go watch your campers swim!
Y.M. Shurkin – Talk about coming up in the clutch! A big part of grand bechina, cleanup and props.
Noach – You probably don’t deserve this, wanting to be on blue and all, but I’m not down to deal with your whining, so gonna throw you in now. I’m upset
that you robbed me of my star tall, blonde tree and I can’t believe that for me you couldn’t come through. Guess you will have to prove yourself by flying
in later this year iy’H. No you can’t stay by us for the night!!
Boruch Schoenbrun – For the last time in Camp Agudah, Schoenbrun here. Following in my ways with fourth grade. Stay strong in Belle Harbour Boruch.
Shimi Berger – Do you still want to be involved in color war? Thanks for your role with psyche, props, grand bechina testing and costumes. A real hustler
and maybe one day a shadchan;) Ok, maybe not.
Eli Khan – The banner was awesome and you even got a mural in too. Hope I returned everything to the shack.
Avigdor Nathan – You made Monica and Harry proud up there with theme speech and dvar halacha. When you become the gadol hador don’t forget
about the guy who gave you one of your first shots.
‘BIB’ Yosef Neiman - Great job on Dvar Halacha.
Avi’s minions – Chaim Zwick thanks for helping my guys with balloons and for hogging the pumps. Taj thanks for the props and curtains.
Asst. learning director Mordechai Hana thanks for taking the lights.
Moe, Shinamon, Cantor Ditchy and Saidov – Thanks for your help with the legendary intro. Moe and Ditchy I’m still laughing from your song about
Ditchy’s bunk.
Yehuda Leib Schwartzman, Alexander Weinreb, Yehuda Weiss, Moshe Kanner, Moshe Lieberman and Doobie Kaliszyner thanks for the awesome banners. Sorry about the janitors throwing out your original work. Your perseverance is something to admire. I asked Icky why ja nitors cleaned out stuff. He
pressed the robot button and out came ‘ask Shimon’!
Yossie Botknecht, Daniel Schulman Eliezer Canter, Pinchas Eissenberg, Akiva Scharf, Kuti Shipper, Moshe Dovid Rosenberg and Zevi Vogel thanks for
taking games.
Akiva Scharf, Eli Khan, A.Y. Teitelbaum, Yossie Botknecht, Menachem Bressler, Kutie Shipper, Shmuli Lerner, Shimi Berger, Mordechai Herskowitz,
Efraim Levin, Naftoli Leshko, Shloimie Friedman, Simcha Moskowitz, Rafi Lehrer, Levi Marguiles, Eli Cohen, Avi Lichtshain thanks for your
supporting roles in acting. Your names are here so I hope you are happy now. That also goes for Ahron Golding and his bag of pretzels. Remember in the future Camp Agudah doesn’t negotiate with terrorists.
Yitzchok Canter, Daniel Schulman, Shmuli Lerner I appreciate guys like you who gave from their time with little fanfare to test for grand bechina. You
rock!
Y.A. Schuster thanks for taking a lead role on costumes. Avrohom Silber, Nechemia Worcman, Yisroel Rosenfeld, Avrohom Friedman and Shalom Kolko
thanks for chipping in.
Moshe Hersko, Tzvi Schon, Yaakov Taj, Eli Rechnitz, Shalom Kolko thanks for your help with props.
C.J. Gelberman Thanks for covering AFFL in my absence. I felt bad until you wrote asst. commish on the schedule, when I saw from where your true
motivation came ;) Thanks for your help with the props.
Pluch – Defecting to the blue team and making a mural for them, SHAME SHAME SHAME. We are gonna have to kick you out of the block hock. Someone
at 620 other than Shuey and Izzy isn’t going to be too happy.
Yehuda ben Shraga Goldschmidt – My handpicked JC came through in the clutch. You were always with the bunk and never made a fuss. Was
huge to have someone as reliable as you
covering for me. I saw you did sports too. You’re going to be a great counselor
soon, even though you didn’t rotate 4th grade:). Now go tell Shloimy Kahan he can’t use my popcorn machine!
Green Team – What a great group of guys. I guess those twenty bucks I passed under the table to Rabbi Karfiol paid off, because those teams
must have been rigged! Congrats on being the first team ever to win a three day color war in one day. It was a privilege to
be your general. Enjoy the victory!
Blue Team – Thanks so much we couldn’t have done it without you. Seriously!
Retirement Tour 2016 – I sure hope to willingly join your ranks, it has been quite a run.
Camp Agudah I have spent thirteen awesome summers in your midst. I cherished every moment here and will always look upon these months
spent here as some of the greatest in my childhood. I thank everyone who has been a part of this great run. AGUDAH IN MY HEAR T IM ALWAYS HOME!
Signing Off,

General Shuey
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FROM THE DESK YOUR ABBL COMMISSIONER...
AGUDAH BASKETBALL LEAUGE OFFICE
End Of The Season
The third season of the ABBL was a smashing success! I remember last year many of you siting in the stand watching in excitement
as the 8th grader played. Well this summer was your turn and wow did you guys show up. This season was definitely the best
season yet.
I would like to thank all of you the campers and staff for the devotion and dedication you showed towards the ABBL. Shout out to
the first half champs W. Light Blue on a hard-fought season. And since I am writing this before second half is over whoever wins
congrats on a well-deserved victory. There were so many highlights worthy plays throughout the season. All those double and triple overtime all those buzzer beaters, you guys never gave up and that what makes the league so intense and successful.

Looking back at the opening day team introductions and the giving out of the yarmulkes. We had no idea what to except from you
the campers, but all of you step up never missing games and always being there on time to make sure the game ran. I would like to
thank Reb Elya and Reb Yitzi for their support and enthusiasm for the ABBL. I would to thank founding father “Coach Herby” for
coming for the first half all-star game. I would like to thank the first half refs and stats for always being there with a smile. Shmuli
Learner, Elchonon Feiner, Avrumie Hershkowitz, Yehudah Seruya, Dov Tepfer, Boruch Schoenbrun, Pinny Levitan and last but not
least Yaakov Lowenthol. We missed you second half.
Second half Staff you guys rocked it up. From taking extra games to doing extra shifts thank you. Shaul Chaim Kaufman, Yisroel
Rosenfeld, Sruli Millstein, Boruch Feigenbaum, Daniel Fox, Akiva Scharf, Ari Finkelstein And Shragi Obermeister thank you all for the
hard work.
Daniel Bressler- the ABBL would not be the same today if it weren’t for you. Thank you for your constant support and ideas to
upgrade the league.
Aryeh Kamelhar- Thank you for everything
Hillel Greisman- As head statician you really made sure everything was neat and running thank you so much for your constant smile
and support of the ABBL.
Eliezer, Mike, Aaron- thank you for pumping it up and making the league the best it can be.

Commissioner Ari- wow you stepped up and you stepped up big. The ABBL needs guys like you and I wouldn’t have been able to do
it without you. The Slomovics are the ABBL
Commissioner Izzy- all those meetings in mike’s burgers paid off we successfully made the ABBL the biggest hock. You made sure
every day that the games ran and you continue to give it you all
Avi Schillit- Thank you for the yarmulkes you made the refs and players life easier
To anyone I might of missed thank you it was not on purpose.

Ari Scheff
ABBL DIRECTOR
AGUDAH BASKETBALL LEAUGE OFFICE
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FROM THE DESK OF YOUR AFFL COMMISSIONER...
Dearest AFFL ,עמו״ש
is with mixed emotions that I watched the summer and another great season of AFFL come to a screeching halt. I am extremely proud of the great success that the season was and the fond memories that were created. Yet, I am simultaneously saddened that all that remains now are those sacred memories and the remnants of those free t-shirts that those of us who didn't
mutilate our shirts have as a memento.
me start by giving the proper הכרת הטובto all those who made the league the smashing success it is today. Rabbi
Herbstman, Chaim Fogel and Jay Lax it has been a pleasure to continue the legacy that you left behind. Jay, I am happy
that your blue suit found someone balder than you to wear it for draft day. Rabbi Avi Schilit, the man who does everything
but is rarely thanked, thank you!! Shkoach for painting the lines, ordering equipment, Shoutout to the maintenance crew for
being of assistance with lines and lighting, you have come a long way from the old days of ask Shimon. A huge thank you to
the unsung heroes, the referees who were with us throughout the summer: Hachoson Efraim, C.J., Ozzie, Avi H., Yehuda G.,
Akiva, Glazer, Chesky, Joe Sutton, Michoel Adler and the others who chipped in. Shmez, Ditchy, Y. Levin and Moishe Krasnow, addition by subtraction is a beautiful thing. Aderaba Ashrecha!!
season was filled with great memories that pass through the inner recesses of my mind as I pen this letter. Who can forget
the time that Chaim Halbertal had the 'worst team' (add Chaim voice here and it's much funnier) for the sixth straight summer and still managed to have an undefeated regular season. How about his walk off pick 6 against the gray team and Moishe
Schuck at the beginning of second half? Oh my, there was that legendary double overtime night game when Yehuda Aryeh
walked off with victory on a 50 yard scramble on 4th down!!I get the chills thinking about the back-to-back overtime games
that Meyer Lehrer played, including the one that ended about an hour before shabbos. Who can forget the iconic moment
when Chef Flam himself presented the trophy to super bowl MVP Aaron Fox and his cronies? Dovid Davidov was on
that team and after a doctor ruled him out 4-6 weeks with a broken arm, he returned a mereweek laterbecame the spark plug
that rallied the blue troops to victory.
there were the legends who were born on draft day 2017!! Chants of Gershon - Gershon reverberate in my ears till this day.
Two of the finest yo bros (benjy bro and eli Engel) were introduced publicly for the first time during this auspicious event. Aaron Fox came through on his draft day promise to win it all. Yosef Neiman was called up by his favorite uncle and
accredited all his success to the world-famous letter writer, Eli Neiman. Generations of Ruach Country boys will continue to talk
about Yitz Shipper's pink unicorn costume that he rocked on stage.
no it doesn't end there as there were many more great memories. Moishe Schuck struggled to unlock his full potential
with constant injury concerns. Off the field issues were prevalent when players couldn't attend team meetings (aka Shachris)
or were caught in town (aka the bunkhouse) past team curfew (aka learning groups). Those breathalyzer tests for Dougies
thwarted many a players promising careers and locker room altercations left star players on the bench at key junctures in
games. I can't help but recall the time C.J. forgot that we play with a play clock. His subsequent tirade about how much he
loves reffing may earn him a spot in Canton, Ohio. The thought of those frantic phone calls I received from refs mid game to
double check on certain rules have me chuckling at the current moment. Wow good times!!!
AFFL is an innovative league that is the envy of the other camps (and is constantly setting the bar higher. New additions this year included new sideline markers, night lights, state of the art end zone logos and much more. A new weight lifting
station as well as the ever-popular drill was added at this year's combine. Eighth graders are eagerly looking forward to their
turn in the league constantly ask me what's new for next year. Can Rabbi Schilit outdo himself with turf for summer 2018? sky
is the limit and I am sure that the AFFL will continue to be the trailblazer in the field of football leagues.
The AFFL would like to congratulate the winners of the Flambardi trophy, as well as all those who won personal
awards of excellence throughout the summer. Congrats is deserved for all those quarterbacks who took one for the league and
agreed to play the position against their wishes. The AFFL would like to congratulate Sruly Perl who is rumored to have
finished Shas during 3rd and 4th activity second half. I thank everyone for signing up, including those (eh hem Hillel Gold) who
did and then asked for a bye on every day ending in 'Y' Thanks to all those who played in the pro bowl. Notice how we didn't
have Yosef Neiman collect the ballots after his first half Best in Bunk scandal (#goodtimes). A good AFFL season is judged by
how rubbed out the grass in middle of field 1 is by summer's end and by that measure it has been one awesome season. I hope
you all had as much fun with this as I did, as I enjoyed every moment. Well, sort of, I mean if one of you dares ask me again if
there's AFFL today that will be the last question you ever ask!!! stop bothering me and go wash those smelly shirts!!!

Sincerely

Shuey
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Unfortunately issue #8 of “In The Spirit” weekly has been published after
the deadline of the yearbook and therefore missed its chance to be added to
the yearbook. But feel free to take your copy of issue #8 and staple it in to
your yearbook. Or you can find it on the MyCampLink app; if you don’t have
the app yet its not to late the pictures remain up all year long. Just download
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Who We Are; the lifeguards
Wow! We cannot believe summer 2017 is coming to a close. It has been an extraordinary two months in the imitable RUACH
COUNTRY. And so as we take up the pen (actually a pencil) a lot of thoughts and memories come to froe.
(No need to be worried about this article being written during pool or lake hours).
We really don’t know where to start. So many things happened this summer that we are proud to report about. And this article
is definitely a first in a very long time. Yes there were those articles about the classic question’s Us lifeguards get on a daily basis.
That is fine: we love answering questions.
(E.G: Do I need a band? Yes you do! But we say: yes, thanks for asking; please go to Ozzie or ARI. Do I need a buddy? Ah Hu, I
told you this yesterday, the day before and the week before. But no, the reply is the same every time: yes and thanks for coming to
me, let me find you a buddy. Can I swim in the deep? The question’s go on, but you can think of the answers. If anyone is adamant
they can come next year to camp Agudah Yerushalium!)
But we really do not want to focus on those questions, and instead put our full attention to our wonderful lifeguard team. (We
stand by our words!)
This team of ours is full of geshmake Bnei Torah who spend their year shteiging in great yeshiva’s and come to camp to shteig
some more…like we love seeing YEHONATAN MONHEIT sit in the shack with his gemara delving into the different sugyos (again not
during pool hours; on his off time) and his music always rocks the house! To quote one eyewitness, “between your big gemara and
double teffilin, this pool is guarded well.” His ice coffee is delicious. And whenever ARI KAUFMAN is not signing in swimmers he is
either snoozing, listening to music or learning MISHNAYOS, AND THAT IS GRAND!! The DMC’S on the music king-MBD-are very interesting…and DOVID BAKST is working on his five year plan while juggling his duties at the lake as a stellar member of MEIR
GREEN’S incredible LAKE team- who all end up at the pool here and there, and vice versa. These days we have to tell YOEL IZSAK
not to get too comfortable on the Head Lifeguard chair, because we don’t want anyone of our lifeguards working too hard! His
humor keeps one of the Assistant Head Lifeguards going, thank you.
SHIMON LIBERSOHN is working at the lake (another stellar member of MEIR GREENS team) so he could fish and be the best
at anything he puts his mind to. And you all may be curious to know that he is one of only a few in camp who share the same name
as our esteemed DIRECTOR. CHAIM ECKSTEIN has a dark enough tan to put his shirt back on, but in other words he is an incredible
BAL Middos and an exemplary people’s person, he often gives helpful comments which invigorate the smoothness of the pool and
his persona gives us a sense of calm. ELIEZER GLICK, is a newer lifeguard on the team but is learning the ropes quick, and he is a
very kind guy who respects the rest of the team members. YAKOV MOSHE SHURKIN always has a good joke to share, insightful and
often some deep question on life and lifeguards. A great asset to the team he is, keep shteiging! YITZCHAK SINGER is by trade a full
time Masmid, but the allure of the one and only RUACH COUNTRY POOL made him decide to work for us, and let me (BETZALEL
DASHEFF) just say that we want him on the team next summer in camp Agudah Yerushalium! Amen!
And AVRAHAM NISSAN SHECTER took over ARI ITZKOWITZ’S job of bringing the ice cooler for our thirsty and deserving staff.
He knows how to chill at the right times, and as a lifeguard has a use for his cool blue sunglasses. Keep it coming AVRAHAM!! PESACH SHLOMO WETSTEIN, aka “PACEY” is our guy in charge of certifications and is an inordinate asset to the team. One eyewitness has said “Pacey is an amazing one man show who is eager to help whenever he can. Walking over to the shallow side of the
sign-in you’ll find the biggest chiller who loves listening to HoRav Ginsberg and Horav shecter Shlita, amongst others, and his name
is OZZIE MOSKOWITZ, a very fine lifeguard he is and you can quote us on that, hatzlacha! (He will rock the sign-in for life!) And ARYEH LEIB SEPTIMUS is the ideal lifeguard you talk to if you need a listening ear, he is a shteiger who is going places, and thanks
for letting the olam use your Aux one day, which was a big chesed! Shteig your brains off!! (That is Rabbi Heller’s line) TZVI TEICHMAN has an infectious smile that lifts you up and we are sure swimmers in his zone would ask him those classic questions so he
should smile at them. AKIVA HAMMOND also has a very infectious smile along with his cool Aviators, the type of shades you wouldn’t get called off upon if you wore them when it is cloudy outside. Tzvi, keep shteiging!! Akiva, continue shteiging!! Another lifeguard we will not forget about is MORDECHAI HERSKOVITS and he hails from Dallas, doesn’t have much of an accent but has a lot
of Derech Eretz and is a consistent LIFEGAURD and a great friend to many.
This is who we are!!! And it took 2 lifeguards to take over Tzvi Greenspan, our Assistant Head Lifeguard Emeritus ELIYAHU
DASHEFF & BETZALEL DASHEFF felt it their big honor of managing this team. We hope to be together next year in camp Agudah
Yerushalium!!
We would like to give a quick shout out to our wonderful lifeguards from first half: MORDECHAI BORUCH; he still has to come
every day as wonderful Lamid Beis counselor. YISROEL MAYER BIRNBAUM, a great guy. Avrohom Blumberg, a great mensch and
fantastic lake lifeguard. ARI ITZKOWITZ, the all-around mitzvah guy who did any job needed done. MOTTI KOLODNY, tall and a
great ball player he made a great lifeguard and has big sneakers-loves G2 Gatorade. MORDECHAI, MARK, NAKKACH, was great at
keeping the smiles coming and watching his zone. DOVI STEINBERG was a hocker at the lake and brightened up MEIR GREEN’S
WORKLOAD with his natural sense of humor. DAVID TABBUSH worked well with the sun and his bag of chips! And ARI TOIV was as
great as his last name connotes.
And now some words from our esteemed Head Lifeguard, Rabbi Avi Pearl, to the team and our dear director emeritus Meir
Frishman:

Meir…I know how you feel.

You took your best people, set them up and now you’ve taken a step back to watch the system work.
I have followed your example.
I’ve brought in the Dasheff team. Eliyahu & Betzalel run the aquatics program like a well-oiled machine. They are professional,
responsible and pleasant to deal with. Meir Green runs the lake. Pacey Wetsein oversees the retraining and course refreshers. The
Lifeguards are mature Bnei Torah who create a fun spirit at the pool and lake, while they maintain a safe atmosphere.
It is truly inspiring to watch the team at work.
May they all have much continued success in all that they do.
—Avi pearl, Aquatics Director Emeritus
Sincerely with best wishes for hatzlacha and a great year!
—Rabbi Avi pearl, Head Lifeguard
—Meir Green, Head Lifeguard, lake
—Eliyahu Dasheff, Assistant Head Lifeguard
—Betzalel Dasheff, Assistant Head Lifeguard
P.S: THANKS LEBRON FOR THE TIMES HE BRAUGHT US ICE COFFEE!!
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OUR LIFEGUARDS!

Chuni
As we are holding towards the end of the summer, I lean back my head to recap the amazing moments experienced this
year. Starting every morning right by davening in the shul getting us the true ruach of “Ruach Country” of a shachris (of course saying amen and baruch hu uvaruch shemo out loud).From there we move on to exciting learning groups. Each year I look forward to
seeing how each boy gives it all they got to understand the gemara: even saying it over by heart to gain clarity. Also to my many
discussions on hashkafic matters and bein adam lachaveiroi that play major roles In our everyday lives I know you guys won’t believe me when I say that each one of you grew so much, but hopefully when you are reading this article in the dead of winter you
will realize it for yourself.
After learning groups I take a stroll through some of the many activities going on around camp. I watch how our Ruach
Country Boys play together with such achdus and care. How they cheer on the other team when they win, or high five a kid even
when he dosent score, to make sure he dosent feel bad. Games are played seriously as bnei torah should play. Tzitzis and Ruach
Country yarmulkes dominate the scene by every activity I pass. What a sight!!!
Our amazing meals are prepared by the world renowned Chef Flam who makes all his good food with his own two hands
and put together deliciously by the organized kitchen staff.
Next is activities again followed by the amazing Chofetz Chaim shiur and Mincha(where once again the boys show off what
it means to be a real “Ruach Country Boy”) followed after by another amazing learning group and delicious supper. After I move on
to an incredible night seder chavrusa with whom I learn mesechet sukkah.
Finally, my night begins. I start with the junior lodge listening to all of Michael savitzs lines reminding the boys to say krias
shema and wishing them a good night. He also makes sure they love their pillows by giving them a big hug. I continue on to the rest
of the bunks, I meet the chavrusa shafts that learn nightly. Some are in the same place, others move around. Some are en route to
making tradition soups, while some are in search of a pickle. As I make last stroll towards my bunkhouse, I hear a voice call out”
Chuni, NU!!!!!!” I turn around and get asked “What is the chiddush in hashkafah today?” I try to keep it as short as possible, because once it starts getting light outside I’m inside my bunk setting my alarm for tomorrow morning.
Of course I can’t leave out the highlight of the week, when it comes time for Shabbos Kodesh. I have the chance to get
closer to the J.S.s by davening kabalas Shabbos with them and listen to amazing speeches. This followed by the seudah- watching
rabbi neiman and rabbi bald put his heart and soul into zemiros all so we can have an uplifting and meaningful Shabbos with such
emotional songs. After we escort the Shabbos together in Greenfield Meadows by eating chicken soup kniedelach along with a
kumzitz led by our guider and mentor The most caring rabbi heller. He will do whatever it takes for a bachur to shteig in learning
and ruchnies(besides being available for bacharim 365 days a year).
I would like to finish with a big thank you to an amazing staff that I was zoiche to be part of. Their goal is for every person
that comes to camp should enjoy every second of every day with the most geshmakness possible. Its upmost led by our most incredible fantastic supersonic mind blowing amazing nisht to be believed head councelors rabbi karfiol and rabbi nieman that are
there for every person every day to help them grow and watch out for them during the year- how you take the ruach of ruach
country to help them shtieg throughout the year, with a smile and a longing to continue tomorrow.
With loads of appreciation ,A uplifting spirit
Chuni Spiegel
8482405885
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Simplified version of Bunk 33's article!
As I lay here in my bed, some questions keep me awake...
Why is Yisroel Levin sure (#zicher) about everything? Why is he smaller than most of his campers? Where is he by
meals?
Why is Avi Herskowitz, JC, the most difficult camper to wake up in the morning?
Why does Yosef Barkovsky have such a cool hairstyle? Why is he a pro at chess?
Why does AY Koenigsberg sleep so much? What's wrong with a hammock?
Why is Motty Steinmetz afraid of taking a haircut? And what's up with the exit signs?
Why does Yair Schorr know so much about the Civil War and Harry Potter? What's his beef with the owner of the canteen? Why does he shtell such crazy and krum shitois?
Why is Chananya obsessed with figuring out bunk lamed bais's situation? What's D'niel Cohen's beef with him?
Why does Shua Gutman shtell all the pump to the bunk from his iPod? What's on Grand Avenue?
Why does Eli Lieberman turn into a slug every morning? Why doesn't he know what a Harry is?
Why is Eli Goldstein a crustacean (no further explanation will be given)? Why is he indestructible? Why does he pound
so much advil? Why does he need hyper turkey sounds to wake him up? Why does he push up the violations?
Why is Moshe Taub the biggest sweetheart on 4 feet?
Why is Yehuda Leib Stefansky such a carnivore? Why is he unnicknameable? Why does he think the right place for tshirts is in a hat box?
Why does Efraim Herzka advertise Under Armour? Does he ever mix himself up with Pinny? Is Pinny in the 9th grade?
How old is Moishe Schuck? Why isn't he the counselor? Are snacks really good enough to leave the game 45 minutes
early? Should I look up to him?
How is Mordechai Himy so hooked up with the "head staff"? Why doesn't he get his PRIORITIES (#kadima) straight?
Which cousins can he speak with? Why does he want to borrow 50 dollars?
How many books does Kalman Webber have? Why does he know so much about first half?
Why does Shimmy Brodt always deposit but never withdraw? Why does he eagerly follow Chananya's lamed bais saga?
Why does Raphael (Ralphy m'boy) Englard look like a cat? What's with that mischievous grin? Does he like chess or
not?
Why is Azriel Silber so difficult to wake up? How many 9th grade Silbers are there?
Why is Nochum Epstein called Grepshtein? How does he get from Davening to deep into his blankets so fast?
Why does Gedalya Eisenberg always show up to every bunk activity even when he's not down?
Why did Dovid Wolgemuth's bed turn into the bunks couch? Why does he have so many huge stuffed animals in his
bed? Where does he sleep?
Why didn't Moishe Gunsburg keep to our agreement? Does he really have tons of muscles (moish guns)?
Now for all the shoutout to all my friends!!
If you don't see you're name hear, check my "Flatbush Generally speaking", if you're name isn't there I accidentally missed it and you should
know I love you tons!
Now, in order of appearance in the staff list for neighborhood day!!
To Avromi Schron, thanks for being a great JC, but more importantly, a much better friend!! Don't worry, you did a great job!! I love you!!!
To Noach Beinstock, thank you for being a legendary chavrusah and fishing buddy, I'm so glad I was able to teach you so many things!!!
To Dovi Feigenbaum, I'm sorry Sheftel messed up your volleyball game! I hope you forgive me and love me just the same!!!
To CJ Gelberman!! I'm so glad you joined me in 9th grade second half! It wouldn't have been the same with out you!!!
To Yehuda Hamada, so glad I got to know you a bit, and that you gave me so much ketchup! Just kidding, I know it wasn't your fault!! You're the
best!!
To A(h)aron Matisyahu Herzberg, I will always be there to catch you!!!
To Shimon Isaac, thank you for your constant year long dedication to camp! You're Erev Shabbos texts make me feel so good and help keep camp
in sight!! I love you Shimon!!
Yitzchok Levi!!! You are a legend! And that is all!!! Missed you tons second half!!!! RC18 baby!!!
Pinchy Levitin, neighbors!!!!!! Great spending time with you!! Another Levitin legend!
Dovs!!!!!!!!!! Yes you, the one and only Dov Tepfer!!!! You are the craziest peace in this solar system!!! You rocked up senior Hill, and it was
clearly not the same without you!!!
Zevi Vogel!! Darchei boys for life? Good times chilling in the otzar!!! If only we got to hang out in camp as much ;)!!
Dovi Finklestien, you got one in my generally speaking, but just to prove I'm serious, Shout out number two.
Tzvi Gold!!! A riving regend!!! Hillel you too!!!! You're both in my top 3 favorite Golds in the universe!!! Tzvi, what a shoulder to not cry on! I love
you!!!!
Shmuli Grossberg! Settlers win? Check! Major Friday night/Shabbos afternoon chill!! Missed you tons second half!!
Moish Krasnow!!!! Darchei acknowledged, I'm sahrrry, how's jerrrrrrrremy? So good we recruited you to senior Hill for second, a necessary acquisition!!! I love you! Pump Rabbi Feldman!!!
Shmuel Learner, once I heard your Russian by the skit I can finally be mekabel that you grew up in the same house as Yitzy, but you're still not his
brother.
Akiva Nathan!!!! You are a beautiful creature!! What hit the fan??? You are so funny! I could laugh with you through an entire shiur klali from
Reb "Sahrrry Jerrrrrrrremy". While we're at it, shout out to every Nathan ever!! You're all beasts of epic proportions!!! Avigdor the Tzadik, like
Reb Yaakov Moshe, and Eliezer the zeesekait!!!!
Avi Pruzansky, shoulda stayed, we needed you!!!!
Dani Saidov, a four page article wouldn't begin to cover how much I love you!!! You are of the most amazing, funniest and good looking people to
set flip flop on camp Agudah's stage! Thank you for being chantzi AND my husband, we owned!!!! (BTW, your parents are too sweet!!)
#sesamestreetbrows
Ashi Sharf!!! Never ever forget the Russian boy on the bus!! You still have it!! You're the cutest staff member in camp, nah, maybe Yossi Akerman, whoa, I'm forgetting Kivi!!! Either way, thank goodness you stayed second half, I would have been simply inconsolable had you left! Kaminetz boys for life!! And Ashi, you know you're my sea lions.
Shmez!!!!!!!!!!!!!! It's mamash a "huyn rav", trust me!! Few people would willingly transport a sheep in their sedan, but you just don't know how
to say no!!! You're of the most huggable creatures I know of!! Missed you tons second half!!! Find the right one ASAP!!!
Eli Solomon!!! You're too mushy!!! Leora is mine!! Get your own headstaff baby!! Can't wait for our 8-second-car-window-red-light conversa-
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Continued….
Nissan Fetman, always Kaminetz boys for life!! You're a lollipop!!
Ori Finklestien, please imagine this is all being said with my mouth half closed!! Know that I have fully forgiven you for ruining my belt... I think...
But seriously I love you Ori!!!
Ralph Glazer, you're a giant in every sense of the word!! Thank you for making senior Hill a party!! Wish you would've stayed for second half!!
Shragi Gutman, I will always remember your name, calm yourself!! Shrags, you're the best!!!!
Moshe Tzvi Eisenstein!!!!!! I got the name right!!!!!!! Woohoo!!!!! We missed you second half!!!
Dovid Neiman, you're my carrot!! Always stay crisp!!!
To Mike Rabinowitz, m'heichi teisi that you're beard is nicer than mine???
Avrami Rosenberg, maybe this year I'll see you before April in Scheiner's Shul!! You're an epic creature and I completely understand your appreciation for the blackberry!
Kuty Shipper, what can I say??? They don't make them more loveable than you!!!! Of the top three best hugger in camp!! Kuty, I love you!!!!
Moishe Schuster, never forget where it all began!!!
Ari Weingarten!!! Another Kaminetz legend!! Ay Double-ewe!!!!!
YY Friedman, YY not? Thank you for all your help with everything this summer, and cheers to a legendary off day!!!
Now for our second halfers!!!!
Mo Berger, you are a near perfect human. Phylacteries in Berlin? Definitely a move! I can always be confident with ResponseMo around! If this is
your last summer just like last year and the year before, than I can be confident that next summer will be great again!! Thanks for being a true
friend, always!
Simcha Braunstein, one of the Hawaiian 5, with several beard cheats on your record, I still love you!
Ditchie, I'm so overjoyed you over-joined us second half, you're messages of chizuk every morning helped me get through the hard times ;)!!
Hillel Greisman, one month in the summer is simply not enough, I need at least two months before and after... Maybe from Pesach till Succos,
yeah, that would suffice...
Shmuel Krzywanowski, impressed I got the last name right, huh? Krizzy, beasts of your variety are few and far between, except that clone of
yours I met by the kotel...
Kuty- I mean Sruli Milstein, There's nothing as cute as seeing you and Kuty chepper each other, it's practically a mirror effect! Good luck with the
"aibishter" v'hameivin yavin, #kaminetz!
Ari Schindler, I still hold you would have made a phenomenal dog... Oh well.
Chiya Aryeh, you are a beast, and that is all.
Naftoli Bornstien, thank you for a beautiful haircut!
Yossi Botknecht, thank you for filling junior hill with song, you make a truly annoying teller.
Daniel Bressler, I am actually really really happy you came from Rayim, you're a ball of talent in so many ways, you're a phenomenal playwright
with crazy vision and when equiped with the right actors, ahem ahem, your plays are unreal!! Can't wait till our next collaboration.
Avi Gelfand, no mare words can cover the level of affection I feel towards you! You are THE single funniest guy in camp, and I can never get immune to your style of humor!! Please stay this funny forever Avi, I love you!!!
Azi Glieberman, of all the balei taivos I know, you're the most eidel. Thank you for being the pump of ninth grade, it was a pleasure working
alongside you!!
Kuty Jankelovits, of my longest held friends, Kuty, you're an amazing person who always stays true to your beliefs, but could stand to bite a little
less. Koots, I love you!!!
Aryeh Kamelhar, you know what I like about you? You're an open minded guy.
Yitz Merzel, I need to get back to Darchei just so I could spend more time with you!!! Yitz you're a zeesekait!!!
Eli Miller, the biggest ball of love I know, you always make everyone feel great, I'm lucky you were my co-counselor, I love you!!
Shragi Obermeister, thanks for gracing me with your presence as a neighbor.
Boruch Schonbrun, best man? Invitation? What?? You're a care bear. Till our next H&M meeting!
Daniel Schulman, simply put you're a knocker, so keep knocking.
Shimon Schuster, big talker why don't YOU keep up with ME next year, while it is a joke, seriously though, don't worry, we'll be best friends forever!!
Akiva Sharf, you're nuts!!! In the best way possible!!! But at the end of the day Totty knows how to jump into my arms better than you do!
To all my amazing Agudah friends, it's been a truly amazing summer, maybe even the best, I'll miss you all and I'm anxiously counting down the

A MESSAGE FROM SIMON SHAPIRO
Since im the subject of Agudahs only known ghost story, I figure you’ve probably heard of me or at least seen my name written on a gazebo wall by
someone who got bored during learning groups. If not let me fill you in real quick: I died in Agudah as a camper because I ei ther:
1) Drowned in the lake
2) Fell from a helicopter (inspector? Breakout?)
3) Was hit by a car
4) Was hit by a golf cart
5) Spilled hot soup on myself after being made fun of in a skit (I guess because of writing my name in blood all over the cam pus is socially unacceptable for some
reason)
Depending on which shita you hold of, there are various accounts of my psychotic revenge which include killing kids who stray from the bike path (ask
whiskey) kidnapping color war generals before the grand sing, or stealing camp sports equipment. Im not here to confirm or deny any of this. Im not even here to
prove my existence. Im here to combat the growing consensus that Im slowing down.
This may even seem true on the surface. After all, there hasn’t been much mysterious disappearances, death, or major property damage for a while
now. Even my stories are getting old. But if you take a closer look, just at the events of summer 17, you’ll notice that im around a lot more than you think. Who do
you REALLY stole the laundry? Do you actually believe that breakout stuff? What about those “Music for the Soul” posters scheduling the concert for a Friday night?
Typo?? Yeah, sure. Who do you think took Mike’s sheep 1st half? Okay, that’s cruel, even for me (I mean I tried to stop Bigfoot but NOOO-he’s all” c’mon, it’s a
stupid sheep!! Leave me alone and maybe I’ll share some lamb chops with you!!”)
Actually, let’s ignore 2017 for a bit. What about the mysteries that have plagued this camp for years? “Ugh, why do I have to play volleyball for the 3 rd
time in a row? Three times!! THREE TIMES you hear me, THREE TIMES!!!! “Can’t we have a normal breakout where the whole camp doesn’t know who the generals
are two weeks before?”
“Why are all these articles getting so stupid? Just that Simon Shapiro one, but still!” Like that guy with the triple assist said- “All me”.
I know you received this yearbook thinking you ha that best summer that R’ Nieman promised. I know you laughed at the last stone you saw with the
graffiti “SS grave” before boarding the busses. But although it may not be written in blood this time, Simon Shapiro has had his revenge.
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Bowes and arrows
As we sit down to explain the job for the
experts that are only given the the experienced 12th graders and older this year
we imported an amazing archer all the
way from camp romimu to train our
youths to shoot only were you can see a
target BUT of course there are mistakes
and after each activity there is a huge
staff hunt in the forest and in the lake
and it's outskirts to find arrows that
had landed in hidden plots that could
never end up there with someone's intention loads of meetings and conversations of how in the future we would
bring up this amazing sport to a whole
another level and how to answer our
esteemed campers by their daily questions being brought to us numerous
times a day for example...
1-can this arrow kill a fish?
2-is it true that you shot a deer first
half?
3-was Trevor really injured by an arrow?
4-why isn't chuni here today?
5-can u try shooting from the gymzebo?
6-do u get paid separate for this job?
7-are you guys bored now?
8-is it your own equipment?
9-if i shoot my foot will it hurt?
10-do/did you go for training during the
year?
11-is camp agudah really the best camp?
12-how high/far can a arrow go?
13-did Shlomo Neiman ever make it so
far in camp?
14-can I shoot 3 arrows at a time?
15-will it hurt me when I shoot?
So for all those deep questions we sit
down as a בית דיןChiya Areyh Tully
Miles and former legendary Chuni
known as the "SAVAGE" to come up with
our final answers. For all questions
unanswered please comment below
Signing off Chiya Areyh and Tully
Miles
#koivitzmiforshim #ghehaktetzares
#LEBRON #icedcoffe
#threemanwithhoodies #throughthebottl

F.A.Q. for day camp
These questions here were actually asked
by day camp campers

Can we not go to the pool? (but it is your activity)

Can we not get wet? (in the pool?)
Can we go to the canteen, why not pleeeze?
(you just ate lunch)

Can we borrow money?( for what the canteen?)
Can have a dollar? (for free?)
Can I borrow your phone? (you just came here from home)
Can I go home? (then why did you come here)
The Answers are; What your asking me
that ,Ask the co-counselor, Ask Rabbi
Majeski, Ask Rabbi Margulies, Ask fixler,How
are asking me that question your suppose to
be at the pool.
P.S. Shout out to LeBron and all the

U

P.P.S. Thank you Rabbi Margulies, Rabbi
Majeski, and Fixler

Menachem Bressler
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Guidance from the Philadelphia Rosh Yeshivah
On Shabbos, Parshas Eikev, Camp Agudah had the zechus to have as its special Shabbos guest the Philadelphia Rosh Yeshivah, Hagaon Harav Shmuel Kamenetsky shlita. In addition to addressing campers, staff and masmidim over the course of the
Shabbos, the Rosh Yeshivah also gave an hour of his precious time to offer guidance to senior campers in a question-and-answer
session.
Following are some of the highlights of that session:
The Rosh Yeshivah spoke about the importance of a bachur having guidance as he goes through life, from his parents and
from his rebbeim. Otherwise, he runs the risk of making his decisions based on his desires, which can be a very dangerous thing.
The Rosh Yeshivah illustrated this point by way of a four-page letter that an individual handed to the Rosh Yeshivah as he
was leaving a convention. The letter told the man’s story: His parents were foreigners and did not “speak his language,” both literally
and figuratively. In short, they did not understand him. He bounced from one yeshivah to another and eventually ended up on the
street, where he became a drug user.
While in the mountains when he was 19 years old, he overdosed and ended up in the hospital. His seventh-grade rebbi heard
about his situation and came to visit. They reconnected, and this rebbi became the bachur’s guide for life. As the man wrote in the
letter, this rebbi saved his life. Today, he is happily married and has 4 children, and learns Torah every day before and after work.
It is crucial, said the Rosh Yeshivah, that a bachur be guided by his parents and rebbeim. At the same time, a bachur should
not allow his parents’ vacations to interfere with his hatzlachah in yeshivah. If parents are taking a week’s vacation out of town during the school year and want their son to come along, he should respectfully ask that arrangements be made for him to stay with a
relative or friend so that he does not miss yeshivah.
When asked whether a ben Torah should follow current events, the Rosh Yeshivah said that it is important only as it relates
to the dangers facing Klal Yisrael. Being occupied with the news for curiosity’s sake is a waste of time. The same applies to following professional sports.
In discussing learning topics besides those in the yeshivah curriculum, the Rosh Yeshivah said that while the main limud in
mesivta and beis medrash is Gemara, a bachur must find time to learn Halachah, Chumash and Tanach as well.
The Rosh Yeshivah said that a major reason why some bachurim are struggling with personal growth is that they are too
focused on thinking about their future. A bachur should concentrate on what he can accomplish today, and put his trust in the Ribono
shel Olam that the future will work out.
In the area of tefillah, he said that a Yid should daven with the understanding that when he davens he is lifnei Hashem, and
he should strive to understand pirush hamilos, the meaning of the davening.
The Rosh Yeshivah shared precious memories of his youth and of his illustrious father, Hagaon Harav Yaakov zt”l. As a
boy, the Rosh Yeshivah was sent away from home to learn in the Lithuanian cities of Shavil and Vilkomir.
As a boy in Toronto where his father served as Rav, he had to attend public school because there was no yeshivah in the city at the
time. Later, he attended Yeshivas Ner Yisroel in Baltimore and eventually learned in Beth Medrash Govoha, where he became a
talmid of Hagaon Harav Aharon Kotler zt”l.
In the 1930s, Rav Yaakov was the Rav of a small Lithanian shtetl. He could not support his growing family on his small
salary and was forced to look for a position that paid more. When the Rav of Vilkomir passed away, Reb Yaakov was one of five
candidates who applied for the position. Reb Yaakov was the second of the five to be given a “try-out,” and he did very well.
The community leaders were about to appoint him as their new rav when one man spoke up. He said that it was unfair to
appoint a rav without allowing the remaining three candidates to try out. Reb Yaakov agreed with this opinion, and the other candidates were given try-outs. Candidate #5 did very well and was appointed to the position.
In later years Rav Yaakov would say with great pain that the Rav who was appointed Rav of Vilkomir was shot to death in
the street during World War II. And because Rav Yaakov was not appointed to that position, he was forced to come to America.
From there, he went to Toronto to become a rav (and from there he went to Torah Vodaath, where he eventually became Rosh Yeshivah). After arriving in Toronto, Rav Yaakov was able to bring his wife and children from Lithuania. In this way, he and his entire
family were saved from the horrors of World War II. Sometimes, what appears to be terrible is actually the source of the greatest
brachah.
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Chag HaSiyum
The summer of 5777/2017 had many exciting, memorable moments. Without a doubt, one of the most
memorable was the grand Chag HaSiyum that was held in the main dining room on the last motza’ei Shabbos
of the camp season. At that event, 80 campers, staff members and masmidim celebrated siyumim. Some completed masechtos of Gemara, others sedarim of Mishnayos.
Before the melave malka began, our special Shabbos guest Harav Hillel David shlita addressed the
mesayamim in the Masmidim beis medrash and presented each boy with a sefer on behalf of Camp Agudah.

There are many factors that make “Ruach Country” the amazing place that it is. Without a doubt, the
primary ingredient is the ruach haTorah that is present in every part of the camp, from the youngest campers to
the senior staff. The 80 siyumim are a great testimony to the abundance of Torah learning that took place in
camp this past summer. We look forward to next year’s siyum when b’ezras Hashem, we hope that at least
100 siyumim will be held at Camp Agudah in Yerushalayim.
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Nobody is in the pool

Nor is anyone in the Shul
Bunkhouses swept and emptied
Campers and counselors back in school

Each of us have our memories
Yearbooks full of new friends’ names
Learning groups and Shabbos zemiros
Overnight trips and staff basketball games
Summers over; those eight weeks, they really flew
I’ll never forget them and Im sure you won’t either

Now the sun goes down
Earlier than yesterday
The days are getting shorter
Less time to go out and play
The Catskill roads have emptied
Everyone has gone home
Even though were packed together
Somehow we feel alone

Our summer memories
Will last on and on
Although the grass turns brown
And august is long gone
We already waiting
The time the school year ends
When were once again in camp
Back with all our summer friends
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EQIPMEMT SHACK GUY CAN WRITE AN ARCTICLE?

Answer: Yes, I can!
With that out of the way, ON TO THE ARCTICLE!!
Whatever that is.
Hmmm... AH-HA!
Let me walk you through a common scene at the shack. (Not Crafty's. The other one.)
ME: Hey-ho!
CAMPER: I want a baseball.
ME: You mean, 'can you borrow a baseball'.
CAMPER: Agggeruhger, fine! jUST GIVE IT TO ME!
ME: Here you go, name and bunk plea-- Where'd he go?
(I jump over the counter and run after him)
As you can see, it's an entertaining job, like the time Punch ball #15 rolled under a bunkhouse. Of course,
jolly ol' me had to dig after it. Unfortunately, Mr. Skunk beat me to the real estate agent.

Another time, some kids were playing hockey during learning groups, using a ball they had 'forgotten' to return. Now, you know
you can't play hockey during learning groups, so I just had to take the ball.
Ever been chased by twelve angry kids in full hockey gear?

And now my daily routine for collecting equipment.
6:00 am - Wake up. If I can.
6:05 am - Gear up. I have this cozy bathrobe...
6:07 am - Check the baseball fields. Very sandy...
6:19 am - Basketball courts. Shoot a hoop... BOOM-SHAKALAKA!
6:30 am - Golf course. Wait. We have one of those?
7:30 am - Wake up. Why am I on the football field?
9:00 am - Hunt down kids by breakfast. Who ME?!
SPECIAL THANKS TO: R' Neiman, R' Karfiol, Rabbah Dabbah, R' Friedman, R’ Wolf, Reb Elyah, Happy
Birthday R' Septimus, Avi Schillit (for the key), Shimon Newmark, Meir Frischman, Volleyball #36
(for always being there), Pomerantz (for being when I'm not), and Weis (for helping me with the keyboard and the patented
Gabbai™ Aliyah Paperclips®).
AND NOW A MOMENT OF SILENCE FOR ALL THE EQUIPMENT THAT DIDN’T MAKE IT TO THE END.
Volleyball #30
His cousin, Volleyball #20
Punchball #18, 36, 22, and all the others that are resting in peace under the head counselors office.
And the baseballs that were lost in forest by Grand Slam Park.
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Going Home
Dear Camper,
Do not be alarmed if you arrive home from camp acting a bit strange; it is perfectly normal for
your condition. A typical reaction by you when coming home is as follows:
The summer has ended - you have arrived home. Now what? You head on over to Shul and
surprised that you can start micha without your whole bunk being there. you are then puzzled when mincha begins without the traditional four claps and the countdown from 10 9….. from your head counselor.
After mincha you get even more confused when you realize that you don't have to go to learning
groups.
You head on home and try to eat a meal and are amazed at how quiet it is. Where is the deafening sound of Mosey on the mike. The
call for bunks aleph thru hey, and your counselor screaming out, "who wants canteen transactions?". You turn to your right to talk to
your good friend and realize that you are telling your one-and-a-half-year-old sister about how you want to start taking shortstop when
you play baseball. You Strain to hear Mosey announce "and now for tonight's night activity", but you just can't hear him. You are even
a little shocked when your father doesn't Start cheering "We want night seder!". You open the freezer hoping to find a nutty buddy.
you open the microwave searching for a hot pretzel. you even open the Mazola Oil
bottle looking for french fries. you know that you're really starting to lose it when you Start calling your mother Chef Flaum.
You go up to your room to Start unpacking. you take out your first shirt and turn to hand it to your counselor to fold and are dumbfounded when the shirt falls on the floor. Come to think of it you cannot believe it - your cubbies are nowhere in Sight - someone stole
them! Yes. Someone literally pulled your cubbies out of the wall and walked off with them! You then begin to wonder how you're going to be marked on cleanup if you don it have any cubbies to mark. you turn to look at your window and then scream downstairs,
"Ma, camp got air conditioning!" And then comes the wonder of all wonders. You go into the bathroom and notice something hanging
from a brown pole next to the shower. As you speculate what it may be. you look at the tag on it, which Says "SHOWER CURTAIN"
and are dumbfounded. You make a mental note to ask your mother what it is supposed to be. you take a shower and ponder where the
ankle-deep water that you're used to is. When you finish your shower. You realize that no one is waiting outside the shower ready to
jump-in the instant you finish. You return to your bunk... I mean room, and get into pajamas. You lie down in bed and realize you don't
have fourteen people to talk to. Who is going to replace the guy who bumps into you in the middle of the night while on his way to the
bathroom? How about the guy who snores two beds down? And who is going to wake you up in the morning with as much energy and
ruach as Reb Elya? When you lie your head down on the pillow to go sleep. you lean back and think, When will summer 18Start?

The Last Day

By: Klonymus Kalman Hacohen Kaplan
Its aura can be seen days before its actual arrival. It can be seen in the fatigued look on the faces of campers and staff members, by the amount
of mud accumulating around camp, and by the going-out-of-business sale in the canteen. Everyone is aware of its near arrival. but all are afraid to
admit its impact. As awake on this last morning of camp, I can't help but notice how everythiry which takes place today has extra special meaning.
I daven my last shachris of the Season in the shul, eat my last breakfast of the summer in the dining room, and bentch like only a true Ruach
Country camper knows how. After breakfast Rabbi Neiman urges us to pack into our trunks the ruach, achdus, and friendships we shared together throughout the summer. He says this all while holding back tears. I know how he feels, for I am too. As I return back to my bunk to pack away
my final belongings . I look back at a summer filled with so many precious memories. Oh, how the past two months have flown by! Shortly thereafter, Rabbi Neiman is heard on the loudspeaker calling out which buses have arrived. My heart nearly skips a beat when I hear him call "The
Brooklyn bus has arrived. All boys going on the Brooklyn bus report down to the road." I exchange good-byes (and phone numbers) with my
counselor and the boys in my bunk. I
reluctantly open the door to my bunk stepping into the Ruach Country air. My legs begin to move, but
my heart won't budge. I trudge across the younger hill past the head counselor's office. dining room. and office, all the While waving good bye to
whoever I know. For the minute or so it takes me to walk down the hill to the parking lot. I quickly review the entire summer in my mind. As I
reach the bottom of the hill. I reach into my pocket and pull out a crumpled piece of paper. It Says "Brooklyn Bus #2". I turn around for one last
time to get a glimpse of my home away from home. I want to cry, but I hold back the tears. I say good bye to Some more friends and board the
bus. I find a seat and begin to funnel through my yearbook. Several moments later I notice that we are beginning to move. I quickly press my
nose against the window and see Rabbi Neiman, Reb Elya, and the whole head staff. and many others waving good-bye. The moment grabs me
and everyone else on the bus as we begin to wave back at them. Such a wonderful Summer, So sad to leave. I want to cry, and this time I can't
hold back the tears.
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I Remember When
By: Yaakov Lax

I remember when…. There were narrow paths in front of the younger bunks
I remember when…. 8th and 9th grade didn’t have Jc’s
I remember when…. the 8th grade bunks were where 4th and 5th grade is now
I remember when…. Showers 1 and 2 first stopped working
I remember when… we went to Lake Compounce in School Buses
I remember when…. Clifton & Nesivos were here
I remember when… there were no tables in shul
I remember when… neighborhood day generals came on stage wearing their shirts
I remember when… we sang the alma mater… TWICE
I remember when…. R’ Elya was a 5th grade division head
I remember when…we stood up for zemiros
I remember when…. Andre was here
I remember when…. R’ Schwebel reffed basketball games
I remember when…skunks roamed camp
I remember when… we had commentary during basketball games
I remember when… R’ Dabbah was in charge of the Mexicans (the jewish ones)
I remember when…. Chaki ran the kitchen
I remember when... the bags were actually ShopRite bags
I remember when… Bunks Aleph through Yud went to sleep at Halftime
Eli Neiman…. Remembers everything
I remember when… R’ Shillit coached the Team
I remember when… the bleachers used to get moved up and you lost everything under it
I remember when... the rollerblade activity was here
I remember when…Camp first started serving blueberries on Fridays (kidding, it’s been around since Highmount)
I remember when… R’ Karfoil gave out prizes during bentching
I remember when… R’ Neiman “lost his Rubbers”
I remember when… the bank was opened
I remember when… we went to the Canadian side of Niagara

I remember when…. I was a Ruach Country Boy
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Remembering My Dear Friend Mayer Weiss ע''ה
by Meir Green

Though almost eight weeks have passed, the shock and pain have not worn off. I arrived
in camp on Sunday night, two days before camp opened and ten minutes later I heard the tragic
news that Mayer had passed away. Only a few hours earlier, I had spoken with Mayer by phone.
He had shared with me that while he was very happily married, he would miss Camp Agudah,
which had been such a major part of his life for so many years.
And Mayer was so much a part of Camp Agudah. In the summer of 2016, Mayer was busier than ever, as he managed the crew that set up and cleaned the main dining room, in addition
to his responsibilities in the kitchen. Still, he never lost his cool and always did what needed to
get done with a smile.
In the conversation that we had on the last day of his life, Mayer suggested that I should
succeed him as head of the staff night kollel. I told him the truth, that there was no way I could
ever do the job in the way that he did. He would seek out staff members and urge them to join
the kollel. In the bais medrash, he would surround himself with staff members who may have
been too tired to learn on their own and would learn mishnayos with them. And when it was
time for him to distribute the kollel money, he would run around camp making sure that every
last kollel member got paid.
His dedication to limud haTorah was amazing. During the summer of 2016, he was dating
the young lady who was to become his wife. Sometimes he would return to camp at 3 in the
morning. He would head straight to the bais medrash to learn before heading for his room.
One morning, I found Mayer in the beis medrash at 4 in the morning — asleep! He had
been mekabel to learn mishnayos for a niftar and did not want to go to sleep until he finished.
So he learned until sleep overtook him.
His last two summers in camps, we shared a small room. It was so small that there were
only enough shelves for one person’s clothing. That was no problem, because Mayer was always seeking to make the other person happy. So he very happily lived out of his suitcase the
entire summer and left the shelves for me.
One morning I woke up and found that he had slept on his mattress with no sheet on top
of it. He had washed his linen and by the time he came to our room, I was sleeping. He was
afraid that the noise of making his bed might awaken me. So he slept without linen that night.
Mayer was so warm and friendly and fun to be around. It was very easy to feel close to
him. We spoke by phone around 3 or 4 times a year, but each time I felt like I was speaking to
my best friend. That’s because he made me feel that way. He was someone that everyone loved
to be around. On Friday nights in camp, he would eat his Shabbos seudah around 10:30 after all
the dining rooms had been served their seudos. He would sit at a table in the back of the kitchen
and staff members, young and old, who had already eaten the seudah would come to enjoy his
company.
Nothing was too difficult for him if it meant making someone else happy. If I was away
and would ask him to save me supper, he would save enough for three or four people. When
there was a special kiddush in the GDR in honor of a simcha, he would go all out to make sure
that everything was perfect.
Mayer was very sensitive to other people’s feelings. After he became a chasan, he would
offer encouragement to those who had not yet found their shidduch.
He played a major role in Camp Agudah and was a beloved member of the Camp Agudah
family. He made his mark in camp. He is missed very much. We will never forget him.
יהי זכרו ברוך
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Mayer Weiss
There is a mitzvah of ,והלכת בדרכיוto emulate the ways of Hashem. Of Hashem, the Navi says, 'והי
,טרם יקראו ואני אענהbefore Klal Yisrael calls out to Hashem for what they need, He already answers them.
Mayer Weiss a”h emulated this quality of Hashem. As soon as he realized that I needed something,
before I could ask him for it, he was already getting it for me. If it was food, he was there with it. If it was
candles for erev Shabbos or a table on which to light them, he would drop whatever he was doing and hurry to
get it.
We should strive to emulate Mayer and rush to help others in any way possible — without being
asked. By following in his beautiful ways, we will ensure that he will never be forgotten.
Rabbi Finkelman

“SERVICE WITH A SMILE”
BY:Tzvi Liberman
As I sit in the GDR, I take a trip down memory lane to a decade ago when I first met the man who was to become a good friend- Mayer
Weiss .ע"הAt that point, he was the waiter in the Masmidim Dining Room, and the Night Kollel Chavrusa of the then Rosh Kollel, Shloimy
Ettinger. Then next year as Shloimy got married, he assumed the position of head of Camp Agudah’s Staff Night Kollel. As a long time unattached
staff member, I remember his frequent cry, “Nuu why don’t you do Night Kollel?!” Every night he made sure that there was a fresh package of
cookies and ice water for those who came to learn. And then when Payday came around he would run around chasing the staff in order to make
sure they got paid as soon as possible. He just couldn’t wait for people to come over to him to get the money.
As a waiter, he was always ready to serve. There were several people who for one reason or another never came to meals on time.
Mayer knew exactly who they were, and always made sure to have food for them. He was the consummate professional, always smiling and
ensuring you had what you needed. And as a free side benefit, he served as a Mashgiach. If someone came too early to breakfast, or stayed late
they were sure to hear a polite “Nu don’t you have to be by Seder!” Especially once he became Head Waiter, there were many tense situations,
such as Simchos which had separate meals and needed an extra waiter, or when Camp hosted three Yeshivos who all had their own meals. Mayer never failed, but continued to ensure that the entire network of meals and serving ran as it should. Every Friday, he would spend much time
on the GDR layout, making sure Camp could accommodate whoever was there for Shabbos.
His dedication to Rabbi Schwebel was legendary. He was very close to him, and would do anything for him. There were many times that
I would hear Mayer say “Rabbi let me carry that for you, you’ll hurt your back.” He did everything he could to stop Rabbi Schwebel from having
to put up with many of the little issues that come up in the daily running of a kitchen. He quietly took care of it without any fanfare.
At the Shloshim in Camp Agudah, I heard a story from his father. Mayer was driving his sister up to camp, and they passed up a 7-11 on
the side of the highway. She commented “Hey Slurpees!” The next thing she knew was that he was pulling off the highway and into the 7-11’s
lot. When his sister asked why are you doing this, I don’t really need a Slurpee, he replied “for a few dollars it’s worth it to put a smile on
someone’s face.”
Mayer will always remain in the heart of those who knew him as one who did his job with sincerity, dedication, and always delivered
service with a smile. May he be a מליץ יושרfor his family, his Camp Agudah “family”, and all those who knew him.
יהי זכרו ברוך

Last weekend I lost another friend, and the rest of the world lost a Jewish icon.
Mayer Weiss was a friend of mine for 15+ years, going to camp together for many
summers and working together as a waiter.
He was a constant giver. Giving his time, his money, and his heart to those around
him, and bringing out the best in others.
In camp he ran the learning program for the adult staff, giving his time every night
(when others were playing baseball or basketball) to keep track of the timecards and
finances.
He was also known to have a love for weddings. Helping people out from beginning to
end, from setting up dating prospects to helping collect money for whatever was
needed on the wedding nights.
Avi Greenberg
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THE HEAD STAFF (NOT ZEVI) LOVES THE 12TH GRADE
BECAUSE ……….
Cc Yossi Akerman- counsler of his whole extended mishpacha, phenomenal actor and songwriter, Mr. acronym, hustle yussel, Frisbee rock star, still counselor of bunk yud daled, got much funnier, clearly works out,
Cc Tzvi Gold- Is THE riving regend, hates amalek, has a cousin that’s from England who wears jeans (chas veshalom), does
know the tune to the berachos of haftorah , luvs being in kudoses and luvs many many random citizens. #NOTTODAY!!!
#MotherOfPearl. #BeachMedresh #BocaBound #IAmACheshbon
Cc Ashi Sharf- First half jc, finally got cubical, luved reffing abbl, newest celeb in camp, up and coming harry, is not sarcastic
and hates cynics, really loves moshiach #ASHI ASHI ASHI #OhrHachaimBound
Baruch Basch- Is the baseball team, booming voice and is jungers fav counselor and pounds his little basketball hoop on his
porch. #GellermanBound
Shalom Blau- Came straight out of day camp and totally revolutionized fifth grade, parents favorite counsler, greatest Shabbos ties #heybunkhey #shabbos party
Chaim Feiginbaum- Middle name is Zanvil, couldn’t get cubical, only took two off days and luves his first half camper(s)
#longpantstobed #TwinRiversBound
Dovi Feigenbaum- Lowenthal in training, professional pastrami stuffer, #SteinsBound
Y.Y. Freidman- Got to go on eighth grade trip, great backup camera man and makes Shalom Blau looks quiet #AsIf
#SegateBound
Yitzchok Frischman- Broke 3 phones first half, luvs friday night meals and wants to go work for the daycamp
#BrokenWindows #thatlaughthough #iceshookup
Zevi Goldshmidt- Is (not) secretly part of headstaff, had the most legendary catches with lenny with half the junior hill going
crazy, has a cap with a fan on it in case it gets too hot, greatest ref on grounds and is the zev ben shraga. #GellermanBound
Menachem Hartman- Master of acquiring baali tfillah, master of props, tricks people into saying berachos for the haftora
#slydog, luvs goin to fahers and luvs being league captain.
Shimon Issac- Knows all the HOOOOCCKKK, likes sixth grade better then seventh, rav elyas fav camper, and… revellie, biggest Schweppes hookup, officialy owns the golf cart #chavrusah #SendersBound
Ari Kaufman- biggest headphones on ground, knows most of the campers names and never takes naps #GellermanBound
Meir Laniado- Has a Gregory cap, has both his pinkis, provides showerhouse entertainment for most of camp, is almost as
good as Mordy Jacubs, and looks reaaal finnne. #favian # EHH SHEMEN GUY #IsrealBound
Dovid Neiman- has clutch bunkhouse, greatest cubicle matziv; can play toesies with zevi , great lunchroom shusher.
#AlstersBound
Avromy Rosenberg- Rocks the gartel and chaseidish music, makes friday night cholent, is camps cutest unicorn, and somehow gets all the new music a year before the music producers even thought about it #meilich kohn #AlstersBound
Dani Saidov-an excthhhhelent story teller, bd”e for his dumb dog fifi, couldn’t sleep on bus cuz of the bus driver, noam
daycamp bound….oops never mind, would constsntly harass r neiman and r karfiol, location next year unknown bound
#DANNNNNNIIIIII #FEARTHESTACHE
Avromy Schron- Always creates the chill, luvs fallsveiw more than camp agudah, avi schilits 3rd to fav camper, needs tzvi to
stop everything on junior hill so that they can watch him make a throw #TWO,THREE #OffDay@Grandpas #MercazBound
Shimon Shuster- Was almost a masmid second half, will have all of camp agudah at his wedding, great mini golfer, is the
king of jewish geography and is very makpid that it is t4t not trt. #SixthGradeCounclerPositionFilled
Kuty Shipper- Has a runway under his bearded chin, is assistant manager for T.R.T, pounds the stolen pastrami sandwhiches, Mordy Gelbard, future Shabbos chef in his yeshiva, #Exthelent
A.Y. Teitelbaum- Is a jack of all trades, chief pastrami sandwhich maker, camps fav waiter, totally luvs his job, camps new
and improved camera man, no sleep needed and is the backbone of camp agudah #mycamplink #RutkinsBound
Zevi Vogel- Had the greatest 1st half bunk of all time to go along with his amazing off days #water. Very possibly has a identical twin brother in camp.
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